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Abstract

The work presented in this thesis was concerned with investigating
the relevant spectroscopic properties of Ce ions randomly doped in
an Y2SiO5 crystal at low temperatures (around 4 K), in order to
develop a technique and an experimental set-up to detect the fluo-
rescence photons emitted by a single Ce ion. The aim of the work
was to determine whether a single Ce ion (referred to as the read-
out ion) can be used as a local probe to sense the quantum state
of a neighbouring single-ion qubit via a state-selective interaction
between the readout and qubit ion. More precisely, if the qubit
ion is in state |1〉 or |0〉 state, the single Ce ion will, or will not,
emit fluorescence photons. This single ion readout concept is a
key step towards single-rare-earth-ion quantum computing, which
is believed to be a promising approach for a scalable quantum
computer.

Rare-earth ion based quantum computing is an attractive
scheme for several reasons. Firstly, the qubit coherence time can
be on the timescale of a minute while the optical coherence time
can be on the millisecond timescale, despite the fact that the ions
are in a solid (crystal), which means that more than 10000 op-
tical pulses could be implemented before the system decoheres.
Secondly, any sub-ensemble of ions in a frequency interval equal
to or larger than the homogeneous linewidth within the inhomo-
geneously broadened absorption line can be used as a frequency-
selectively addressed qubit. The proof of principle of the qubit-
qubit interaction has been previously demonstrated. Thirdly, no
special material engineering is required, and the crystal is com-
mercially available. Ways of initializing a sub-ensemble of Pr ions
as a qubit in the random system, manipulating the quantum state
of the ions in a controlled way, and characterizing the quantum
state created are presented.

In order to achieve better scalability, the idea of letting a single
rare-earth ion represent a qubit was investigated. The fidelity of
the single-ion readout scheme was briefly studied. The influence
of the energy transfer process between two neighbouring ions on
quantum computing is discussed.
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A readout ion should possess a number of specific spectroscopic
properties. Therefore, the position and the linewidths of the zero-
phonon line of Ce ions were measured using an external cavity
diode laser (at 371 nm) as the excitation source. The difference in
the permanent dipole moment of the ground and excited states of
Ce ions was measured in a photon echo experiment on Pr ions in
a Ce-Pr co-doped Y2SiO5 crystal.

The last and most important task was to realize single Ce ion
detection. Fluorescence of Ce ions has been detected from a crys-
tal, where there is on average 1 ion within 4.6 µm3 interacting with
the excitation laser at a time. Estimates were made of the num-
ber of ions contributing to an observed signal. A trial experiment
to investigate whether the signal was emitted by a single Ce ion
was carried out, but was unsuccessful. Potential reasons why the
experiment failed are presented.
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Popular science description

At the beginning of 20th century, scientists started to realize that
atoms exhibited the discrete behaviour, e.g. the energies of bond
electrons were not continuously distributed, but had discrete val-
ues. Light is also transmitted as discrete packages (called photons).
These phenomena can not be explained by classical physics, which
has been accepted as the law of describing the nature for hundreds
of years, and a new theory, called quantum mechanics, was born.

Quantum mechanics has already made great changes to our
lives. Two important applications are lasers and and transistors.
Lasers are now used in many fields, for example in industry (laser
cutting and laser lithography), in daily life (laser printers and DVD
players), and in medicine (eye surgery, laser cosmetology and laser
diagnosis). Transistors are the elementary electronic devices used
for the logic gates in a computer, which can have one of two bi-
nary output values: 0 or 1. The invention of the transistor allowed
the first general-purpose electronic computer, the Electronic Nu-
merical Integrator and Computer, which weighed 30 tons, to be
replaced by a modern computer weighing only a few kilograms.
Transistor-based computers also have other advantages: they are
faster, more reliable, cheaper to produce and consume less en-
ergy. Computers have become more and more compact, due to
the decreasing size of transistors. However, there is a limit on the
reduction in size of transistors, and the next step is to use single
atoms.

The performance of computers based on single atoms will be
determined by quantum mechanics. A so-called quantum com-
puter will make use of the quantum properties of atoms to carry
out computations. The primary information carrier is the quan-
tum bit (called a qubit), which is a coherent superposition of two
classical bits (i.e. it can have values of 0 and 1 at the same time).
This allows computation to be vastly speeded up. For example, a
two-qubit state can be in all four states: 00, 01, 10 and 11 simulta-
neously (with different probabilities), so a computational process
using these two qubits can be implemented simultaneously on all
four states at once. Using the classical two-bit computer, the same
task has to be carried out four times. This so-called quantum par-
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allelism may allow certain types of problems, which are currently
difficult or almost impossible to solve on a conventional computer,
to be easily solved on a quantum computer. For instance, factor-
izing a 300-digit integer to two prime numbers would take a con-
ventional computer with a THz clock speed 150 000 years, even
using the best algorithm, but this could potentially be done in less
than 1 second on a large quantum computer. The RSA encryption
algorithm, which is used, for example, to ensure security of online
shopping using credit cards, is based on the presumed difficulty
of factoring large integers, and the advent of quantum computers
would thus render this algorithm useless. However, quantum com-
puters are still confined to the realms of the research laboratory.
As is the case with any new invention, it is difficult to predict how
or when quantum computers will make an impact on the world.

The work described in this thesis is focused on developing
a single-ion qubit readout scheme, with which a quantum com-
puter with a large number of qubits could potentially be con-
structed. The ‘hardware’ investigated consists of rare-earth ions
(praseodymium or europium) doped in a transparent crystal. The
qubit is represented by two of the hyperfine levels in the ground
state of the ions. The electron population of these two states can
be manipulated by optical laser pulses, using the excited state as
an intermediate state. An arbitrary superposition state of a single
qubit has been demonstrated. However, in this scheme each qubit
consists of millions of ions, and all the ions in one qubit can not
interact strongly with all the ions in another qubit, which imposes
restrictions on the maximum number of qubits that can be used.
Therefore, the use of a single ion as a qubit has been proposed, and
simulations have shown that it is possible to construct a long chain
of qubits using this scheme. However, it is necessary to develop a
means of reading out the quantum state of a single-ion qubit.

The method currently being investigated in our group is co-
doping another kind of rare-earth ion (cerium) into the same crys-
tal as the qubit ions, and using a single Ce ion as a sensor (this
can be pictured as a light bulb) to tell us which state the qubit
ion (Pr) occupies via a controllable interaction between these two
ions. If the Pr ion is in state 1, the ‘light bulb’ will be turned on,
sending out light (fluorescence). If the Pr ion is in state 0, the
bulb will be turned off so no light will be seen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The objective of the work described in this thesis was to investigate
some of the spectroscopic properties of Ce3+ ions doped in a bulk
crystal of Y2SiO5 , and to develop the capability of detecting the
fluorescence photons emitted by a single Ce ion in this crystal.
These studies were driven by the aim of using the a single Ce ion as
a microscopic sensor to probe the quantum state of a neighbouring
qubit ion via a controllable ion-ion interaction between them. The
interaction is initiated in such a way that the fluorescence emission
(on/off) of the readout ion is correlated with the hyperfine state
of the qubit ion (|1〉/|0〉).

Quantum computing

Quantum computing relies on a computational mechanism gov-
erned by quantum mechanics, which is in stark contrast to the way
in which conventional computers work. The fundamental element
is the qubit (quantum bit), which can be an arbitrary superposition
of two discrete states, e.g. the vertical and horizontal polarization
state of a photon, two electronic or hyperfine states of a trapped
ion, or the clockwise and anticlockwise current in a superconduct-
ing circuit [1, 2]. A few quantum algorithms (e.g. Deutsch’s algo-
rithm, Shor’s algorithm and Grover’s database search algorithm)
have been developed exploiting this so-called quantum parallelism
to speed up the calculations required for certain types of problems
that are difficult for a conventional computer to solve, e.g. factor-
ization of large integers [3]. However, the coherence of a quantum
system, on which this tremendous computational ability depends,
is fragile and is susceptible to environmental disturbances. So far,
no quantum computer has been shown to outperform a conven-
tional computer. Nevertheless, learning how to communicate with
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and manipulate a quantum system in a controlled way will enrich
our knowledge on the nature of the microscopic world.

Why is single-ion readout required?

In the rare-earth(RE)-ion based quantum computing scheme, the
qubit is defined as two of the hyperfine levels of the lowest crystal
field level of the ground state of the RE ions, e.g. Pr3+ or Eu3+.
The long coherence times of both the hyperfine transitions (e.g. 0.9
s for Pr ions in an Y2SiO5 crystal [4]) and the optical transitions
(e.g. 152 µs for Pr3+ 3H4 →1 D2 transition) make the RE ions
suitable for quantum information processing [5, 6]. Qubit-qubit
interactions and arbitrary single qubit rotations have been carried
out on a qubit represented by an ensemble of ions, whose optical
transition frequencies has a narrow frequency distribution (e.g.
170 kHz) [7, 8]. However, the permanent dipole-dipole coupling
between the qubits scales with the distance, r, between the two
ions as ∝ 1/r3. This spatially dependent coupling, together with
the random positioning of the ions in each qubit, makes it difficult
to develop a large number of interacting qubits with reasonable
dopant concentrations, where each ion in one qubit can control one
ion in the other qubits. Because of this problem of scalability, the
single-ion qubit approach has been proposed, in which the qubit is
instead represented by a single RE ion, e.g. a Pr3+ or Eu3+ ion.
However, it is difficult to read out the quantum state of a single-ion
qubit. Direct hyperfine-state-selective fluorescence measurements
are not possible (the reasons why will be presented in Chapter 6).
It has therefore been suggested that a different species of RE ion
from the qubit ion could be co-doped into the crystal, serving as
a probe, and called the readout ion. Ce is the candidate under
investigation in this work.

Single molecule/ion detection

Single molecule/ion detection reveals the microscopic behaviour of
an individual emitter which is normally masked by an ensemble
[9, 10]. It can also serve as a tool to study the nanometre scale
environment of individual emitters [11]. It is also a very useful
technique in chemical and biological analysis.

Research on single molecule/ion detection started in the late
1970s, and can be divided into three types according to the host
environment: single molecules in a liquid solvent [12–14], a free sin-
gle ion in a trap [15–17], or a single molecure/ion in a transparent
solid, such as a thin film [18], a nanocrystal [19] or a bulk crystal
[20–22]. Two difficulties are encountered when studying ions in a
bulk crystal, which is the case in the work described here. One is
that it is necessary to establish accessibility to a single ion among
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Introduction

the thousands to billions of ions within the resolved volume of the
objective lens. The number of ions can be reduced either by us-
ing an ultra-pure crystal, or by making use of spectral selectivity,
providing the linewidth of the excitation source is much narrower
than that of the ion transition frequency. The other difficulty is
suppressing the noise from the background fluorescence originating
from unavoidable redundant dopants (e.g. ions in another site), or
the Raman scattering of the substance on the surfaces, etc.

In the present work, Y2SiO5 crystals doped with Ce3+ at
dopant concentrations as low as 10−7 relative to Y ions were used.
The number of ions physically available is about 2000 ions per µm3

on average. This number can be further reduced by four orders of
magnitude by using spectral selectivity.

Experiments intend to identify whether the signal indeed orig-
inated from a single Ce ion usually take a few hours. Within this
period of time, the frequency of the exciting laser should be suf-
ficiently stable to obtain a good signal to noise ratio (SNR). An
active frequency stabilization system was built, and trial experi-
ments were carried out on single ion detection.

Outline of this thesis

Chapter 2 describes the coherent light-matter interaction in terms
of the optical Bloch equations, and introduces the basic con-
cepts of fluorescence emission, the techniques used for single
molecule/ion detection and the properties and characterization of
single molecule/ion emission.

The spectroscopic properties of RE ions doped into a crystal
relevant for quantum computing are described in Chapter 3, focus-
ing on the inhomogeneous and homogeneous linewidth broadening
mechanisms and the methods used to probe the linewidths. The
properties of the widely used host Y2SiO5 , and spectroscopic data
for Pr3+ and Eu3+ in an Y2SiO5 crystal are summarized.

Chapter 4 describes the two different experimental systems
used for the work presented in this thesis. One system was de-
signed for the quantum control experiments and the other for the
single Ce ion detection.

Chapter 5 summarizes the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) locking
technique, and presents the design of the frequency stabilization
system of the external cavity diode laser (ECDL) and the experi-
mental set-up of the system.

Chapter 6 introduces the two approaches considered for RE
ion quantum computing. In the ensemble qubit approach, the
experimental demonstration of qubit initialization, arbitrary single
qubit rotations and quantum tomography is presented. In the
single-ion qubit approach, the concept of of single ion readout is
discussed, the fidelity of the single-ion readout scheme is analysed

3



and the potential energy transfer process between the neighbouring
ions is discussed.

Chapter 7 presents the spectroscopic investigations of the Ce
ions with regard to the readout ion requirements. The inhomoge-
neous and homogeneous linewidths of the zero-phonon line (ZPL)
were measured and the Ce-Pr ion-ion interaction was demon-
strated, from which the difference in the permanent dipole moment
between the ground and excited states were calculated.

Chapter 8 outlines the experimental progress made towards de-
tecting a single Ce ion. Trial experiments were carried out in an
attempt to turn the fluorescence signal of a single ion on and off
scanning the excitation laser frequency across its resonance line.
Unfortunately the signal does not seems to from a single ion. Po-
tential reasons for the failure of the experiment are presented, and
suggestions made on the improvements.

4



Chapter 2

Light-matter interaction and
single-molecule detection

This chapter provides a brief introduction to some fundamental
aspects of light-matter interaction. This maybe a coherent process
(e.g. Rabi oscillations) or an incoherent process, which can be
seen in daily life, such as the fluorescent digits on a watch, or
the fluorescent strips on a policeman’s clothes. First, the optical
Bloch equation, which describes the coherent response of matter
to irradiation by coherent light, will be introduced (Section 2.1).
Then, the basics of an incoherent process, fluorescence emission,
will be presented (Section 2.2), followed by a short description of
single-molecule/ion detection techniques and the characterization
of a single emitter (Section 2.3).

2.1 Bloch sphere representation of a two level
atomic system interacting with a laser
radiation

The optical Bloch equations are an analogue of the Bloch equa-
tion developed for nuclear magnetic resonance [23] in the optical
frequency regime. They describe the time evolution of an atomic
state during its interaction with an external coherent light field in
the semiclassical regime, where the atom is quantized as a discrete
two-level system, the external light field is treated as a classical
electromagnetic wave described by the Maxwell equations, and the
interaction energy between them is described in the electric dipole
approximation.

The derivation of the optical Bloch equations for an ideal
system without relaxation is quite straightforward starting from
Schrödinger equation, as shown e.g. by C. J. Foot [24]. For a real
system, however, the relaxation terms must be taken into account.
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|e> 

|g> 

ћω0 

Figure 2.1. A simple two-level
system with a transition frequency
of ω0, an excited state lifetime of
T1, and optical coherence time of
T2. The two eigenstates are
denoted as |g〉 (ground state) and
|e〉 (excited state).

A transparent way of doing this is illustrated by M. O. Scully
et.al. [25], who introduced a phenomenological decay term into
the Liouville or Von Neumann equation of motion for the density
matrix.

2.1.1 The density matrix

The density matrix of a system is defined as

ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, (2.1)

where |ψ〉 is the wavefunction of the system in Dirac notation. For
a two-level system, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, an arbitrary state
|ψ〉 can be viewed as a superposition of the ground state (|g〉) and
an excited state (|e〉) as

|ψ〉 = Cg(t)|g〉+ Ce(t)|e〉, (2.2)

where |Cg,e(t)|2 is the probability of the system being in the ground
or excited state at time t. In the basis formed by these two eigen-
states, the density matrix ρ is given in the matrix representation
by:

ρ =

[
ρgg ρge
ρeg ρee

]
=

[
|Cg(t)|2 Cg(t) · C∗e (t)

C∗g (t) · Ce(t) |Ce(t)|2
]
, (2.3)

where ρij = 〈i|ρ|j〉 is the matrix element of ρ and |i, j〉 refers to
the |g〉 or |e〉 state. The diagonal terms in Equation (2.3) denote
the population of the system in the ground (or excited) state, and
the off-diagonal terms describe the atomic polarization.

2.1.2 The optical Bloch equations

The Liouville equation describes the system evolution thoroughly
but it is so compact that it is not easy to get an intuitive picture
of the light-matter interaction. For that purpose, three new real
quantities based on density matrix elements have been defined as
follows:

u(t) = ρgee
−iωt + c.c.,

v(t) = −iρgee−iωt + c.c.,

w(t) = ρee − ρgg,
(2.4)

where ω is the angular frequency of the external electromagnetic
field and c.c. stands for the complex conjugate. u and v rep-
resent the atomic polarizations, and w is the population differ-
ence between the two transition states. It is worth noting that
|u|2 + |v|2 + |w|2 = 1, which will be used in a later discussion.

Taking the time derivative of these equations, making use of the
equation of motion for the density matrix elements obtained from
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Figure 2.2. An arbitrary Bloch
vector R on the Bloch sphere.

the Liouville equation and using the rotating wave approximation
[25], gives the optical Bloch equations:

u̇ = − 1

T2
u−∆v + ΩImw,

v̇ = ∆u− 1

T2
v + ΩRew,

ẇ = −ΩImu− ΩRev −
1

T1
(w + 1).

(2.5)

The above equations are valid for a system initially in the ground
state (w = −1). T1 and T2 are the lifetime of the excited state
and the coherence time of the optical transition, respectively. They
will be further discussed in Section 3.3. ∆ denotes the frequency
detuning between the external light frequency (ω) and the atomic
transition (ω0). ΩRe and ΩIm are the real and imaginary parts
of the complex Rabi frequency (Ω), which describes the coupling
between the external electromagnetic field and the atom as follows:

Ω(t) =
µ · E(t)

~
, (2.6)

where µ is the transition dipole moment of the material (µ =
〈g|qr|e〉, where q is the charge on an electron), and E(t) is the
complex amplitude of the external electromagnetic field.

The advantage of using u, v and w is not yet apparent, this
will become clear in the next section.

2.1.3 The Bloch sphere

u, v and w as expressed above, Equation (2.5), can be seen as
three components of another vector, R, which is defined in a three-
dimensional space by three orthogonal unit vectors, êu, êv and êw

as follows:

R = uêu + vêv + wêw. (2.7)

Figure 2.2 shows an arbitrary Bloch vector characterized by the
angles θ and ϕ on a unit sphere (the so-called Bloch sphere). The
corresponding state is

|φ〉 = eiϕ sin
θ

2
|g〉+ cos

θ

2
|e〉. (2.8)

It is clear that a vector pointing straight down (or up) refers to the
|g〉 (or |e〉) state. A vector in the equatorial plane represents an
equal superposition of the |g〉 and |e〉 states, the phase factor (eiϕ)
describes the coherence property between the ground and excited
state.
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Figure 2.3. Time evolution of the
Bloch vector under light
illumination. The movement of R
constitutes a cone with its axis
being the vector WT.
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Figure 2.4. Under continuous
wave excitation, the Bloch vector
(initially in ground state R1) will
rotate clockwise in the êv − êw

plane. Red arrows denote the
instant Bloch vector positions.

Bloch equations (2.5) can be represented by the Bloch vector
in a very compact form as:

Ṙ = WT ×R− (
1

T2
u,

1

T2
v,

1

T1
(w + 1)), (2.9)

where WT = (−ΩRe,ΩIm,∆) represents the coupling between the
light and atoms.

To visualize the movement of the Bloch vector on the Bloch
sphere, we neglect the relaxation terms in Equation (2.9) for sim-
plicity, and consider a short period of time where WT is constant,
which gives

d

dt
(R ·WT) = 0. (2.10)

The above equation shows that the projection of R onto WT is
constant, which means that R describes a cone around WT, see
Figure 2.3. It is possible to engineer the external light field to
obtain a certain Bloch vector rotation, as was done in the study
described in Paper I.

Pulse area

During on-resonant continuous wave irradiation (for simplicity as-
suming ΩIm = 0), the Bloch vector rotates clockwise in the êv−êw

plane, see Figure 2.4. The resulting variations along êw are called
Rabi oscillations, i.e. the atomic state is varying continuously be-
tween in the |g〉 and |e〉 state. In general, light pulses can be
used to obtain a specific final state. The pulse area (Θ) is used to
quantify the amount of Bloch vector rotation, which is defined as:

Θ(t) =

∫ t

0

ΩRe(t
′
) dt

′
(2.11)

ΩRe is governed by the specific pulse type, e.g. it is constant
for a square pulse, a Gaussian function for a Gaussian pulse, and
a hyperbolic secant function for a hyperbolic secant pulse, as was
used in the study presented in Paper I. Thus, a pulse is often
named according to its pulse area, for instance, a π/2 pulse means
that the Bloch vector will be rotated by 90◦ during the interaction
with pulse. If the initial vector is in the |g〉 state (denoted R1 in
Figure 2.4), it will end up in the equatorial plane (R2).

2.2 Fluorescence emission

Light-matter interactions can be manifested as light absorption by
the material or as radiative light emission by the material. As an
illustration let us consider a two-level free atom interacting with
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Figure 2.5. Illustration of
light-matter interactions. The
ground state atom absorbs a
photon from the external light
source and is pumped to an
excited state |e〉 (a). As time
elapses the atom will
spontaneously decay to the
ground state |g〉, emitting a
fluorescence photon (b).

an external field, as shown in Figure 2.5. If the light frequency
matches the energy separation between the levels, the atom will
be pumped into the higher state |e〉 (Figure 2.5a) by absorbing one
photon from the external field. As excited state has a natural life-
time, this excited atom will eventually spontaneously decay back
to the lower energy state, i.e. the ground state |g〉 (Figure 2.5b).
When this happens a photon will usually be emitted. This radia-
tive emission is called luminescence. Luminescence is common in
our daily life, e.g. glow sticks and luminous watches.

Luminescence is often divided into two categories, fluorescence
and phosphorescence. The difference between them lies in the
timescale. Fluorescence typically has a lifetime in the ns range,
whereas phosphorescence is a much slower process, in the millisec-
ond to second range. In this thesis only fluorescence is of interest.

2.2.1 Fluorescence characterization

The spectroscopic characteristics of the fluorescence emitted by a
material provides some information on the intrinsic properties of
the material. In this section some of these characteristic parame-
ters will be briefly reviewed.

(i) The emission spectrum
A two-level system such as that illustrated in Figure 2.5 is
an idea model to obtain a reasonable understanding of light-
matter interactions. But in reality, there are many energy
levels in both the lower and higher energy states. An excited
atom may spontaneously decay to any of the lower levels,
while emitting a photon with an energy corresponding to
the energy separation between these two states. Thus, the
emission wavelength is not a single wavelength, but spreads
over a range, creating a so-called emission spectrum. The
emission spectrum may consist of discrete lines or a contin-
uous band. Examples of the former are: the emission from
molecules in a gas phase, and the emission from the 4f-4f
transitions of a RE ion in a crystal [26–28]. Examples of
continuous bands are the emission from molecules in a sol-
vent and from the 4f-5d transitions of a RE ion in a solid
matrix.

(ii) The excitation spectrum
Contrary to the emission spectrum mentioned above, which
is observed by recording the emission wavelength following
excitation at a specific wavelength, the excitation spectrum
shows the spread of excitation wavelength to obtain a con-
stant emission wavelength. This spectrum can reveal the
structure of the excited state levels where only non-radiative
relaxation takes place between them.
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Figure 2.6. Illustration of the
excitation pulse and fluorescence
signal of a time resolved
fluorescence measurement. The
intensities of the pulse and
fluorescence signal are not to
scale.

(iii) Stokes shift
The Stokes shift is the name given to the energy difference
between the maximum of the emission spectrum and the
maximum of the absorption spectrum. Usually the emission
spectrum is red-shifted, corresponding to a non-zero Stokes
shift. In most cases, the loss of energy is caused by the
non-radiative relaxations due, for example, to the interac-
tion with the environment.

(iv) Fluorescence lifetime
The fluorescence lifetime is defined as the time that has
elapsed when the fluorescence intensity has fallen to ∼37% of
its maximum. In a time-resolved fluorescence measurement,
a laser pulse is used to pump the atoms into their excited
state, and the intensity of the fluorescence emission I(t) is
recorded as a function of time, see Figure 2.6. For a two level
system an exponential decay curve is obtained, described by
the following equation:

I(t) = I(0)e−t/τ , (2.12)

where I(0) refers to the fluorescence intensity immediately
after the excitation pulse and τ is the fluorescence lifetime.

The exponential decay expressed in Equation (2.12) essen-
tially originates from the finite lifetime of the excited state
(T1), which contains two contributions: the lifetime of the
non-radiative decay process (Tnrad) and that of the radiative
decay (Trad). The relation between them is:

1

T1
=

1

Trad
+

1

Tnrad
. (2.13)

It is straightforward to prove that the fluorescence lifetime τ
defined in Equation (2.12) is in fact the natural lifetime T1

in Equation (2.13) although the fluorescence emission only
results from the radiative decay process. This can be qual-
itatively understood as: the presence of the non-radiative
decay modulates the population in the excited state so that
the overall fluorescence intensity decays faster than the ra-
diative lifetime.

(v) The quantum yield (or quantum efficiency) of the fluorescence
This refers to the ratio of the number of fluorescence photons
emitted to the number of excitation photons absorbed. For
a system in which the non-radiative decay is negligible, the
quantum yield is unity.

2.2.2 Fluorescence quenching

There are a number of processes that can decrease the intensity of
fluorescence emission. This is called fluorescence quenching. Only
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Figure 2.7. Illustration of the
energy transfer process. The
donor is pumped to the excited
state by an external field and the
nearby acceptor is not affected
(a). The dashed circles denote the
initial state of the electron. As a
result of the energy transfer
process, the donor ends up in the
ground state but not emitting a
fluorescence photon, and the
acceptor gained the transferred
energy and jumped to its excited
state (b).

the processes that are relevant to the detection of the fluorescence
from a single Ce ion will be discussed here. One of these pro-
cesses involves the energy transfer from an excited atom (called
the donor) to a nearby atom (called the acceptor), which is in
ground state. This transfer results in the donor decaying to the
ground state without emitting a fluorescence photon, and the ac-
ceptor is promoted to its excited state. Another process is decay of
the excited ion to a relatively long-lived intermediate state (called
the trapping state), other than the state it was excited from. Short
descriptions of the principles of these two processes are given be-
low.

Energy transfer

Energy transfer is a transition dipole-transition dipole interaction,
where two ions are treated as two transition dipoles with spe-
cific orientations, and the mutual interaction between the electric
fields from each dipole creates the interaction. The energy trans-
fer strength depends on the spatial separation r between the two
dipoles as 1/r6, which is significant when r is in the subnanometre
range.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the energy transfer process. Initially, both
the donor and acceptor are in the ground state. An external field
then pumps the donor into the excited state without affecting the
acceptor, Figure 2.7a. While the donor is in its excited state, there
is a probability that the energy will be transferred from the donor
to the acceptor and, as a result, the donor will end up in the lower
energy ground state with no photon emission, and the acceptor is
pumped to the excited state by the transferred energy, Figure 2.7b.
The theory of energy transfer has been well developed, for example
[29]. This process creates an additional decay channel to the donor,
which decreases the donor’s excited-state lifetime from its natural
lifetime T1 to a shorter value TET1 .

The energy transfer rate kET is used to describe the part of the
decay rate caused by the energy transfer process, and is defined
as:

kET =
1

T1
·
(
R0

r

)6

, (2.14)

where R0 is called the Förster distance, at which the energy trans-
fer rate kET is equal to the undisturbed decay rate T−1

1 . This
means that an excited donor has an equal probability of decaying
without interacting with the acceptor, as if it were not present, or
as a result of the energy transfer to the acceptor. In this case, the
fluorescence intensity decreases to half. The Förster distance is an
intrinsic parameter determined by the donor-acceptor system, and
depends mainly on the spectral overlap between the donor emis-
sion spectrum and the acceptor absorption spectrum. The exact
formulation is given, for example, by J. R. Lakowicz [30].
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2.3 Single-molecule/ion detection

The fraction of the decay rate caused by the energy transfer
process is described by the energy transfer efficiency ηET . It can
also be understood as the fraction of excited donors that decays
through the energy transfer channel. The mathematical expression
of ηET is:

ηET =
kET

T−1
1 + kET

=
R6

0

r6 +R6
0

=
T1 − TET1

T1
,

(2.15)

where 1/TET1 = 1/T1 + kET is used. At a 50% energy transfer
efficiency, the excited-state lifetime of the donor is reduced to half
its original value.

Trapping state

For an ion with multiple ground state levels, which may be crystal
splitting levels, or fine or hyperfine structure levels, decay could
take place from the excited state to any of the ground state levels.
If the ground states have a long lifetime, then the decayed ion
is trapped there until relaxation occurs, or, in other words, the
ion is lost in the sense that it is not available to be excited from
its ground state for a certain period of time. The fluorescence
intensity is then decreased. When detecting the fluorescence of a
single Ce ion, it is important to know if there is such a trapping
level. That was part of the purpose of the spectral hole-burning
experiment described in Paper III.

2.3 Single-molecule/ion detection

Single-molecule/ion detection is of interest as it would allow us
to technically explore the ultimate detection limit. It is also of
scientific value because it opens up a way of investigating the mi-
croscopic behaviour of an individual emitter, instead of observ-
ing the average effect of an ensemble of molecules or ions [9, 10].
Single-molecule/ion detection also serves as a tool to study the
nanometre scale environment of individual emitters [11]. The pur-
pose of this work was to detect a single Ce ion in a Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5 or
Eu:Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal in such a way that the fluorescence state (ON
or OFF) of this single Ce ion is able to tell us the hyperfine state of
a neighbouring qubit ion (Pr or Eu). This scheme will be described
in detail in Chapter 6.

The technical requirements for detecting a single emitter
(molecules or ions) vary with the environment, and are related to
the possibility of having only one single emitter in the focal volume
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interacting with the irradiation, and suppression of the background
signal from sources other than the emitter under investigation.

A single emitter can be detected by observing the fluorescence
emission, or by monitoring its absorption spectrum. For example
in a study by Moerner et al., a single molecule absorption spec-
trum was recorded, using frequency modulation spectroscopy to
increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) to a level at which single
molecules could be detected [18]. Detecting the the absorption
from a single emitter is more difficult than detecting the fluores-
cence, as the weak absorption may be concealed by the noise from
the strong transmitted light. But this is not a problem for the
fluorescence detection because the fluorescence spectrum is often
red-shifted respective to the excitation wavelength. The SNR of
fluorescence detection can be improved by accumulating the flu-
orescence photons for a longer period of time. The detection of
fluorescence from a single emitter is discussed below.

2.3.1 Challenges in single-emitter detection

The fluorescence signal from a single emitter is so weak that it is
often below the noise level of the background signal (any other light
signal than the signal of interest, e.g. fluorescence emission from
the host or ambient light, etc.). It is thus necessary to increase the
SNR. On the signal side, signal losses before reaching the photode-
tector should be minimized. This can be done using a fluorescence
detection system with high collection efficiency, high-transmission
optics (lenses, filters etc.), and high quantum efficiency photode-
tector (e.g. avalanche photodiodes, photomultiplier tubes or CCD
cameras). On the noise side, low noise photodetector should be
used, and the noise level of the background signal, should be sup-
pressed as far as possible, e.g. by reducing the excitation volume.

To achieve single-emitter detection with a reasonable SNR the
following two conditions must be fulfilled.

(i) An environment must be created in which only one
molecule/ion actively interacts with the macroscopic laser
field in the excitation volume.
This condition imposes no restrictions on the single ion in
a electromagnetic trap, and can also be easily achieved for
the molecules in a solvent simply by diluting the sample suf-
ficiently. But it is not trivial to fulfil this condition in con-
densed matter, especially in a bulk crystal, as the atomic
number density is comparatively high. For instance, the
number density of cerium ions in a Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal with a
dopant concentration as low as 1×10−7 relative to Y ions is
∼2000 ions/µm3. However the transition frequencies of these
ions spread out inhomogeneously over tens of GHz range be-
cause of the different local lattice strain experienced by each
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ion. This frequency span is about four orders of magnitude
larger than the intrinsic transition linewidth of an individual
ion (measurement presented in Paper III). This line broad-
ening provides us with the possibility of spectrally singling
out one ion at a specific absorption frequency. By tuning
the excitation laser frequency into the wing of the inhomo-
geneous line profile, which may mean tens of inhomogeneous
linewidths away from the line centre, it is possible to find a
single ion on resonance with the laser frequency (assuming
the laser linewidth is not much broader than the homoge-
neous linewidth of the ion), although thousands of ions are
physically present. This method was used in [18] to achieve
single-molecule detection in a crystal.

Another way to accomplish this condition is to use an ultra-
pure crystal, which means that the dopant concentration
of the ions of interest is so low that there is only one ion
present in the excitation/observation volume, as has been
achieved for some crystals, e.g. an ultra-pure YAG crystal
[21, 22].

(ii) The fluorescence signal from a single emitter must be higher
than the overall noise of the system, which includes the quan-
tum noises of the signal being studied and the disturbing
background signal, and the electronic noise from the detec-
tion equipments.
The background signal may originate from other sources than
the single emitter under study, as well as dark current in the
detector, which is an important factor in the choice of photo
detectors. Examples of the former case are fluorescence emis-
sion from impurities resulting from the sample preparation
process, or from the host ions, Raman scattering from the
host, or autofluorescence from optics (such as the substrate
mirrors or lenses, or spectral filters). Autofluorescence can
be significantly suppressed significantly by choosing the cor-
rect optics, but the background fluorescence emitted by im-
purities and Raman scattering is difficult to suppress. How-
ever they can be reduced by restricting the excitation vol-
ume, as the background signal strength is proportional to
the number of impurities or number of host ions available
in the excitation volume. Methods of restricting the excita-
tion/observation volume are discussed below.

2.3.2 Restricting the excitation/observation
volume

A number of techniques used to confine the excitation/observation
volume are described in this section.
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Figure 2.8. The working principle
of a confocal microscope. A
pinhole and the focal plane Pobj
of the objective lens constitute
the image planes of the lens
system. Points O′, A′ and B′ are
the respective image point of O, A
and B in plane Pobj . The
fluorescence signal from the
out-of-focus points such A and B
are rejected by the pinhole.

Confocal microscope

A schematic illustration of a confocal microscope set-up is shown
in Figure 2.8. Its working principle has been well described in the
literature e.g. [31].

In a confocal microscope, the excitation laser is focused to the
sample by an objective lens and a fraction of the fluorescence pho-
tons emitted by the molecules/ions under illumination is collected
by the objective lens, then passed through the dichroic beam split-
ter and an optical filter to eliminate the excitation light. Finally,
they are focused by lens Lp onto a pinhole, located in the image
plane of Pobj (the focal plane of the objective lens). Each point
on plane Pobj is imaged to a specific point on the pinhole plane.
The fluorescence originating from the points (such as point A and
B in Figure 2.8) out of the focal point (point O) will be rejected
by the pinhole. Benefiting from the confocal geometry, both the
axial and lateral resolution decrease to approximately 70% of the
corresponding resolution of the objective lens [32, 33]. In Rayleigh
criterion, the lateral resolution of the objective lens is 0.61λ/NA
[34], and the axial resolution is 2λn/(NA)2, where λ and n denote
the emission wavelength, and the refractive index of the sample,
respectively.

The axial resolution can be improved by several folders in a
4Pi confocal microscope [35, 36], where two objective lenses are
located face to face collinearly around the sample. They can both
focus the excitation laser and collect the fluorescence signal. The
interference of two counter-propagating beams, which may be the
excitation beams or fluorescence beams or both, further increases
the axial resolution.

Total internal reflection

Contrary to a confocal microscope which restricts the observation
volume, total internal reflection can be used to confine the exci-
tation volume by using an evanescent field for illumination. A
schematic set-up is shown in Figure 2.9. In this scheme the il-
lumination beam enters the sample indirectly after first passing
through a high refractive index prism, then propagating into the
sample with an incidence angle, θi, which is larger than the critical
angle θc of the interface, where θc is determined by the refractive
indices of the sample and prism from: θc = arcsin(nsmp/nprism)
(nsmp < nprism). Under this illumination condition (θi > θc),
total internal reflection occurs, which means that the incident en-
ergy is totally reflected from the interface in a stationary state
[37]. However, an electric field (evanescent wave) penetrates into
the sample close to the boundary, and the intensity of this electric
field decreases exponentially along the z axis as:

Iz = I0e
−z/d, (2.16)
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Figure 2.9. Evanescent field
illumination to restrict the
excitation volume. The light
impinged to the sample has a
incidence angle θi larger than the
critical angle θc. So the incident
beam is totally reflected in a
stationary state. Only the
penetrating evanescent field
excites the sample, which limits
the excitation depth to hundreds
of nanometer range.

where I0 is the intensity at the interface and d is the penetration
depth, which depends on the illumination wavelength (λvac), the
refractive indices of the prism and the sample, and the angle of
incidence as [37]:

d =
λvac

4π
√
n2
prism sin2 θi − n2

smp

. (2.17)

The penetration depth is ∼ 60 nm for a 370 nm laser with an
incidence angle of 75◦, using a prism with nprism = 1.9 and a
sample with nsmp = 1.8. For a incident beam spot of 20 µm
diameter, which can be obtained from a 1 mm wide beam using a
50 mm lens , the excitation volume is approximately 20 µm3.

Evanescent field illumination restricts the excitation volume to
the subwavelength range in only one dimension (that normal to the
interface) , whereas confinement is possible in all three dimensions
using a confocal microscope.

Other methods

Other techniques have also been used such as two-photon excita-
tion e.g. [21, 38–40], and stimulated emission depletion (STED)
e.g. [41–43] to confine the excitation volume.

Two-photon excitation is a third-order nonlinear process, local-
ized to the vicinity of the focal point as the fluorescence intensity
depends on the square of the incident beam intensity, which indi-
cates that along the optical axis the fluorescence signal scales with
the distance (between the observation plane to the focal plane)
to the fourth power. Also, the fluorescence signal is free from
background, which is a considerable improvement, especially for
ultra-violet excitation, but it places high demands on the excita-
tion laser power.

STED is an elegant technique to achieve a fluorescence spot,
the size of which is not restricted by the diffraction limit. How-
ever, a sophisticated experimental system is required, including
two lasers at different wavelengths. One of them (the so-called
STED laser) must be sufficiently intense enough for the depletion
rate to overcome the excitation rate. Furthermore the STED beam
must have a specific intensity distribution, where the intensity goes
sharply to zero at the focal point of the excitation laser and intense
elsewhere else.

2.3.3 Characterization of single molecule/ion
detection

In the previous sections methods of acquiring a signal from a single
emitter were presented. The next issue is to determine under what
circumstances it is possible to claim that the faint signal detected
indeed originates from a single emitter.
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Figure 2.10. The probability of a
single emitter being in the excited
state and the probability of
single-photon emission as a
function of elapsed time. The
dashed line indicates the emission
probability at time t = T1, which
is 63%.

Turning the fluorescence signal on and off

A simple way of characterizing single-photon emission is to record
the fluorescence signal as a function of the excitation laser fre-
quency across the homogeneous absorption line of the single emit-
ter. The fact that the fluorescence can be turned on and off in-
dicates that the emission originates from a single emitter. This
is one of the earliest methods used to characterize single-molecule
emission [44] and it is also the method we have tried to detect the
single Ce ion, as will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

Photon antibunching

Fluorescence emission can be regarded as an electromagnetic wave
in classical wave optics, as well as a stream of quantized energy
packages (photons) in the quantum optics perspective. Photon
bunching and antibunching effects describe how the stream of
photons is distributed in the time domain: randomly (coherent
light), bunched (thermal light or discharge lamps), or antibunched
(single-photon sources).

In the case of an excited single emitter, there is only one photon
emitted at a time. However decay is a probabilistic process, as
shown in Figure 2.10, and at time T1 (excited state lifetime) the
probability of a fluorescence photon being emitted is 63%. At a
shorter time scale t ' T1, the probability of the excitation-decay
cycle happening twice is much lower than that at a longer time
scale when t� T1.

This photon antibunching effect can be described by the second
order correlation function g(2)(τ), which is defined as:

g(2)(τ) =
〈E∗(t)E∗(t + τ)E(t + τ)E(t)〉
〈E∗(t)E(t)〉〈E∗(t + τ)E(t + τ)〉

=
〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉
〈I(t)〉〈I(t+ τ)〉 .

(2.18)

where E(t) and I(t) denote the time-dependent amplitude and
intensity of the electric field. 〈...〉 refers to the average value of the
quantities over a long period of time, and τ is the time interval be-
tween two successive measurements. In the photon representation,
Equation (2.18) reduces to [45]

g(2)(τ) =
〈N(t)N(t+ τ)〉
〈N(t)〉〈N(t+ τ)〉 , (2.19)

where N(t) is the number of photons emitted at time t and its
values is either 0 or 1 for a single emitter, as will be explained
later.

A typical experimental set-up to measure the dependence of
g(2) on time delay τ is shown in Figure 2.11, where a 50/50 beam
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SPC 

Figure 2.11. The photon stream is
split into two paths by a 50/50
beam splitter. Detectors D1 and
D2 record the photons arriving by
each path. The pulse resulting
from a single photon is registered
by a single photon counting
board, allowing a histogram of the
events when both detectors are
triggered to be constructed as a
function the time delay τ between
the two paths.

splitter divides the incoming stream of photons into two parts,
which are directed to two different detectors, D1 and D2. The
resulting electric pulses representing a single photon are registered
in a single-photon counting board, where the pulse from D2 starts
the trigger and the pulse from D1 stops the trigger. A histogram of
events defined by both detectors can be constructed as a function
of the time interval between the trigger pulses, which is in principle
the g(2) function. The characterization of single emitter emission
in terms of g(2) has been demonstrated experimentally [21, 46, 47].

For a comparison, a qualitative description on g(2) for different
light sources is presented below.

(i) For a single emitter g(2)(0) = 0, which is natural as only one
photon can be emitted at a time. The fact that the proba-
bility of detecting two photons increases with the time sep-
aration τ indicates that g(2)(τ) > g(2)(0). For an extremely
long time delay (τ →∞), g(2) approaches unity.

(ii) For a thermal light or a discharge lamp with a constant av-
erage intensity 〈I(t)〉 = I and time-dependent intensity fluc-
tuations ∆I(t), it is easy to show that

〈I(t)I(t+ τ)〉τ=0 = I2 + 〈∆I2(t)〉
> I2 ,

(2.20)

which indicates that g(2)(0) > 1 and g(2)(t) decreases with
time delay τ . A strict calculation shows that g(2)(0) = 2 [48].

(iii) For a monochromatic coherent light source, the intensity
is independent of time, so ∆I(t) = 0, which means that
g(2)(τ) = 1 for any delay.
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Figure 3.1. Electron distribution
of RE elements in different
subshells. Arrows indicate the
filling order of the electrons. More
information is given in the text.

Chapter 3

Rare earth ions in crystals

The rare earth elements consist of the 15 lanthanides of the peri-
odic table plus scandium and yttrium. The electron configurations
of a RE ion are the same as that of xenon plus an additional part
4fx5dy6s2, where x ranges from 0 to 14 for the elements from
lanthanum to ytterbium, and y is 1 for La, Ce and Gd, and 0 for
all the others, see Figure 3.1 for an illustration. The trivalent RE
ions (RE3+ ) are formed when the two electrons in the outermost
6s subshell and one electron from the 5d subshell (if there is an
electron in this subshell) or the 4f subshell (if there is no electron
in the 5d subshell) are delocalized from the nucleus. As a result
the number of electrons in the 4f subshell of RE3+ (except Sc,
Y and Lu) is 0 to 13, increasing with ascending atomic number.
The electrons in the 4f subshell are shielded from the crystal envi-
ronment by the completely filled outer-lying 5s and 5p subshells,
which greatly reduces the linewidth broadening of the intra-orbital
(4f-4f) transitions by the disturbance of the crystal environment.
Due to this, the properties of RE3+ ions in a crystal resemble those
of free ions, which makes a RE3+ doped transparent crystal a good
material for studying coherent light-matter interactions. The 5d
levels, on the other hand, are more exposed to the crystal field, so
the homogeneous linewidth of a 4f-5d transition is generally much
broader than that of a 4f-4f transition.

RE3+ doped Y2SiO5 crystals are being used by our group
to study the coherent interaction between light and matter,
where quantum computing is one example. To understand why
RE3+ :Y2SiO5 is a good material, it is helpful to consider two of
the fundamental building blocks for a quantum computer.

One building block required to carry out a quantum algorithm
is a qubit, which can be in a coherent superposition (α|0〉 + β|1〉)
of the two states (|0〉 and |1〉) used in a conventional computing
scheme. Coherence means that both the amplitude and phase
relationship between these two states are well defined and can be
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predicted. This coherence must be preserved throughout any series
of computing operations, which is the essential difference between
quantum and conventional computing. Thus, a long coherence
time is a figure of merit for a good qubit. As mentioned above, the
coherence property of a RE3+ ion 4f-4f transition is well preserved
due to the shielding by the outer-lying 5s and 5p subshells.

Another building block is the multiple qubits and the qubit-
qubit interactions, which means operations on one qubit will be
carried out conditionally, depending on the state of another qubit.
This requires a strong interaction between two qubits so that they
can control each other. In a RE-ion-doped crystal, the optical
transition lines are inhomogeneously broadened as a result of the
random substitutions of the RE ions (qubit ions), which cause
slight variations in the crystal field at the sites of the individ-
ual ions. The ratio between the inhomogeneous and homogeneous
broadening in these systems can be greater than 106. Thus a very
large number of sub-ensembles of ions can be singled out in fre-
quency space within the inhomogeneous line. Each sub-ensemble
can act as a frequency-selectively addressed qubit, which consists
of many ions randomly distributed in space. The conditional gate
operations in these systems can be realized via the permanent elec-
tric dipole-dipole interaction between the strong-interacting ions
in each qubit (see Fig.3 and Fig.11 in [49] for more details).

This chapter provides some background information on the
properties of the RE ion that are favourable for quantum com-
puting, where single Ce ion detection is part of the work involved
in developing the ability to read out the hyperfine state of a single-
ion qubit in order to obtain a scalable quantum computing system.

3.1 Energy levels of RE3+

The presence of multiple electrons in the 4f subshell of RE3+ ions
makes the level structures complicated due to electron-electron in-
teractions. Generally, the level structures of an ion embedded in a
solid matrix will become even more complicated by the interaction
between the ion and its crystalline surroundings. However, the 4f
levels of a RE ion doped in a crystal resemble those of a free ion
due to shielding by the outer-lying 5s and 5p subshells. Thus, the
non-centrosymmetric crystal field acting as a perturbation breaks
the symmetry of the free ion wavefunction. As a consequence, the
electronic state becomes a mixture of odd parity and even parity
states [50, 51]. This broken symmetry makes the forbidden 4f-4f
transition weakly allowed (the oscillator strength is generally in
the range of ∼ 10−9 − 10−6) and also gives rise to a permanent
electric dipole moment of each state. The lower 4f energy levels
were measured by Dieke et.al. [26] in a LaCl3 crystal, as shown in
Figure 3.2. The same levels in other crystal substrates may be
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Figure 3.2. The lower 4f levels of RE3+ ions in a LaCl3 crystal mea-
sured by Dieke et.al (reproduced from [52]). The thickness of the line
represents the crystal field splitting, and the centre of gravity shows
the level of the free-ion levels. The arrows indicate the transitions of
interest in the present work. The 5d level of Ce3+ (grey line at 27000
cm−1) is included only for illustration.
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3.2 Inhomogeneous line broadening

RE3+ Radius (pm) 
  Y3+      104 

  Ce3+      115 

  Pr3+      113 

  Eu3+      108.7 

  Er3+      103 

  Tm3+      102 
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Figure 3.3. The table gives the
ionic radius of some of the RE3+

ions in 6-coordination [56]. (a)
illustrates the regular lattice sites,
that the Y ions occupy. The
dashed lines illustrate the lattice
strain. (b) shows the distortion in
the lattice caused by the dopants,
which have different radii from
the Y ions. Different colours
indicate that the ions belong to
different subgroups with a specific
transition frequency. (c)
illustrates the inhomogeneous
transition lines of the dopant ions,
where the shaded areas represent
the summed-up homogeneous
absorption of the ions in an
individual subgroup.

shifted by a few hundred cm−1, but the structure remains the
same.

However, the inter-configurational 4f-5d transitions of a RE ion
have a stronger dependence on the crystal substrate than a 4f-4f
transitions because the 5d levels are much more exposed to crystal
strains. Both the absorption and fluorescence spectra of a 4f-5d
transition are often continuous bands and only a limited number
of zero-phonon lines can be observed [53]. For a 4f-5d transition,
the crystal-field induced Stark splitting of the 5d levels is generally
greater than the splitting induced by the spin-orbit interaction.

The magnitudes of different interaction-induced splittings of
the 4f levels of a RE ion are given in Table 3.1 [54] (Figure 3.10
shows the splitting of levels in Pr3+ doped Y2SiO5 as an example).

Interaction Mechanism Energy (cm−1)
Non-central electrostatic field 104

Spin-orbit coupling splitting 103

Crystal field interaction 102

Ion-ion interaction 10−2-10
Hyperfine splitting 10−3-10−1

Superhyperfine splitting 10−4-10−2

Table 3.1: The energy scale of the 4f levels of a RE ion caused by dif-

ferent interaction mechanisms. This table is reproduced from Ref.[54].

3.2 Inhomogeneous line broadening

The optical transition frequency of an individual RE ion in a crys-
tal is slightly shifted (often red-shifted) compared to a free ion
because of the influence of the strain in the local crystalline en-
vironment. Even in a very regular lattice, the local environment
experienced by an individual ion might be slightly different from
one ion to another. This difference could be the result of defects
or disorders in the crystal, such as trace impurities (e.g. isotopes
of host ions), different lattice sites, nearby ion-ion interactions, va-
cancies etc. Thus, the optical frequencies of a specific transition of
of several identical RE ions are not the same, but spread out often
as a Gaussian distribution. This is the so-called inhomogeneous
line broadening, which has been reviewed [53, 55].

In the crystals studied in this work, the RE ions are randomly
doped into an Y2SiO5 crystal by substituting some of the Y ions.
Since the ionic radii of RE ions are different from that of Y ions,
as can be seen from the Table in Figure 3.3 [56], this substitution
distorts the regular lattice structure randomly (see Figure 3.3b),
causing the inhomogeneous broadening (see Figure 3.3c).
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Figure 3.4. Illustration of the
harmonic potential used to
describe the ion-phonon coupling
in a crystal lattice. In this
example, both the absorption and
emission spectra are a continuous
band, and will be mirror images
of each other if the ground and
excited state parabolas are
identical.

3.2.1 Line shape

An ion embedded in a crystal vibrates around its equilibrium po-
sition due to the interaction with the vibrational motion of the
crystal (so-called phonons in a quantum mechanical description).
This interaction energy can be approximated by a harmonic po-
tential if the vibrational amplitude is small, which often means
that the sample must be at low temperature. Figure 3.4 gives an
example of such harmonic potentials of a 4f-5d transition, where
the excited parabola is shifted in the configurational coordinates
relative to that of the ground state. Thus, a ground to excited
state transition could take place from any one of the ground state
phonon levels (|gi〉, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...) to any one of the excited
state phonon levels (|ei〉, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ...). This interaction
between the ion and the lattice vibrational motions turns the fi-
nite linewidth atomic transition into a broad absorption/emission
band, especially at high temperatures. At low temperatures (for
instance around liquid helium temperature) the higher phonon en-
ergy modes are less likely to be populated, so the phonon tran-
sitions are greatly reduced. There is one transition (from |g0〉 to
|e0〉) where phonons are not present and this is called the ZPL.
At low temperature, the ZPL is usually located at the lower en-
ergy end of the absorption band, while it is found at the higher
energy end in the emission spectrum, regardless of whether the
ion is excited by its ZPL or higher phonon levels, because a higher
phonon level in the excited state can relaxes non-radiatively to
level |e0〉, from where the ions decay to any of the ground state
phonon levels radiatively (shown by the downward-pointing arrows
in Figure 3.4).

For RE3+ ions in a crystal at low temperature, ZPLs generally
dominate the spectra of the 4f-4f transition [27, 57], whereas the
phonon bands dominate the 4f-5d transition spectra because of the
displacement of the harmonic potentials.

Line shapes of inhomogeneously broadened ZPLs caused by
defects have been investigated, for example, in [58, 59], where it is
shown that it is generally a Gaussian function. The position of a
ZPL can be shifted with temperature. This has been investigated,
for example in [60–62]. The dependence of the shift on temperature
is different for different crystals, and is in the range of a few to tens
of cm−1 for a 4f-4f transition within the temperature range of 4-300
K.

3.2.2 Linewidth

The inhomogeneous linewidth of the RE3+ 4f-4f transition is typ-
ically in the range of one to tens of GHz. A comprehensive review
of the RE ion spectroscopy has been made by R. M. Macfarlane
[63]. It is of fundamental interest to find the factors limiting the
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Figure 3.5. In an optimal case,
where the decay of the excited
state is the only broadening
mechanism, the coherence time T2
takes its maximum value of 2T1.
the red curve shows the field
amplitude as a function of time,
and the blue curve shows the
corresponding dependence of
intensity on time. The horizontal
dashed line indicates 1/e of the
maxima.

linewidth, and it also provides a measure of the extent to which
the crystalline structure is distorted. This limitation varies from
crystal to crystal, and from ion to ion. For instance, a 10 MHz
inhomogeneous linewidth has been reported in a YLiF4 crystal
doped with the odd isotopes 141Nd and 143Nd [64].

Generally inhomogeneous broadening is undesirable as it ob-
scures the intrinsic narrow homogeneous lines of the individual
ions. However, this feature could be used in quantum computing
research as it offers a means of creating multiple qubits in RE-
ion-doped crystals by selectively addressing subgroups of ions as
individual qubits [65].

3.3 Homogeneous line broadening

Homogeneous linewidth broadening is intrinsic to all transitions
and is independent of the local environment surrounding the ion,
or in the other words, each individual ion experiences the same
amount of broadening. This broadening typically has a Lorentzian
line shape. There are two kinds of broadening mechanisms. One
is the decay of the excited state (characterized by its lifetime T1).
The physical origin of this broadening can be understood from the
quantum mechanical point of view in terms of the Heisenberg un-
certainty principle [66], or from an analogy to the classic model
of a damping oscillator [67]. The other mechanism is the pure de-
phasing process (described by the relaxation time T∗2), which refers
to all the processes that change the radiative transition frequency
but do not affect the lifetime. Some of these processes, which are
important for this research, are discussed briefly below.

The homogeneous linewidth, Γh, is related to the coherence
time, T2, the excited state lifetime, T1, and the relaxation time
T∗2 as follows:

Γh =
1

πT2
=

1

2πT1
+

1

πT∗2
. (3.1)

From the above equation it can be seen that the narrowest
linewidth of a real transition is 1/2πT1, which happens in the opti-
mal case where there is no other broadening mechanisms (meaning
T∗2 is infinity) except the finite excited state lifetime decay. In such
a case, the system coherence time takes its maximum value of 2T1.
The factor of 2 between T2 and T1 arises from their different def-
initions, where T2 and T1 are the times that have elapsed when
the amplitude and intensity have fallen to 1/e of their maxima, as
illstrated in Figure 3.5.

The optical coherence time of the low-energy 4f-4f transitions
of a RE ion in a crystal can be in the range of hundreds of microsec-
onds to milliseconds, which makes the RE ion a competitive test
bed for implementing quantum algorithms. A 50 Hz linewidth had
been determined for Er ions in an Y2SiO5 crystal [68]. A homoge-
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neous linewidth as low as 122 Hz for the Eu 7F0 −5 D0 transition
at site 1 has been reported in a photon echo experiment when a
moderate magnetic field was applied [69]. When extrapolated to
zero-excitation intensity, the homogeneous linewidth was 105 Hz,
which is appraching the lifetime limited (1.9 ms) width of about
85 Hz.

3.3.1 Ion-phonon interaction

The energy required for a transition to occur in an ion in a solid
may be higher or lower than the energy separation between the
two transition states because the ion can absorb an energy corre-
sponding to one or more phonon quanta from the lattice or phonon
energies to released to the lattice. This ion-phonon interaction
broadens the homogeneous transition line, and this has been in-
vestigated both theoretically and experimentally e.g. [28, 70–72].

It has been shown that in the low-temperature range (T <
0.084 θD), broadening has a temperature dependence of T 7, where
the two-phonon Raman process is dominant [28, 71, 72], whereas
at high temperatures (T >0.48 θD), the dependence scales as T 2

[70]. θD is the Debye temperature of the host lattice, which approx-
imately determines the maximum phonon levels which are popu-
lated and contribute to the transition.

The phonon energy of RE ions in a crystal is typically of the
order of 10-100 cm−1 [71] and the phonon-induced dephasing be-
comes important above 4K [68, 73]. The electron-phonon coupling
strength of a 4f-5d transition is usually one order of magnitude
higher than a 4f-4f transition [50].

3.3.2 Ion-ion interaction

Ion-ion interactions constitute another dynamic process leading to
homogeneous line broadening, where the transition frequencies are
shifted as a result of ion-ion interactions, such as the permanent
electric dipole-dipole interaction between two neighbouring dopant
ions, or the electron spin-nuclear spin interaction between a dopant
ion and its neighbouring host ions.

The permanent electric dipole-dipole interaction

When an ion changes its state from the ground to the excited state,
or vice visa, the surrounding electric field is changed correspond-
ingly because of the different permanent electric dipole moments
of these two states. This change induces a frequency shift in the
initial optical transition frequencies of the neighbouring ions. This
is the dipole-dipole interaction, and the induced shift is called the
excitation-induced frequency shift [74, 75], which depends on the
permanent dipole moments, ∆µ, and the distance between the
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Figure 3.6. Illustration of the
dipole orientations and their
displacement.

ions, r, as

∆ν =
(ε(0) + 2)2

9ε(0)
· ∆µ1 ·∆µ2

4πε0h · r3
· [∆̂µ1 · ∆̂µ2 − 3(∆̂µ1 · r̂)(∆̂µ2 · r̂)],

(3.2)

where the first factor accounts for the dielectric Lorentz local field
correction [76], ε(0) (≈ 7) is the dielectric constant of the host
medium at zero frequency, and ∆̂µ and r̂ are the unit vectors
of the dipole moment, and the displacement between one dipole
and the other. The term in the square brackets describes the angle
dependence of a dipole in response to the electric field generated by
another dipole, and is affected by the dipole orientations and their
relative positions, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. For two Pr ions (site
1) with a separation of 1 nm, the dipole-dipole interaction induced
shift is about 1 GHz.

The homogeneous broadening caused by the dipole-dipole in-
teraction can have a non-negligible effect on the linewidth mea-
sured from the decay of photon echoes. The magnitude of the
broadening strongly depends on the excitation density, which has
been quantitatively characterized and experimentally investigated
[69, 77, 78]. The homogeneous linewidth broadening caused by the
dipole-dipole interaction provides an alternative way of character-
izing the change in permanent dipole moment change of a tran-
sition for a specific ion, which was the method used in the study
described in Paper III to measure the change in dipole moment
(∆µCe).

Electron spin-nuclear spin interaction

The electron spin-nuclear spin interaction is similar to the perma-
nent dipole-dipole interaction described above. The nuclear spin
flip of the surrounding host ions is the origin of this interaction.
The magnetic field associated with the nuclear spin acts as a lo-
cal field, interacting with the nearby ions (optical centre) being
studied. A nucleus could have zero spin if the numbers of protons
and neutrons within the nucleus are both even. One qualitative
explanation is that two protons with opposite spins tend to form
pairs, as do two neutrons. So the effective spin of all the pairs
is zero. It is worth noting that the nuclear spins of isotopes are
generally different.

Nuclear spin flips of the host ions surrounding the optical cen-
tre cause a fluctuating magnetic field. This spin flip induces a
frequency shift of the optical centre’s transition line. The mag-
nitude of the shift, δν, depends on the magnetic moment of the
nucleus, µn, and the electrons (of the optical centre), µe, as [53]

δν ∝ µe · µn
r3

. (3.3)
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The homogeneous linewidth broadening of Eu3+ ions caused
by the nuclear spin flip of Y ions in Y2SiO5 has been investigated,
e.g. [69]. The broadening contribution was found to be about 110
Hz (site 1) when no external magnetic field was applied, whereas
the value was reduced to 20 Hz when a 100 G magnetic field was
applied.

3.4 Probing the homogeneous linewidth

The narrow homogeneous 4f-4f transition lines of RE ions in a solid
are concealed by the broad inhomogeneous absorption line, as can
be seen in Figure 3.3c. However, methods of probing them are well
developed, for instance, using the spectral hole-burning technique
to directly probe the lines in the frequency domain, or recording
the decay curve of a coherent emission in the time domain to mea-
sure the coherence time of the transition, by photon echoes or free
induction decay. Measurement of the homogeneous linewidth us-
ing the coherent transient effect has been reviewed e.g. [63, 68].
A brief introduction to the spectral hole-burning and photon echo
techniques will be provided below.

3.4.1 Spectral hole-burning

Spectral hole-burning is the most commonly used technique for
high-resolution spectroscopy, especially since the advent of tun-
able lasers. A laser pulse (called the hole-burning pulse) selectively
excites a subgroup of ions (or molecules) within the broad inho-
mogeneous profile. We assume that the linewidth of the laser is
much narrower than the linewidth of the inhomogeneous line. As
a consequence of excitation some of the ions may end up in a state
other than the initial ground state from which they were excited.
This state could be the excited state of the transition, which is the
case in saturation spectroscopy, or other long-lived ground states,
such as the Zeeman levels, the hyperfine or superhyperfine levels.
In both cases, population of the initial ground state is reduced,
which gives rise to decreased absorption (the so-called ‘hole’) at
the excitation frequency relative to its surroundings. This modified
absorption structure created by the hole-burning pulse is probed
by the absorption of low-power radiation, scanned across the hole-
burning frequency. The hole is only visible during its lifetime,
which is determined by the lifetime of the ending state of the ion,
and can be on the ns timescale (the lifetime of the excited state
of a 4f-5d transition) or several days (the lifetime of the hyperfine
level) as shown in [28].

The width of the spectral hole (Γhole) observed in a hole-
burning experiment is related to the homogeneous linewidth (Γh)
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of the transition as

Γhole = 2 (Γh + Γlaser), (3.4)

where Γlaser denotes the laser linewidth and both Γh and Γlaser
are assumed to be Lorentzian. The reason for the summation of
the two linewidths is that the hole created by the burning pulse
is a convolution between the homogeneous line and the laser line.
The factor of 2 arises from the fact that this convolution takes
place in both the pump and probe step.

In some cases, the spectral hole is too shallow to be ‘seen’
by the probe pulse. There are several possible reasons for this
shallow hole: (i) the absorption of the transition is too weak, (ii)
the excitation intensity is too weak because of limited laser power,
or (ii) the excited state lifetime is too short.

The first hole-burning experiment on a RE system (Pr) was
demonstrated in 1977 [79]. An extreme case of a spectral hole is
the so-called spectral pit, where the absorption is approaching zero
[80]. This will be discussed in Chapter 6.

3.4.2 Photon echoes

A photon echo is a coherent burst of light emitted by an ensemble
of atoms which are in a superposition of the ground and excited
states. It is an optical frequency analogue of the spin echo [81].
The first photon echo experiment was carried out in 1964 [82]. Like
any kind of coherent phenomenon, the magnitude of the echo is
strongly dependent on the extent to which the coherence properties
survived at the time of emission. The coherence time of the system
can be extracted by recording the strength of the photon echo as a
function of elapsed time, then the homogeneous linewidth will be
known.

The physics behind the photon echo process can be understood
in the Bloch sphere representation. For simplicity, a two-pulse
photon echo is considered here. Two coherent laser pulses suc-
cessively interact with the medium with a time separation of t12

between them, see Figure 3.7a. The first pulse has a pulse area of
π/2, and coherently drives a sub-ensemble of atoms, whose tran-
sition frequencies are within the Fourier frequency span of the
pulse, into a superposition state. Their Bloch vectors end up in
the equatorial plane, as shown in the right column in Figure 3.7b.
As time progresses, these atoms experience a phase evolution at
a rate determined by their own intrinsic transition frequencies,
which are generally different for different atoms due to inhomoge-
neous broadening. This dephasing process results in a distribution
of the Bloch vectors at time t12, as shown in the left column in
Figure 3.7c, assuming t12 � T2. The second laser pulse, with a
pulse area of π, flips the established phase distribution around the
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Figure 3.7. (a) shows the
two-pulse photon echo sequence.
(b) and (c) shows the function of
the first pulse and the second
pulse in the Bloch sphere
representation. (d) shows the
Bloch vector at time 2t12 where
the Bloch vectors of all the
individual atoms meet. The
transition from (b) to (c) (from
(c) to (d)) is the echo dephasing
(rephasing) process.

u axis (v→ −v), as shown in the right column in Figure 3.7c. The
phases of atoms then start to evolute again (rephasing process) at
the same rate as in the dephasing step. After exactly the same
time period of t12 after the π pulse, the Bloch vectors converge at
the negative v axis (see Figure 3.7d). The atoms are now all in
phase and combine to give macroscopic polarization, which yields
a coherent emission (echo signal).

In reality, the dephasing and rephasing processes do not match
perfectly since the atoms can dephase with each other within the
time period 2t12. The strength of the echo signal decreases with
pulse separation time t12 exponentially as:

Iecho(t) = Iecho(0) · e−
4t12
T2 (3.5)

If we assume that, suppose all the atoms experience the same
pulse area at a certain time separation t12, the echo intensity will
depend on the number of excited atoms (N), the pulse area of the
first pulse (θ1) and the area of the second pulse (θ2) as:

Iecho ∝ N2 sin2 θ1 sin4(
θ2

2
) (3.6)

For small θ, the above equation can be written:

Iecho ∝ N2 I1 I2
2 4t12 4t24, (3.7)

where I1,2 and 4t1,2 denote the beam intensity and the duration
time of pulses 1 and 2, respectively. It can be seen from Equa-
tion (3.7) that the echo signal is maximized when the first pulse is
a π/2 pulse and the second is a π pulse. However, photon echoes
can be observed for an arbitrary pulse area as long as the sinusoidal
functions are non-zero.

The two-pulse photon echo is essentially a third-order nonlinear
process, where the phase matching condition leads to the following
relation between the wave vectors [83, 84]

−→
k1 +

−→
ke = 2

−→
k2, (3.8)

where
−→
k1,
−→
ke, and

−→
k2 are the wave vectors of the first pulse, the

echo and the second pulse, respectively.
One advantage of using photon echoes to measure the homo-

geneous linewidth is that it is less sensitive to the laser frequency
jitter provided that the Fourier frequency span of the pulses is
greater than the frequency jitter. However, the observed coher-
ence time may depend strongly on the excitation intensity due to
spectral diffusion (see Section 3.3.2) and this has been investigated
extensively e.g. in [69, 77, 78].
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3.5 The Y2SiO5 crystal
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Figure 3.8. Structure of the
monoclinic cell of Y2SiO5 , in
which 8 molecules are present.
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Figure 3.9. Refractive index of
Y2SiO5 in the wavelength range
370-650 nm.

3.5 The Y2SiO5 crystal

The Y2SiO5 crystal has a monoclinic cell structure with C6
2h sym-

metry, which contains a two-fold (180◦) rotation axis and one
mirror plane perpendicular to the rotation axis. There are eight
Y2SiO5 molecules within the cell. A schematic illustration of the
cell is shown in Figure 3.8, where the b axis is perpendicular to the
a− c plane and the angle between a and c is 102.65◦ [85]. There
are two inequivalent crystalline sites for Y ions. One is surrounded
by 6 oxygen ligands and the other is surrounded by 7 oxygen lig-
ands. The principal axes (x, y and z) are denoted C2, D1 and D2.
D1 and D2 lie in the a− c plane. The refractive index dependence
within the wavelength range of 370-650 nm is shown in Figure 3.9
[86].

Y2SiO5 is an interesting host for exploring the properties of RE
ions for optical data storage and data processing [87], and in the
fields of quantum computing and quantum memories [5–8, 88]. The
attractive properties of Y2SiO5 for these applications are the low
nuclear magnetic moments and low abundance of isotopes with
non-zero nuclear magnetic moments, which limits the homoge-
neous linewidth broadening contribution from the spin-flip of the
host ions, and enables long coherence times (up to ms timescale)
for the RE ion transitions [27, 57, 69]. Table 3.2 lists the nuclear
magnetic moments for each element in Y2SiO5 , where µN is the
nuclear magneton, which is a constant with a value of about 0.03
µeV/T [89]. Y2O3 is also a low nuclear magnetic moment sub-
strate, but it is difficult to grow as a bulk crystal as its melting
temperature is higher than that of Y2SiO5 (∼2410◦ C vs. ∼2070◦

C) [57].

Atom Isotopes Abundance (%) Nuclear spin µ (µN )
Y 89

39Y 100 1/2 -0.137

Si

28
14Si 92.2 0 0
29
14Si 4.6 1/2 -0.55
30
14Si 3.1 0 0

O

16
8 O 99.7 0 0
17
8 O 0.04 5/2 -1.89
18
8 O 0.2 0 0

Table 3.2: Stable isotopes and nuclear magnetic moments of Y, Si and

O.

A small fraction of Y ions is often substituted by trivalent RE
ions (e.g. Ce3+, Pr3+, Eu3+ and Tm3+). Substitution takes place
at both sites, but the occupation of the different sites can be very
different. For instance, the occupation of Pr3+ is roughly 87% (in
site 1) and 13% (in site 2) based on the very different absorption
coefficient observed in [87].
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Rare earth ions in crystals
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Figure 3.10. The 3H4 ground state multiplets and 1D2 excited state
multiplets of Pr3+ in Y2SiO5 for both sites at 1.4 K. The figure is re-
produced from [27, 90].

A short summary of the properties of Pr3+ and Eu3+ (in
Y2SiO5 ) relevant for this work will be given below, based on re-
sults presented in the literature.

3.5.1 Pr3+:Y2SiO5

There are two electrons in the 4f subshell of a Pr3+ ion. The
projection of the total electron spin (S) can take the value 0 or 1,
which is then coupled with the total angular moment (L = 0, 1, 2,
... 6), resulting in the multiple fine structure levels (2S+1LJ) of Pr
ions shown in Figure 3.2. These fine structure levels are further
split by the crystal field when the ion is embedded in a lattice
matrix. The 3H4 → 1D2 transition within the 4f subshell is of
our interest in this work, and has been very well investigated by
many groups. The coupling of the nuclear spin (I = 5/2) of the
Pr ion (there is only one Pr isotope 141Pr) with the total electron
angular momentum (J) gives rise to the hyperfine structures within
each crystal filed level. The 3H4 and 1D2 crystal field multiplets
and the hyperfine levels of the lowest crystal field levels are shown
in Figure 3.10.

Some of the spectroscopic data for Pr3+ taken from the litera-
ture are given in Table 3.3. Further information can be found in
the references given in the Table.
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3.5.2 Eu3+:Y2SiO5

Parameters Pr (site 1) Pr (site 2) References
λvac(nm) 605.977 607.933 [90]
T1 (µs) 164 222 [27]
ΓT1 (Hz) 970 717 [27]
T2 (H = 77 G) (µs) 152 377 [27]
Γh (H = 77 G) (Hz) 2100 850 [27]
f 7.7 × 10−7 4.5 × 10−8 [78]
µ (C · m) 2.5 × 10−32 6.3 × 10−33 [78]
∆µge (C · m) 2.4 × 10−31 2.0 × 10−31 [78]

Table 3.3: Some of the spectroscopic data for Pr3+ in Y2SiO5 taken

from the literature (T1 and T2 stands for the excited state lifetime

and coherence time of the 3H4 and 1D2 transition, respectively; f, µ

and ∆µge are the oscillator strength, the transition dipole moment and

the difference in permanent dipole moment in the ground and excited

states.).

The orientation of the permanent electric dipole moment of
Pr3+ has been investigated by applying an external electric field
[91], and the angle between the two inequivalent dipole moments
was found to be 24.8 ◦ for site 1 and 11.8 ◦ for site 2.

3.5.2 Eu3+:Y2SiO5

The 7F0 →5 D0 transition of Eu3+ in Y2SiO5 has attracted ex-
tensive attention because of its millisecond long lifetime and its
narrow homogeneous linewidth (almost approaching the lifetime-
limited value). The energy level structures of Eu3+ in Y2SiO5 have
been reported previously [57, 92]. Some spectroscopic data are
given in Table 3.4.

Parameters Eu (site 1) Eu (site 2) References
λvac(nm) 579.879 580.049 [69]
T1 (ms) 1.9 1.6 [28, 69]
ΓT1 (Hz) 84 99 [28, 69]
T2 (H = 100 G) (ms) 2.6 1.9 [69]
Γh (H = 100 G) (Hz) 122 167 [69]
f 1.2 × 10−8 3.1 × 10−8 [69]
µ (C · m) 6.6 × 10−33 - [78]
∆µge (C · m) 7.6 × 10−32 - [78]

Table 3.4: Spectroscopic data for Eu3+ in Y2SiO5 taken from the lit-

erature (symbols as Table 3.3). The oscillator strength is given for the

polarization under study in the literature. Γh is 105 Hz when extrap-

olated to zero excitation intensity.).
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Chapter 4

Experimental system

The experimental systems involved in the work described in this
thesis are presented briefly in this chapter. Two different systems
were used for different types of experiments. One system was used
for the quantum control experiments on the qubit ions, and is de-
scribed in Section 4.1. The other system was used for the detection
of single Ce ions, and is presented in Section 4.2.

4.1 Experimental system for quantum control

The experimental system used to demonstrate quantum control
of RE ions (mainly Pr3+ and Eu3+) includes a light source (a
dye laser), stabilization system for the light source, an optical
pulse generation system (acousto-optical modulators, AOMs) and
a cryostat where the temperature of the RE-ion-doped crystals was
kept below 4 K (liquid helium temperature).

4.1.1 The light source

The quantum system being studied is the hyperfine levels (in the
4f subshell) of Pr3+ or Eu3+ ions, randomly doped into a solid
crystal, (e.g. Y2SiO5 by the substitution of Y ions). The relevant
optical transition wavelengths are ∼606 nm (3H1 →1 D2 transi-
tion of Pr ions in site 1) and ∼580 nm (7F0 →5 D0 transition of Eu
ions in site 1). These wavelengths can not be obtained from laser
diodes, which would have been preferable as they are more com-
pact, easier to operate, and also have a relatively narrow spectral
linewidth. The light source used is a ring cavity dye laser (Co-
herent 699-21) using the dye Rhodamine 6G as the gain medium,
whose emission spectrum covers both required wavelengths [93].
The dye is dissolved in ethylene glycol and is ejected from a thin
nozzle and circulates in the dye flow loop. With a dye pressure of
∼4 bar at the nozzle input and a temperature of ∼5-10◦C, the laser
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4.1.2 Dye laser stabilization system
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Figure 4.1. Setup used to tuning
the frequency of the experimental
beam while the laser is locked
onto the stable cavity. It can be
tuned within 1.5 GHz
continuously using the first order
deflected beam from the AOM.

output is ∼600 mW in single transverse mode. The stability of the
dye flow strongly affects the stability of both the laser output fre-
quency and the power. The dye laser has a spectral linewidth of
about 1 MHz with its internal active stabilization system, which
means that the coherence time of the laser is of the order of a few
µs. This is more than two orders of magnitude shorter than the
optical coherence times of Pr3+ ions (150 µs [27]) and Eu3+ ions
(2.6 ms [69]).

4.1.2 Dye laser stabilization system

To extend the laser coherence time, a secondary frequency sta-
bilization system was built based on a stable Fabry-Pérot cavity
made of ULE glass with a finesse of 150000 and free spectral range
(FSR) of 3 GHz, employing the PDH locking technique [94]. The
error signal from the cavity was fed back to an intra-cavity electric-
optical modulator (EOM) to compensate for the fast fluctuations,
and to the tweeter and Brewster plate to compensate for slow
variations. In this way, the laser linewidth could be reduced to the
level of ∼10 Hz [95]. The PDH setup and principle are discussed
in Chapter 5. More information on this ULE cavity can be found
in [96] and the complete feedback system is presented in [97–99].

Scanning the laser frequency while it is locked

The transmission from a high-finesse Fabry-Pérot cavity consists
of a series of narrow lines equally separated in frequency domain
(the interval between two lines are the FRS, ∆νFSR), onto any
of which the laser frequency can be locked. In order to tune the
frequency of the experimental beam continuously within a certain
range while the laser is locked onto a specific mode of the cavity
(e.g. it is sometimes necessary to match a specific absorption line
of a RE ion), the output from the laser is split into two beams.
Most of the beam is directed to the experimental set-up, while a
small fraction is directed towards the stabilization system, where
an AOM (from Brimrose) with a centre radio frequency (RF) of
1.125 GHz and a 3dB bandwidth of 750 MHz is used, as illustrated
in Figure 4.1.

An AOM contains an acoustic crystal and a transducer, that
is driven by an external RF signal. The acoustic wave generated
by the transducer creates a periodic change in the refractive index
of the crystal, upon which the input laser beam is diffracted by
different orders. The first order diffracted beam is often optimized
with good efficiency. The amplitude, frequency and phase of the
diffracted beam can be fully controlled by adjusting the respec-
tive parameters of the RF signal. The double-pass configuration
is used in the set-up to eliminate the dependence of the output
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of the
spherical aberration problem from
lens L2 used in the double pass
AOM setup. The aspherical lens
is AL50100-A purchased from
Thorlabs. More information is
available in the text.

beam position on the RF frequency. For this particular AOM, the
diffraction occurs in the vertical plane, see Figure 4.1b.

The frequency of the final output beam from the AOM is νL +
2νAOM (the 1st order deflected beam is used for both passes).
When this beam is locked onto the transmission mode k∆νFSR
(k is an integer), the laser frequency is νL = k∆νFSR − 2νAOM ,
where νAOM ∈ [0.75, 1.5] GHz. The scanning range of the laser
is indicated by the orange arrow in Figure 4.2 which covers half
of the FSR. In a similar manner, the laser can be tuned within
the other half of the FSR when the -1 order deflected beam is
used (νL = k∆νFSR + 2νAOM ). The frequency of the laser can be
scanned across other half FSRs when the deflected beam after the
AOM is locked onto other transmission modes of the cavity.

Spherical aberration of the collimating lens L2

In the double-pass AOM set-up illustrated in Figure 4.1, spherical
aberration of lens L2 presented a problem due to the large deflec-
tion angle (θ ∈ [4.2◦, 7.8◦] for radio frequencies in the range 0.75
GHz to 1.5 GHz). The deflected beams at different values of νAOM
can not be collimated by lens L2, which means that the vertical
displacement of a deflected beam at near field (∆x1) and at far field
(∆x2) will not be equal for all the AOM frequencies, as illustrated
in Figure 4.3. This prevents the returning deflected beam from
focusing at the same spot in the crystal at different AOM frequen-
cies. Thus, the spatial position of the second-pass deflected beam
changes with the RF frequency, making the double-pass configu-
ration unusable. A ray-tracing simulation was performed (using
FRED) to investigate how much ∆x1 and ∆x2 differ for a spher-
ical lens and an aberration-free aspherical lens. The results are
shown in the table in Figure 4.3, where the deviation is defined as
(∆x2 −∆x1)/∆x1. Clearly, the aspherical lens is better, and such
a lens was used in the set-up.

4.1.3 Optical pulse generation system

The light pulses used for the experiment are created from the
continuous laser source by another AOM (from A.A. Opto-
Electronics) in the experimental beam path by engineering the
RF signal entering the AOM. The RF signal is generated by an ar-
bitrary waveform generator (Tektronix AWG520) with a sampling
rate of 1GS per second, which is controlled via a computer.

The variation in the laser output power from day to day causes
the intenisty of the generated light pulse to vary in the same way,
which can give day-to-day variations in the experimental results.
To overcome this problem a feed-forward calibration system was
constructed, in which the amplitude of the RF signal is adjusted
in correspondence to the variation of the laser power to obtain a
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4.1.4 The helium bath cryostat

light pulse with stable intensity. More information can be found
in a doctoral thesis [99].

4.1.4 The helium bath cryostat

A liquid helium bath cryostat (Spectromag SM4000 from Oxford
Instruments) was used for the quantum control experiments to
maintain the temperature of the crystal below 4 K, to ensure a
longer coherence time. Reducing the pressure in the chamber con-
taining the liquid helium can allow the temperature to be reduced
below the lambda point (2.17 K at 1 atmosphere), so the liquid
helium becomes superfluid. At the lambda point temperature the
specific heat capacity is at its maximal value, so it is insensitive
to heating effects such as thermal radiation or laser heating. All
the quantum control experiments were performed at a temperature
below the lambda point.

4.2 Experimental system for the single-ion
readout

The main pieces of experimental equipment for the single-ion read-
out project are an external cavity diode laser, which is used to ex-
cite the Ce ions, a helium-cooled microscopy cryostat, in which the
crystal is mounted, and an optical system for the detection of flu-
orescence, based on a fluorescence microscope, a monochromator
and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.

4.2.1 The external cavity diode laser

The 4f-5d zero phonon transition line of the Ce ions is around
371 nm, which will be discussed in Chapter 7. Laser diodes at this
wavelength, with a maximum free-running output power of 20 mW,
recently became available (e.g. the LD-0375-0020-2 from Toptica,
manufactured by Nichia). A home-built Littrow cavity, defined by
the back facet of the laser diode, and a grating (GH13-36U from
Thorlabs) were used to obtain a single-frequency output with a
maximum output power of about 12 mW. The output wavelength
can be tuned to the Ce absorption line by adjusting the reflection
angle of the grating and lowering the temperature of the laser diode
to about 15 oC (the tunability coefficient is about 0.05 nm/oC).

The output beam is linearly polarized parallel to the active
layer of the gain medium, see Figure 4.4a. The extinction ratio
of the polarization state is about 25 dB. The spatial mode of the
output beam is not good, see Figure 4.4b, and in some experiments
requiring a well-defined intensity distribution, it must be cleaned
by, e.g. coupling to a single-mode fibre.

The typical frequency stability of this type of external cavity
diode laser is ∼ 5 MHz over 10 ms [100]. Because the homogeneous
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Figure 4.4. (a): The polarization
of the light relative to the
orientation of the active layer.
(b): Spatial mode of the free
running laser diode with a centre
output wavelength of 372.1 nm.
The curves show the intensity
distribution along two axes.

linewidth of the Ce ion was about 4 MHz which will be discussed
in Chapter 7, a frequency stabilization system was built to enable
the laser to interact with the same single Ce ion for a long period
of time (a few hours). Further details on the stabilization system
are given in Chapter 5.

4.2.2 The helium-cooled microscopy cryostat

A microscopy helium cryostat (called microstat hereafter, bought
from Oxford Instruments) was used. The microstat is a liquid
helium-cooled cold finger cryostat, where the lowest temperature
of the heat exchanger is ∼3.4 K. This microscopy cryostat is com-
pact, easy to operate, and is compatible with the fluorescence mi-
croscope system. It also has a fast cooling process (requires only
a few minutes starting from room temperature). However, it is
important to ensure good thermal contact between the cold fin-
ger, which is a nickel-plated copper plate attached to the heat
exchanger, and the sample. The spherical aberration caused by
the cryostat window (thickness of 1.5 mm) must be corrected to
achieve a tight focus.

Thermal contact

The crystal was attached to the cold finger of the microscopy cryo-
stat using a water-based graphite paint (its main contents are mi-
crometer size graphite particles and deionized water) [101]. The
main reason for using this paint is that, among the materials inves-
tigated, it fluoresces least under illumination of the Ce excitation
source (∼371 nm) (see Section 8.2.2). When the water in the
paint has evaporated, the crystal remain stuck onto the cold fin-
ger. However, this takes a few hours at room temperature, as the
water molecules are confined to a thin layer between two surfaces.
In an attmept to speed up the procedure, we tried firstly attaching
the crystal to a silicon plate with the graphite paint, and heating
the silicon plate together with the crystal in an oven at 100◦C for
1-2 hours. The silicon plate was then attached to the cold finger
with silver conductive paste. Although a reduction in time was
achieved, the silicon plate increased the thermal load.

A thin layer of the graphite paint should be used to minimize
the thermal load introduced by the graphite particles. However,
the crystal surface better be completely covered by the graphite
particles to ensure good thermal contact with the cold finger. Bear-
ing in mind the above considerations, the actual temperature of the
crystal may be higher than the temperature of the heat exchanger,
although this was not measured.
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Figure 4.5. Illustration of
spherical aberration from the
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Figure 4.6. Tests on the
aberration correction function of
the objective lens (LUCPLFLN
20×). (a) shows the image of
some micro-spheres with no
aberration correction, and (b)
shows the same image with
correction.

Spherical aberration

Spherical aberration occurs when the sharply focused light rays
from the objective lens pass through the cryostat window, as illus-
trated in Figure 4.5. For example, the radius of the focus is about
8 µm (the diffraction-limited focal radius is only about 0.5 µm)
when the outer rays has an incidence angle of 26.7◦ (for a NA of
0.45) passing through a window with thickness of 1.5 mm.

This spherical aberration can be corrected for by adjusting the
collar correction ring which is available on some objectives, which
allows the distance between two groups of lenses to be changed.
To test this on one of the objective lenses used in the experi-
ments (LUCPLFLN 20× from Olympus), micrometre-sized beads
with dye solutions inside a plastic shell were used as samples
(TetraSpeckTM, bought from Lifetechnologies). Figure 4.6 shows
images of some of the spheres without (Figure 4.6a) and with cor-
rection (Figure 4.6b) for aberration. The visibility and sharpness
of the sphere images (black spots in the figure) are for sure bet-
ter in Figure 4.6(b), which can be clearly seen from those spheres
on the right. However the images do not look like spheres, which
indicates that there are still some aberrations presented possibly
originating from other optics in the set-up.

4.2.3 The fluorescence detection system

All the fluorescence measurements on Ce ions described in this the-
sis were performed on the optical system illustrated in Figure 4.7.
An objective lens in a microscope was used to focus the excitation
laser into the crystal and collects the fluorescence emitted from the
crystal. Then the fluorescence was directed to a monochromator,
finally captured by a CCD camera.

The fluorescence microscope is an upright microscope, in which
the internal lamp or an external light source can be used for illu-
mination, and the fluorescence can be directed to the eyepiece or
to the CCD camera. Two objective lenses were used: M Plan Apo
NUV 50× (from Mitutoyo) and LUCPLFLN 20× (from Olym-
pus). Both objective lenses are infinity-corrected. The lens Lf
focuses the parallel fluorescence light onto the plane of the slit.
This plane is the conjugate focal plane of the objective lens. By
turning the angle of the grating inside the monochromator either
the fluorescence spectrum (1st-order diffracted light) or the over-
all image (zero-order diffracted light) on the slit is directed to the
CCD camera. There is no magnification of the image on the slit
to the image on the CCD camera.

A monochromator (HR 460, from Instruments S.A. Jobin-
Yvon/Spex) was used to analyse the fluorescence spectrum, using
a grating with a groove density of 150 gr/mm blazed at 1200 nm.
The slit can be adjusted in the range 0.01-2 mm via remote control.
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Figure 4.7. Schematic set-up for fluorescence detection.

Different orders of diffracted beams can be selected by remotely
turning the grating.

The CCD camera with a pixel size of 8 µm (iXon 885 from
Andor) was used to capture the fluorescence photons. The effec-
tive readout noise of each pixel is reduced to the sub-electron level
benefiting from the electron multiplication technique, and the dark
current was only 0.028 electron/(pixel·s) at -70oC [102]. Figure 4.8
shows an example of the distribution of the fluorescence intensity
on the CCD matrix when recording the spectrum. The number of
pixels along the y axis can be selected by setting the position of two
cursors, and the pixels on x axis represent different wavelengths.
The fluorescence observation volume can be restricted by decreas-
ing both the size of the slit in one dimension (along x axis) and
the number of pixels in the CCD camera in the other dimension
(along y axis). This combination provides a confocal geometry.

Alignment of the setup

As this set-up is not an integrated system, it is crucial to position
the focusing lens Lf correctly, so that its focal point is exactly
on the centre of the slit. A gold-coated plate with etched rings
(diameter ∼20 µm) was used as the sample for allignment. The
following procedure was used to find the correct position of lens
Lf and to align the external laser beam path. The diameter of the
ring is about 20 µm.

(i) The image plane of the objective lens was determined with
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Figure 4.9. Image of the
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used. Aberration correction was
made.

the aid of the eyepiece. The sample was illuminated with
the microscope lamp and its position was adjusted along the
beam propagation axis until the sharpest image of one etched
ring was seen in the eyepiece. The sample should not be
moved after this adjustment.

(ii) The correct position of lens Lf was established based on the
sharpness of the image of the etched ring in the CCD cam-
era. The grating was then turned to direct the zero-order
diffracted beam onto the CCD camera.

(iii) The external laser beam was then directed into the micro-
scope, and the divergence and direction adjusted slightly un-
til a tight focus was achieved on the CCD camera. This step
ensures that the focal plane of the laser coincides with the
image plane of the objective lens.

Figure 4.9 shows the image in the CCD camera when the set-up
is well aligned.

Magnification and resolution of the system

The image magnification from the focal plane of the objective lens
to the CCD camera is determined by dividing the focal length
of lens Lf by the effective focal length of the objective lens. In
the measurement shown in Figure 4.9, the magnification is about
55 times. This was verified by comparing the size of the image
of ring in the CCD camera, where the image is about 1168 µm
(corresponding to ∼146 pixels), and its actual size 20 µm. The
deviation is within the error margin.

The thickness of the etched line was ∼6 pixels on the CCD
camera image, which means that the actual thickness of the line
was at most 0.9 µm. This indicates that the resolution of the
objective lens is, at worst, 0.9 µm.

The size of the laser focus at the top of Figure 4.9 (∼14 pixels)
indicates that the focal diameter of the collimated incidence beam,
which had a diameter of 3.3 mm, is about 2 µm.

Collection efficiency of the system

The optical collection efficiency is defined here as the probability
of an emitted fluorescence photon passing through all the optics
shown in Figure 4.7, and then reaching the CCD camera. The col-
lection efficiency for the zero-order diffracted light is about 0.003%.
The reflectivity or transmissivity of each component is listed in Ta-
ble 4.1.
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Experimental system

Component Reflectivity or transmissivity
Fraction of solid angle accepted by the objective lens 1.5%
Transmission of the objective lens 64%
Mirror Min 63%
Beam splitter 83%
Filter 70%
lens Lf 90%
Monochromator 1.1% (0th order), 1.5% (1st order)

Table 4.1: The reflectivity or transmissivity of the optical components

in the fluorescence detection setup. The objective lens refers to the

LUCPLFLN 20×.
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Chapter 5

Diode laser frequency
stabilization

The objective of the work described in this thesis was to detect
the fluorescence signal from a single Ce ion in an Y2SiO5 crystal.
The Ce ion transition frequency is ∼800 THz (371 nm) and has a
homogeneous absorption linewidth of 4 MHz. To interact with a
specific single Ce ion and obtain a good SNR, the laser frequency
should be tuned to the centre frequency of the ion and have a
relatively small frequency excursion (e.g. no more than ±50 kHz)
during the signal integration time. In order to verify that the
signal is indeed from a single Ce ion, the time required for a time
correlation measurement (as shown in Figure 2.11) would be a few
hours. This imposes a high requirement on the excitation laser
source.

The source currently being used is an ECDL, which has a
linewidth of typically ∼1 MHz over 1 ms, and a frequency sta-
bility of 5 MHz over 10 ms [100]. In order to meet the frequency
requirements mentioned above the ECDL frequency must be sta-
bilized. In this chapter various frequency reference options that
were considered will be discussed (Section 5.1). This will be fol-
lowed by a brief introduction to the PDH locking technique used
for stabilization (Section 5.2). The third section in this chapter
sheds some light on the design of the entire stabilization system
(Section 5.3). Finally, a brief discussion about the future work on
the stabilization is given (Section 5.4).

5.1 Frequency references

Various frequency references were considered for the stabilizing of
the ECDL, some of which are described briefly in this section. An
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5.1.1 Spectral lines
370nm Laser Stabilization Options 2011-11-08 
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Figure 5.1. A stable 371 nm laser
can be generated by frequency
doubling a 741 nm laser that is
locked to an I2 line. As a result of
the frequency doubling efficiency
is only a few percent, and a light
amplifier is needed to increase the
power.

ULE cavity was finally chosen as the frequency reference, based
on its cost and convenience.

5.1.1 Spectral lines

Some of the spectral lines of certain diatomic molecules (eg. iodine
in gas phase) have been thoroughly investigated [103]. For exam-
ple, the hyperfine lines of a rotational vibronic transition of the
iodine molecule could have a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
linewidth as narrow as 400 kHz at a pressure of 0.01 mbar, and
the frequency shift can be as low as 230 kHz/mbar [104]. These
features make it possible to use these lines as frequency references.
For example, Kremser et.al. stabilized a diode laser at around 790
nm to a hyperfine transition of the iodine molecule [105]. The
laser linewidth was found to be less than 100 kHz, and the relative
frequency stability was 4×10−11 for 1 s.

Unfortunately, no molecular transitions have been found
around the Ce ion absorption line at 370.8 nm. However there
are iodine lines around 741.6 nm (twice the wavelength of the Ce
absorption line). This provides the possibility to frequency dou-
ble a stabilized laser at 741 nm. A schematic set-up employing
a commercially available ECDL is shown in Figure 5.1. The rele-
vant iodine lines are the hyperfine components of the P(81)(4-13)
and P(106)(1-11) transitions, which are ∼14 GHz away from the
desired frequency. However, these lines are rather weak (α ∼0.02
m−1 at 793 K), which would lead to a low SNR. The SNR, can
be increased by pre-stabilizing the laser to a cavity, and then in-
tegrating the signal over a longer time [106], or by increasing the
absorption, either by increasing the temperature in the iodine cell,
or by placing it inside a cavity to increase the interaction length.
However, these procedures increase the complexity of the system.
Besides the weak absorption, this scheme has another disadvan-
tage. The frequency doubling efficiency from 741 nm to 370.8 nm
is only about 5% [107], which means that in order to obtain a
power of 10 mW power on 370.8 nm (the power required for the
present experiments) it would be necessary to have a power of 200
mW at 741 nm, which can only be achieved with an extra amplifier
(e.g. a tapered amplifier). This makes the use of molecular lines
as a frequency standard both laborious and costly.

5.1.2 Frequency combs

A frequency comb is a light source with a series of sharp, equally
spaced lines. The span of the comb may be hundreds of nm (e.g.
the FC1500-250-WG Er-doped frequency comb with the M-VIS
extension package from Menlo Systems covers a spectrum range
530-900 nm), and the comb tooth spacing may range from tens
of MHz to a few GHz. Two important parameters characterize
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a frequency comb: the frequency offset (fo) and the comb tooth
spacing (fr). Frequency combs are often generated by a femtosec-
ond mode-locked laser [108, 109], where the phase shift between
the peak of the E field envelope and the closest peak of the carrier
determines fo, and the inverse of the the round-trip time of the
cavity determines fr.

To use a frequency comb as a frequency reference for laser
stabilization, both fo and fr must be stabilized. The stabilization of
fo is much easier for a comb that has a span of one octave [110, 111].
A illustration of this stabilization is shown in Figure 5.2. The
frequency-doubled line of the nth tooth at fo+n·fr beats with the
2nth tooth line at fo+2n·fr, generating an oscillation at a frequency
of fo. This oscillation can be stabilized onto a stable RF source.
The stabilization of fr is much simpler than that for fo, since a fast
photodiode can be used to directly measure the beating pattern
of a femtosecond pulse, and fr then can be locked to a stable RF
source.

However, commercially available frequency combs (e.g. those
supplied by Menlo Systems) only cover the visible and near-
infrared range. These would have to be frequency doubled to cover
the ultra-violet range, and this would involve a significant amount
of work and financial investment.

5.1.3 Transfer cavity

A transfer cavity is an active cavity, in which one of the cavity
mirror is mounted on a movable element, typically a piezo trans-
ducer (PZT). The cavity length can be stabilized by locking onto
a pre-stabilized laser (called the reference laser) by regulating the
voltage to the PZT and the temperature of the cavity. The long
term stability of the transfer cavity is similar to that of the ref-
erence laser. Thus, the frequency stability of the reference laser
could be transferred to another laser (called the target laser) via
this transfer cavity. If a stable laser is available, this idea is easy
to implement at a reasonable low cost.

It is worth noting that the cavity should be in vacuum. The
reason for this is that the change in the refractive index of air in
response to the change of the air pressure (δp) is dependent on the
wavelength, which causes a change in the frequency of the target
laser, δνtarget, as follows [112]:

δνtarget ≈ νtarget ·
δp

p
· (nreference − ntarget)

where νtarget is the initial target laser frequency; p is the initial air
pressure; and nreference and ntarget are the refractive indices of air
at the reference and target laser frequencies. In our consideration,
the reference laser was a 606 nm dye laser with a linewidth at
the level of tens of Hz, and the target laser was a 371 nm laser.
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5.1.4 Stable cavity

The sensitivity of the frequency change of the 371 nm laser is 6.3
MHz/mbar.

This scheme was not chosen for two reasons. The first was
related to timing, as the stabilization of the 606 nm laser had not
been completed when this scheme was under consideration. The
second reason was that we wanted to be able to move the 370 nm
laser between different buildings for different experiments, but the
606 nm laser can not be moved for various reasons.

5.1.4 Stable cavity

A stable cavity is an optical spacer, normally made of a bulk ma-
terial, such as ULE glass [113], pure silicon [114, 115] or sapphire
[116], with two cavity mirrors in optical contact with the ends.
Only the ULE glass cavity is considered here, as this is commer-
cially available. ULE glass has a coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of the level of ∼10 ppb/◦C in the temperature range of 5 ◦C
to 35 ◦C. For comparison, the CTE of Invar and Zerodur are 1.5
ppm/◦C and 20 ppb/◦C, respectively. The CTE of ULE glass can
be approximated to zero to the first order at a certain temperature
(called the zero-crossing temperature), which varies from boule to
boule, and depends strongly on the external stress in the glass
[117]. The zero CTE is a valuable feature, which makes the ULE
glass a usefull material for several critical elements, e.g. the mir-
rors in the Hubble Space Telescope, mechanical length standards,
etc.

A number of factors could cause a change in the length of a pas-
sive cavity, for instance, temperature, elastic deformation induced
by mechanical vibrations, acoustic vibrations, pressure variation,
expansion of the mirror coating [113] and Brownian motion of the
atoms in the mirror substrate [118]. Some of these can be reduced
in various ways.

(i) The cavity should be operated around its zero-crossing tem-
perature, and this temperature should be stable within a few
mK.

(ii) Suitable mounting schemes can be used to minimize elastic
deformation [119–123]. A very good numerical analysis of
this is given in Ref.[124].

(iii) The cavity should be placed in a vacuum chamber at a pres-
sure <∼10−8 mbar for a number of reasons. The most im-
portant is that any dust or organic molecules in the air may
be deposited on the inner surface of the mirror, and be com-
busted by the high intensity intra-cavity laser, which would
destroy the highly reflectivity coating. The second reason is
that the refractive index of air changes with pressure, so if
the cavity is not under vacuum, pressure changes will change
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Figure 5.3. Schematic illustration
of a PDH locking set-up. The
phase modulation on the light is
implemented by an EOM. The
reflected beam from the cavity is
detected by a photodiode, then
this electronic signal further goes
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produced. Then it is fed back to
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the effective cavity length, leading to a corresponding change
in frequency ( 200 MHz/mbar at atmospheric pressure) [112].
The third reason is that thermal convection between the cav-
ity and environment makes mK temperature stabilization im-
possible, and the fourth reason is that acoustic waves can be
transmitted to the ULE cavity very efficiently by air.

Sub-hertz diode laser linewidthes have been demonstrated by
locking the laser frequency onto a passive stable ULE cavity
through the PDH locking technique [119, 122, 125].

5.2 Pound-Drever-Hall locking

Pound-Drever-Hall locking is one of the techniques available for
laser phase and frequency stabilization. It has been widely used for
laser stabilization since it was proposed in 1983 [94]. The technique
has been described in detail by M. Zhu et.al., and E. D. Black
[126, 127]. The keywords describing the essential parts of this
technique are phase modulation and the beam reflected from
the cavity. A brief review of the generation of the error signal is
given in this section from a mathematic point of view, considering
a lossless cavity and equal reflectivity of the cavity mirrors.

The basic idea behind the PDH locking is the same as in all
other frequency stabilization techniques, i.e., comparison of the
target laser frequency with a frequency reference, e.g. a spectral
line or a transmission line of a cavity, then feeding the resulting
error signal back to the laser, and starting the active regulation
system. A schematic illustration of a PDH locking set-up is shown
in Figure 5.3. For an ECDL, the feedback signals are generally
directed to both the driving current to the laser diode (fast control
on µs timescale) and the PZT (slow control on the ms scale), which
are both used to tune the length of the external cavity.

There are two significant advantages of the PDH locking
scheme compared with other laser stabilization techniques.

(i) A phase modulation is implemented onto the incidence beam
to the cavity. This beam contains three frequency compo-
nents (the carrier and two sidebands located symmetrically
on either side of the carrier), and these maintain a certain
phase relationship. This phase relationship helps identify the
direction in which the laser frequency is drifting away from
the resonance line. This information can not be obtained if
there is no phase modulation as the intensity of the reflected
or transmitted beam from the cavity are symmetric around
the resonance line. This technique is very similar to an older
technique developed in 1946 [128] for stabilizing a microwave
oscillator. It is also very similar to the frequency modulation
spectroscopy technique used in atomic physics.
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5.2.1 Generation of sidebands

(ii) The error signal is extracted from the beam reflected by the
cavity. The reason for not detecting the transmitted beam
is that transmission can not be established until the intra-
cavity field has been built up. This means that there is a
time delay between the instantaneous laser status and the
error signal. The idea of detecting the reflected beam in-
stead of the transmitted beam was first proposed in 1978
by Yu V Troitskǐi [129], who showed that the SNR could be
improved by at least 10 dB. Apart from the improvement in
SNR, detecting the reflected beam allows not only frequency
stabilization but also phase stabilization of the laser.

It is interesting to note that although similar improvements
were demonstrated before PDH locking was proposed, it took five
years before the combination of techniques (i) and (ii) was sug-
gested. This led to an important step forward in the laser stabi-
lization.

5.2.1 Generation of sidebands

Sidebands are generated by phase modulation, which is imple-
mented by applying an RF signal to an EOM. The electric field
leaving the EOM is:

Ein = E0e
i(ωt+β sin(Ωt)) (5.1)

where E0 and ω are the amplitude and frequency of the unmodu-
lated beam, respectively, and β and Ω are the modulation depth
and modulation frequency (often in the range of tens of MHz).
This expression can be expanded using the Bessel function of the
first kind as:

Ein ≈ E0[J0(β) + 2iJ1(β) sin(Ωt)]eiωt

= Ece
iωt + Ese

i(ω+Ω)t − Esei(ω−Ω)t
(5.2)

where Ec = E0J0(β), and Es = E0J1(β) are the amplitudes of the
carrier (at frequency ω) and sidebands (at ω ± Ω), respectively.

It is worth noting that although there are three frequency com-
ponents in the beam, to a first order approximation, there is no
net intensity modulation at the modulation frequency (Ω). This
can be understood as the interference between the carrier and the
left and right side bands cancel each other out exactly, due to the
opposite phases of the sidebands. The modulation frequency is of-
ten chosen to be much higher than the cavity resonance linewidth
in order to maximize the SNR, so the two sidebands have no in-
teraction with the cavity.
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Diode laser frequency stabilization

5.2.2 The beam reflected from the cavity

The reflected beam is separated from the input beam by a polariz-
ing beam splitter cube, as shown in Figure 5.3, and can be seen as
a coherent superposition of two beams. One is the direct reflection
of the input beam, which provides an instantaneous response to
the laser status, while the other one is the leakage from the cavity
after the intra-cavity field has been built up. This leakage beam
shows a delayed response (determined by the cavity lifetime) with
respect to the instantaneous change in laser frequency or phase.
The interference between these two beams results in a complex
amplitude reflection coefficient [127]

F (ω) = Eref/Ein =
r( e iω/∆νfsr − 1 )

1− r2e iω/∆νfsr
, (5.3)

where r is the amplitude of the reflectivity of the mirrors and
∆νfsr is the FSR of the cavity. The real and imaginary parts of
F (ω) are:

Re(F ) =

r (1 + r2) (cos(
ω

∆νfsr
)− 1)

1 + r4 − 2r2 · cos(
ω

∆νfsr
)
, (5.4)

and

Im(F ) =

r (1− r2) · sin(
ω

∆νfsr
)

1 + r4 − 2r2 · cos(
ω

∆νfsr
)
. (5.5)

The power of the reflected beam contains a DC term and an
AC term (neglecting the 2Ω terms) [127]. Only the AC term (PAC)
is of interest here since this causes the error signal.

PAC ≈ 2
√
PcPs [Re(Bω,Ω) cos(Ωt) + Im(Bω,Ω) sin(Ωt)], (5.6)

where Pc and Ps represent the power of the carrier and sidebands,
and Bω,Ω contains information on the interaction between the light
fields and the cavity.

Bω,Ω = F (ω)F ∗(ω + Ω)− F ∗(ω)F (ω − Ω) (5.7)

Equation (5.6) shows that there is an modulation signal at
frequency of Ω on the reflected beam. The amplitude of this mod-
ulation depends on the interaction between the light fields and
the cavity. If we consider the case where the carrier is near the
cavity resonance line, then the sidebands are totally reflected and
Fω+Ω = Fω−Ω = −1. Equation (5.7) is then reduced to:

Bω,Ω = −2i · Im(F (ω)). (5.8)
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5.2.2 The beam reflected from the cavity

Correspondingly, the reflected power depends only on Im(F (ω))
as

Pac = −4
√
PcPs Im(F (ω)) · sin(Ωt), (5.9)

where Im(F (ω)) is defined in Equation (5.5). Below it will be
shown how PAC [Equation (5.9)] reflects a frequency error or phase
error.

Frequency error

When the laser frequency is near resonance with a small deviation
(δω), ω = 2πN ·∆νfsr + δω, N is an integer. Using the first order
approximation, Equation (5.9) will then be

Pac ≈ −
4

π

√
PcPs F ·

δω

∆νfsr
· sin(Ωt)

= − 4

π

√
PcPs

δω

δν
· sin(Ωt).

(5.10)

where F is the finesse of the cavity and δν is the linewidth of the
cavity.

It is now clear that the amplitude of the intensity modulation
is proportional to the magnitude of the frequency drift, and if the
laser frequency drifts across the resonance line there will be a 180◦

phase change. If this signal is processed with phase sensitive de-
tection, it will be possible to identify the direction of the frequency
drift. This can also be explained by the interference of the fields.
Since the laser frequency does not perfectly match the cavity res-
onance frequency, the leakage field is smaller than in the perfect
matching situation, so it will not completely cancel the direct re-
flected beam. The interference between this residual carrier beam
and the sidebands leads to intensity modulation at the frequency
of Ω. A very good description of this field interference has been
given by L. Rippe [97].

Phase error

Since the instantaneous phase change only affects the direct-
reflected beam and not the light leaking out from the cavity in
a timescale shorter than the cavity lifetime, it is necessary to de-
fine the relation of between PAC and F (ω) from the beginning.
F (ω) can be rewritten in terms of the sum of the direct reflection
and the leakage (Fleak) from the cavity as

F (ω) = −r + Fleak, (5.11)
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Diode laser frequency stabilization

where

Fleak =
r(1− r2) · e

i
ω

∆νfsr

1− r2 · e
i

ω

∆νfsr

(5.12)

The complex electric field (Er) of the reflected beam with a phase
change of δϕ is

Erfl = Ece
iωt(−r eiδϕ + Fleak)− Esei(ω+Ω)teiδϕ

+ Ese
i(ω−Ω)teiδϕ.

(5.13)

The AC term (PAC) of the reflected beam power (Erfl · E∗rfl) is

PAC = 4
√
PcPs [ Im(eiδϕFleak) ] · sin(Ωt), (5.14)

For simplicity, we will consider the case where the laser frequency is
exactly on resonance, and there is a small phase change (δϕ� 1).
Equation (5.14) then becomes:

Pac ≈ 4
√
PcPs ( rδϕ ) · sin(Ωt) (5.15)

There is also a modulation at frequency Ω. The amplitude of this
modulation reflects the phase error in a similar manner to the
frequency error. Detecting the phase-modulated beam allows not
only frequency locking but also phase locking, and the feedback
bandwidth is not limited by the lifetime of the cavity.

5.2.3 Error signal

As discussed above, whenever there is a frequency or a phase error
a beat pattern will be seen on the reflected beam at frequency Ω.
In this section, it will be shown how the error signal is related to
this beat pattern and what the error signal would be when the laser
is scanned across the sidebands. The reflected beam is detected
by a photodiode with a bandwidth larger than 2Ω, as shown in
Figure 5.3. The photocurrent generated in this photodiode (called
Sig1) is fed to one input of a mixer, where it is multiplied by a ref-
erence signal (called Sig2) at the same frequency, see Figure 5.3 for
an illustration. With the correct phase relationship between these
two inputs (a phase shifter is usually needed for adjustment), the
output from the mixer is a DC signal, and its amplitude is pro-
portional to the amplitude of the beat pattern. This DC signal is
then passed through a low-pass filter and fed back to the regulation
system.

The error signals in different cases are:

• Exactly on resonance: Er = 0.

• A small frequency error: Er = −8
√
PcPs δf/δν.

• A small phase error: Er = 4r
√
PcPs δϕ.
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Figure 5.4. Error signal when the
laser is scanned across the
sidebands. The relative laser
frequency in unit of the FSR of
the cavity is shown on the x axis.
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Figure 5.5. Error signal similar to
Figure 5.4, but for an extra 90◦
phase shift in Sig2.

Error signal when the laser is scanning

If the other input signal to the mixer (Sig2) is in phase with sin(Ωt),
the error signal for a frequency scanned laser (over a range greater
than 2Ω across the resonance line) is given by:

Er = 2
√
PcPs Im(Bω,Ω), (5.16)

while it is

Er = 2
√
PcPs Re(Bω,Ω) (5.17)

when Sig2 is phase shifted by 90◦. Since Im(Bω,Ω) provides a much
steeper and larger error signal when the carrier is near resonance,
it was chosen as the error signal. Im(Bω,Ω) in various cases are:

• Im(Bω,Ω) = Im[F (δω)] when the left sideband is near reso-
nance,

• Im(Bω,Ω) = −2Im[F (δω)] when the carrier is near reso-
nance,

• Im(Bω,Ω) = Im[F (δω)] when the right sideband is near res-
onance.

A few conclusions can be drawn from the above expressions
for Im(Bω,Ω): (i) The error signal is anti-symmetric around the
resonance line regardless of whether the carrier or sideband is on
resonance. (ii) The error signal is the same for both sidebands.
(iii) The slope of the error signal of the carrier is opposite to that
of the sidebands.

A plot of this error signal is shown in Figure 5.4 for cavities
with a finesse of 3140, 10000 and 100000. The linewidth of the
cavity is about 0.7% of the FSR. One can see that the higher the
finesse, the sharper the slope. The error signal with an extra 90◦

phase shift in Sig2 is shown in Figure 5.5.

5.3 System design

The plan for the laser stabilization was to actively stabilize the
length of the laser cavity by locking onto a stable ULE cavity
via a feedback signal to both the laser driving current and the
PZT mounted on the grating. Two specific considerations must
be kept in mind when designing such a system. One is that the
wavelength of the laser to be stabilized is around 371 nm, i.e.
in the ultra-violet range, where many materials absorb strongly.
Optics are commercially available for this spectral range, but they
are not as common as those in the visible range, and tend to be
rather expensive. Another consideration is that we wanted the
whole stabilization system to fit onto an optical table measuring
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Figure 5.6. Steel vacuum chamber
for the cavity spacer.

 

Figure 5.7. ULE cavity spacer
with a length of 55mm and a
diameter of 44mm. For the
evacuation purpose, a hole with a
diameter of 6 mm were drilled
from the top downwards into the
center, and another hole with the
same diameter was drilled along
the cavity length direction.

75 cm × 90 cm to allow the system to be transported between
different labs. This places a size restriction on some elements, for
instance, the vacuum chamber and the focal length of the lens used
in the double-pass AOM set-up. The electronics considerations for
a PDH locking system have been described previously [97].

The next section provides a brief description of the custom-
ordered ULE cavity and radiation shield used in this set-up, since
the other components are more common. The objective is to share
our experience with others who are considering the construction
of similar stabilization systems.

5.3.1 ULE cavity spacer

In order to keep the laser frequency at around 800 THz with a
maximum excursion of ±50 kHz within a few hours, the frac-
tional change in the cavity length (4L/L) should be kept below
1.2×10−10. This means that the change in length should be smaller
than 6 pm for a 5 cm-long cavity. This is not a very stringent re-
quirement, and stabilization of the cavity length within the size of
a proton (a few fm) or even less has been demonstrated previously
[113, 123].

In order to ensure that the length of the cavity does not change
by more than 6 pm, the cavity temperature should be stabilized
within 0.3 K around the zero-crossing temperature, and it should
be evacuated to 10−8 mbar (the reasons were described in Sec-
tion 5.1.4.

Other important factors are the cavity configuration and the
mounting scheme, as the set-up should be insensitive to mechanical
vibrations. Various mounting schemes have been investigate pre-
viously, e.g. [119–124], where the acceleration sensitivities of the
fractional change in length (4L/L) are all below 3×10−10/ ms−2.
Considering that the typical acceleration in the lab is ∼1×10−4

ms−2 [120], any one of the mounting schemes can be used for
the purpose. We eventually chose the spring wire suspension con-
figuration described by T. Nazarova et.al. [120] because it can
be reasonably easily installed in a 12 cm-long cylindrical vacuum
chamber (as shown in Figure 5.6) with reasonable effort.

A photograph of the cavity spacer is shown in Figure 5.7. The
length of the cavity is 55 mm, and the diameter is 44 mm. Detail
of the structure is shown in Schematic 1. The mirror substrate
is also ULE glass to obtain a zero-crossing temperature slightly
below room temperature. The mirror coating has a reflectivity of
99.97% in the wavelength range 365 nm to 370 nm, and 99.997%
from 575 nm to 615 nm.

The positions of the mounting holes were determined from a
finite-element simulation written by Professor Uwe Sterr’s group
in Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany. The cavity
is suspended from the radiation shield by spring wires with Viton
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Figure 5.8. Illustration of the
screw, Viton rod and spring wire.
The spring wire is inserted into
the holes, connecting the screw
and Viton rod together.

Figure 5.9. The connections
between the viton rod, spring wire
and screws.

Figure 5.10. Gold coated
cylindrical radiation shield with
two cutting edges and two lids.

rods and screws on each end, in the same way as shown in their
article [120]. The stainless steel spring wires were bought from a
guitar shop. The screws and Viton rods were cut to a length of 5.0
mm and the spring wire was 10.95 mm long, see an illustration in
Figure 5.8. Holes with a diameter of 0.43 mm were drilled at the
centre of the screw and Viton rods to a depth of 2.5 mm by Drill
Service in England. A photograph of the connection between the
screw, spring wire and Viton rod is shown in Figure 5.9.

5.3.2 Radiation shield

A gold-coated copper radiation shield was designed. It is cylindri-
cal with two edges cut, shown by the photograph in Figure 5.10.
The drawing is given in Schematic 2. It has four threaded holes
for mounting of the cavity spacer. Two planar surfaces ensure
good thermal contact with the thermoelectric coolers (TECs). 12
inclined holes were drilled at an angle of ∼ 45◦ to the axis of the
cylinder, which serve as venting holes for the evacuation of the
cavity spacer. The angle should be chosen so that the area of the
surface exposed to radiation is not increased, while not decreasing
the pumping speed too much.

5.3.3 Vacuum chamber assembly

Four TECs were used in the assembly. These are mounted on the
copper adaptors which were glued onto the inner wall of the vac-
uum chamber. The radiation shield is placed on top of the TECs
with one TEC at each end. The distance between the chamber and
the radiation shield, and the distance between the shield and the
cavity spacer is only 3 mm. A photograph of the whole vacuum
chamber assembly is shown in Figure 5.11. As the design is com-
pact it is necessary to ensure that every step is carried out correctly
before moving on to the next as it is rather difficult to correct errors
without removing the radiation shield from the chamber. Gluing
the TECs is one of the more difficult parts of the work. One has to
be extremely careful because the TECs are very fragile and dam-
age may go unseen. They can only be checked by running a small
current through them and measuring the resistance via the four-
wire measurement method. Detailed information on the assembly
and installation were given in Ref. [130].

A photograph of the system platform is shown in Figure 5.12.
The initial test on the stabilization system showed that the laser
can be locked for ∼3 hours, but the transmitted intensity showed
fluctuations on the µs timescale, which must be investigated.
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Figure 5.11. Vacuum chamber
assembly after the cavity spacer,
TECs and radiation shield have
been installed.
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Figure 5.13. Schematic diagram of
the offset phase-locking scheme.
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Figure 5.12. The 371 nm laser stabilization platform measuring 75
cm × 90 cm.

5.4 Future work

In the long term, the laser should have the capability of scanning a
frequency of about tens of GHz while being stabilized. This capa-
bility would allow selective switching between addressing different
individual Ce ions within the inhomogeneous line, characterized by
sitting so close to a single qubit ion that they can detect the qubit
state through the permanent dipole-dipole interaction, which will
be described in detail in Section 6.2.1.

One way of developing frequency scanning is to use the offset
phase-locking scheme[131], as illustrated in Figure 5.13. In this
scheme two laser sources with almost the same frequency (maxi-
mum allowed difference∼ 80 GHz) are required. One is a stabilized
laser (denoted the Master laser), which is the frequency reference.
The other is the laser to be stabilized and used for the frequency
scanning (the Slave laser). It is first necessary to carry out a
heterodyne detection of the two sources, then perform frequency
division on the beat nodes and compare this signal with an exter-
nal frequency reference. The comparison provides the error signal
to the slave laser. The heterodyne module and the offset phase
locker both are available commercially from Vescent Photonics.
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Chapter 6

Quantum computing using
rare-earth ions

Quantum computing has attracted extensive attention in the past
few decades [1–3, 132]. Although there is currently no experimen-
tal demonstration of a quantum computer that can outperform
a classical computer, it is of fundamental interest to study the
nature of quantum mechanical computing. Also, Moore’s law pre-
dicts that the density of transistors on an integrated circuit doubles
every two years [133]. However, there is a limit on the minimum
size of a transistor, and it will soon be necessary to move into the
microscopic world, where classical physics fails to describe the sys-
tem, and quantum mechanics takes over. Thus, it is necessary to
learn how to control quantum systems.

This chapter describes how the electron populations in the
hyperfine levels of the RE ions (in this case Pr3+) in a crystal
(Y2SiO5 ) were manipulated and controlled in the frame of quan-
tum computing. Part of the work is presented in Paper I. Two
quantum computing approaches were investigated: the ensemble
qubit approach [8, 65] (Section 6.1) and the single-ion qubit ap-
proach [134] (Section 6.2). The description of each approach will
be based on the five criteria for the realization of quantum com-
putation established by D. P. DiVincenzo in 2000 [135]. These
can be summarized briefly as following: (1) a well defined qubit
and qubit initialization, (2) a much longer coherence time than
the gate operation time, (3) a universal set of quantum gates, (4)
qubit state readout capability, and (5) the possibility of scaling to
a large number of qubits.
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6.1 Ensemble qubit quantum computing

Our group has been working with Pr3+ ions doped in an
Y2SiO5 crystal for quantum computing. In this system, the qubit
is defined as two of the hyperfine levels (|0〉 and |1〉) of the lowest
crystal field level in the 3H4 term, which is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
The lifetime and coherence time of the qubit levels can be as long
as a few minutes [90, 136] and ∼30 s [137], respectively.

The optical transition lines of Pr ions are inhomogeneously
broadened up to a few GHz, depending on dopant concentrations,
due to local lattice distortion, as discussed in Section 3.2. This
broadening provides the option of using a subgroup of Pr ions in
a much narrower frequency range (e.g. 170 kHz [8]) as a qubit,
by addressing them via their optical transition frequencies (e.g.
|0〉 → |e〉), and subgroups of ions with different frequencies can
serve as different qubits [65]. The time duration of the pulses for
the qubit gate operations must be considerably shorter than the
coherence time of the optical transitions, which is ∼152 µs for
Pr ions in site 1 (Table 3.3), otherwise decoherence of the optical
transition will destroy the qubit. Figure 6.2 shows an example of
a NOT operation, which is realized via three optical pulses 1○,
2○ and pulse 3○ with a pulse area of π. Experimental realiza-

tion of arbitrary single qubit rotations and state characterization
(quantum state tomography) will be described in Section 6.1.2 and
Section 6.1.3, respectively.

The qubit-qubit interaction in these systems can be realized
via the permanent electric dipole-dipole interaction (discussed in
Section 3.3.2) between strongly-interacting ions in each qubit [49].
The scheme for a conditional not (CNOT) gate operation and the
initial experimental investigation (qubit distillation) will be de-
scribed in Section 6.1.4.

6.1.1 Rare-earth ion qubit initialization

To ensure good control of the pulse area, an addressing frequency
which corresponds to only one specific isolated transition is re-
quired (e.g. from |0〉 to |e〉). However this is not possible in a sys-
tem with inhomogeneous broadening, and particularly not when
the inhomogeneous broadening of each of the nine optical transi-
tions shown in Figure 6.1 is about 3 orders of magnitude greater
than the splitting of the hyperfine levels, so that all transitions are
overlapping. The situation can be improved using two steps. In
the first, a spectral range is created somewhere inside the inhomo-
geneous absorption profile, where there is minimal (close to zero)
absorption (further denoted a spectral pit). In the second step, a
subgroup of ions with almost the same optical transition frequen-
cies outside the pit is selected and pumped back into the empty
pit. This subgroup of ions represents one qubit. These two steps
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will be described below in the example of initializing the qubit in
the |0〉 state.

The spectral pit

The essential task of creating a pit inside the inhomogeneous pro-
file is to redistribute the ion population within the ground state
hyperfine levels via spectral hole-burning, in such a way that no
ions absorb at the frequencies where the pit is located. A spectral
hole centred at ν1, see Figure 6.3, can be created by repeatedly
sending a light pulse centred at that frequency into the crystal,
as discussed in Section 3.4.1. The time separation between two
consecutive pulses should be long enough to allow the excited ions
to relax to their ground states. Decay to hyperfine levels other
than the initial one gives rise to the spectral hole. As the lifetime
of the ground state hyperfine levels is several orders of magnitude
longer than the time between two consecutive hole-burning pulses
and the duration of the hole-burning pulse, the population of the
levels with an optical transition frequency of ν1 will continue to
decrease until no absorption is observed. A wider spectral hole
can be burnt if the centre frequencies of the hole-burning pulses
are scanned across a range (∆ν). More detailed information on
the creation of spectral pits can be found in previous publications
[80, 99, 138].

The maximum frequency width of the pit for Pr ions is ∼18.1
MHz, which is determined by the difference in the total energy
separation of the hyperfine levels between the ground state and
the excited state. The reason of this determination is easier to
understand by starting from the transparency frequency range of
a single class of ions (class is defined by the subgroup of ions that
all have the same optical transition frequencies), then to see how
this range is decreased by the absorption lines from other classes
of ions with different optical transition frequencies resulting from
the inhomogeneous broadening. Considering one specific class of
ions, see Figure 6.1, taking the frequency of the transition between
the |1/2g〉 (referred to the ±1/2 ground state in Figure 6.1) and
|1/2e〉 excited states as the frequency reference, the transparent
range is all the frequency space except three transition lines, as an
example, the lines are shown in Figure 6.4a for the ions initially
in the |5/2g〉 ground state. The arrows denote the nine transi-
tion lines from each of the three ground hyperfine states (denoted
as |i/2g〉, i = 1, 2, 3) to either of the three excited hyperfine
state (denoted as |ei〉, i = 1, 2, 3). Taking the inhomogeneous
broadening into account means that there are other classes of ions
with absorption lines that have the same separation as those in
Figure 6.4a, but they are distributed continuously in a few GHz.
Absorption from the transitions outside the frequency range of ∆f
(27.5 MHz) changes the transparent range to a window, shown in
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Figure 6.4. Illustration of the
maximum pit width determined
by the energy structure of Pr ions.
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relative optical transition
frequencies of the ions. (a) shows
the absorption peaks form a single
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frequency at 36.9 MHz was burnt
back into the pit.

Figure 6.4b. The groups of lines inside the window can be divided
into two groups depending on whether the |1/2g〉 → |e3〉 transition
frequency is lower (type 1) or higher (type 2) than -1.65 MHz in
the reference frequency frame. A margin of -1.65 MHz was used to
obtain an equal distance between the edges of the pit to the near-
est absorption lines of the qubit inside the pit. Type 1 lines do not
affect the window as all ions can be prepared to be in the |1/2g〉
state. But part of the type 2 lines, with the |1/2g〉 → |e3〉 tran-
sitions frequencies higher than -1.65 MHz but smaller than 7.75
MHz (displaced by 9.4 MHz), do affect the window, regardless of
in which ground state hyperfine levels the ions are prepared. This
reduces the width of the window by an amount which is equal to
the total energy separation of the excited state hyperfine levels, as
illustrated in Figure 6.4c, e.g. all ions are prepared in their |5/2g〉.

The straight absorption edges in Figure 6.4c are undesirable,
as strong transitions outside the pit but close to the edge could be
activated through off-resonant excitation of pulses whose frequen-
cies are inside the pit, as has been discussed previously [99, 139].
To minimize this influence, the ions should be prepared in a hy-
perfine state which is as far as possible from the pit. In the exper-
imental implementation the ions whose |1/2g〉 → |e3〉 transition
frequency is lower than -1.65 MHz are pumped into their |1/2g〉
state, whereas ions with transition frequencies above -1.65 MHz
are pumped into their |5/2g〉 state. This improvement leads to the
pit structure shown in Figure 6.5, where the upper panel shows
the result of simulation [139] and the lower panel shows the re-
sult of the experimental measurement. The experimental value of
the absorption value is calculated from the transmission of a weak
pulse (called the readout pulse), whose frequency changes linearly
with time over a range of ±30 MHz [140]. The steps on the left
and right sides of the pit correspond to transitions from the |1/2g〉
and |5/2g〉 states, respectively, to each of the excited hyperfine
levels. More information on the pit-burning pulses can be found
elsewhere [99, 141].

Peak creation

After the pit has been created, a laser pulse centred at 36.9 MHz
(relative to the reference frequency, see Figure 6.4c), where the
|5/2g〉 → |e3〉 transition is located for the class of ions shown in
Figure 6.4a, and covering a narrow Fourier frequency span (e.g. a
170 kHz peak was created in Paper I) pumps a fraction of ions to
their excited states. A second pulse, with centre frequency of 9.4
MHz then de-excites the ions of interest to their |1/2g〉 state. This
group of ions represents a qubit.

The population of the |1/2g〉 state is shown as three absorption
peaks inside the pit when it is probed by the readout pulse, see
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Figure 6.6. A fraction of ions
whose |1/2g〉 → |1/2e〉 transition
frequency is at the selected
reference frequency was burned
back into the pit. The population
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Figure 6.6. These peaks correspond to the three transitions from
the |1/2g〉 state to any of the three excited states. It is assumed
here that the readout pulse is so weak that the population change
caused by excitation at the resonance frequency can be neglected.
The difference in height between the peaks is caused by different
oscillator strengths.

The excitation and de-excitation pulses generally address sev-
eral classes of ions at the same time, some of which will also fall
into the pit, but at different positions. These can be spectrally
removed from the pit by optical pumping.

6.1.2 Single qubit rotation

A perfect qubit operation requires that the light pulse interacts
with the individual ions constituting that qubit in exactly the same
way, regardless of the slight inhomogeneity in the optical transition
frequencies between them. The complex hyperbolic secant pulse
(hereafter called the sechyp pulse) has been shown to the kind
of pulse that is insensitive to the frequency detuning between the
ions, and state transfer is achieved with high efficiency [49, 142].
However, the sechyp pulse can directly do the population transfer
from pole to pole on the Bloch sphere, e.g. from |0〉 to |e〉, but not
to a superposition state e.g. 1√

2
(|0〉+ |e〉).

An arbitrary superposition state (α|0〉 + β|1〉) (where α and
β are complex numbers and |α|2 + |β|2 = 1) can be realized by
the pole-to-pole transfers in a rotated base, where two sets of two-
colour dark state pulses are used [8]. A set of two-colour dark state
pulse refers to two sechyp pulses, one of which targets the |0〉 →
|e〉 transition and the other the |1〉 → |e〉 transition, with Rabi
frequencies of Ω1 and Ω2, respectively, as indicated in Figure 6.1.

When the two Rabi frequencies are equal, the net effect of these
two pulses is that they operate on one superposition state |B〉 (this
state is often called a bright state), but not the orthogonal state
|D〉 (called a dark state). |B〉 and |D〉 are defined as follows (for
notational simplicity the normalization factor is omitted):

|B〉 = |0〉 − e−iφ|1〉, and |D〉 = |0〉+ e−iφ|1〉, (6.1)

where φ denotes the phase difference between the two pulses. |B〉
and |D〉 can be represented by two Bloch vectors on the equatorial
plane of the Bloch sphere constructed on the |0〉 and |1〉 state,
shown in panel Figure 6.7a.

The first set of two-colour pulses described above transfers state
|B〉 to state |e〉 along route 1 (Figure 6.7b), then the second two-
colour pulse transfers the population back along a different route
(route 2). These two operations transform state |B〉 into eiθ|B〉,
where θ is determined by the phase differences between the two
sets of two-colour pulses. In the original base (|0〉 and |1〉) these
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Figure 6.8. State ψ0 is achieved
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n̂, by an angle of θ from an initial
state of |0〉.

two sets of two-colour pulses create the following states in response
to an initial state of |0〉 or |1〉

|ψ0〉 = ei
θ
2 [cos

(
θ

2

)
|0〉 − i sin

(
θ

2

)
e−iφ|1〉], (6.2)

or

|ψ1〉 = ei
θ
2 [−i sin

(
θ

2

)
eiφ|0〉+ cos

(
θ

2

)
|1〉], (6.3)

where one can see that θ controls the population fraction in states
|0〉 and |1〉, and imposes a global phase on the states, which can be
neglected for one qubit. φ determines the relative phase between
the qubit levels.

In the matrix representation formed by states |0〉 and |1〉, the
two-colour dark state operations mentioned above can be written
as a unitary operator

U(θ, φ) = ei
θ
2

[
cos( θ2 ) −i sin( θ2 )eiφ

−i sin( θ2 )e−iφ cos( θ2 )

]
. (6.4)

This operator describes a rotation by an angle of θ around a unit
vector (n̂) in the equatorial plane characterized by the angle φ
[143], see Figure 6.8. For example, if one wants to create state
1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) from the initial state |0〉, the required U operator is

U(θ, φ) = ei
π
4

[
1 −1
1 1

]
. (6.5)

and corresponds to a rotation of 90◦ around êv.
It is worth noting that during the dark state operations a dif-

ferent phase factor for each ion is accumulated as their transition
frequencies are slightly different, and this phase factor only hap-
pens to the |B〉 state wavefunction not to the dark state (|D〉).
One way of of removing the influence of this phase factor is to
let state |D〉 acquire exactly the same phase factor as the bright
state, constituting a global phase that will not affect the qubit
state. This can be achieved by implementing a similar dark state
operation (with a π phase shift relative to the dark state opera-
tions on |B〉) on state |D〉, which is now a bright state, but along
the same route (θ = 0). Starting from state |0〉, an arbitrary single
qubit state can be realized via four sets of two-colour pulses.

6.1.3 Quantum state tomography

An arbitrary superposition state (e.g. state ψ0 in Figure 6.8) can
be characterized by acquiring the respective projections on the
three axes. The projection on êw represents the population differ-
ence between state |0〉 and state |1〉, which can be quantified by
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Figure 6.9. Tomography of the
state (|0〉 − |1〉). (a), (b) and (c)
shows the absorption
measurement of the projection of
the Bloch vector on êu, êv and êw
axes, respectively. The number
1-5 refer to the five transitions
shown in the energy diagram in
(b).

the absorption (calculated from the transmission of the readout
pulse) at the optical transition lines from either of the states (|0〉
or |1〉) to any of the excited states.

The projections on êu and êv can not be measured directly in
the same way as that on êw. They must first be rotated onto the êw

axis by implementing dark state operations similar to those used
for single qubit rotation. They can then be probed by the readout
pulses. Each measurement collapses the original qubit state, so it
must be re-created after each projection measurement. Figure 6.9
shows an example of the tomography for state (|0〉− |1〉), which is
prepared from an initial state of |0〉. Figure 6.9a, b and c shows
the absorption measurements of the projections on êu, êv and êw

axes, respectively.

Fidelity

When all three projections are known, the quantum state ex-
perimentally created (|ψexp〉) can be reconstructed on the Bloch
sphere. Fidelity is used as a measure of the extent to which the ex-
perimentally created state |ψexp〉 resembles the desired state |ψdes〉,
and is defined as

F = |〈ψdes|ψexp〉|2
= 〈ψdes|ρexp|ψdes〉,

(6.6)

where ρexp denotes the density matrix constructed from the exper-
imental state, and can be represented by Pauli matrices as [143]

ρexp = 0.5[tr(ρexp)I + tr(Xρexp)X + tr(Y ρexp)Y + tr(Zρexp)Z]

= 0.5[tr(ρexp)I + uexpX + vexpY + wexpZ],

(6.7)

where uexp, vexp and wexp denote the measured projections of state
ψexp on the êu, êv and êw axes, respectively. A fidelity of 90-96%
was demonstrated for a single qubit rotation (Paper I). Details of
the calculations are can be found elsewhere [99].

6.1.4 Qubit-qubit interaction scheme

A CNOT gate operation in this system can be realized through the
permanent dipole-dipole interaction, as illustrated in Figure 6.10.
A sequence of laser pulses with pulse area π interacts with the
system. Pulse 1○ targets the |0〉 → |e〉 transition of Qubit1. Fol-
lowing this, the other three pulses ( 2○, 3○ and 4○) implement a full
NOT gate on Qubit2. When Qubit1 is initially in state |1〉 (Fig-
ure 6.10a), the dipole-dipole interaction is not initiated, so pulses
2○, 3○ and 4○ are resonant with the transitions, and a NOT op-

eration will be carried out on Qubit2. On the other hand, when
Qubit1 is initially in state |0〉 (Figure 6.10b), it will be pumped to
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Figure 6.10. Illustration of
qubit-qubit interaction (e.g.
CNOT gate). On condition of the
state of Qubit1 (|1〉 or |0〉), a
NOT operation will (or not) be
implemented on the nearby
Qubit2.

state |e〉, which induces a frequency shift (∆ν) of the Qubit2 tran-
sition line. If ∆ν is large enough (e.g. much larger than the total
energy separation of the excited states δetot, which is 9.4 MHz for
Pr3+), pulses 2○, 3○ and 4○ are off resonant with Qubit2, and the
implementation of the NOT operation is inhibited.

The interaction scheme described above requires that ∆ν
should be greater than a certain value (e.g. a few MHz for Pr
ions), which means that the two qubits must be spatially close to
each other, as ∆ν ∝ 1/r3 (Equation (3.2)). The consequence of
this distance-dependent coupling strength and the randomness of
the dopant ions in each qubit is that only those ions in one qubit
that happen to be close to ions in the second qubit can control
each other. The other ions in each qubit that don’t have strong
interactions must be spectrally removed in order to obtain an ef-
ficient qubit-qubit gate operation, which is the purpose of qubit
distillation. This has been demonstrated experimentally by our
group [49].

6.1.5 Scalability

In this random system, the average probability, P, of an ion in one
qubit being sufficiently close to an ion in another qubit to control
its state is often�1 for weakly dopant concentrations. This means
that the number of active ions in one ensemble qubit that inter-
act strongly with one ion in each of the rest of the m − 1 qubits
scales as Pm−1 in a m-qubit system. This exponential decrease in
the number of ions in each qubit creates a problem in the qubit
readout procedure, where the absorption of the ions is monitored,
and limits the number of qubits which can be used in the ensemble
qubit approach. Although the ion-ion distance can be more closer
in a crystal which high dopant concentrations, the number den-
sity of the ions in one frequency interval, i.e. number density of
qubit ions, remains the same due to the increasing inhomogeneous
linewidth [134].

6.2 Single-ion qubit quantum computing

Single-ion qubit quantum computing is an approach to improve the
scalability, where a qubit is represented by a single ion [134]. Sim-
ulations have shown that with a sufficient dopant concentration,
for instance 0.2% for Pr:Y2SiO5 , there is a high possibility of se-
quences of Pr ions (>50 ions) [144]. Each Pr ion on that sequence
absorbs at a specific and unique optical frequency and represents
one single qubit, and the distance between ions is sufficiently short
for all ions to be able to control each other. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11. At a sufficiently high
dopant concentration, sequences
of ions are highly probable, where
each ion represents one qubit with
a unique optical transition
frequency (indicated by q1, q2, ...
q7), and where all the ions can
control each other via permanent
dipole-dipole interactions
(indicated by the solid lines
connecting two ions).

6.2.1 Single-ion readout scheme

In the single-ion qubit quantum computing approach, a technique
for reading out the quantum state of a single-ion qubit must be
developed. Straightforward fluorescence measurements cannot be
used for several reasons. Firstly, the excited state lifetimes of the
transitions of the qubit ion that can discriminate the qubit states
are longer than 10 µs, which provides too low an emission rate
for a high SNR detection. Secondly, and more importantly, the
excited qubit ions (Pr or Eu ions) have more than one ground
state hyperfine level to which they can decay, and thus there is no
transition that can be cycled until the number of emitted photons
is sufficiently large to provide the state selective information.

One proposal for reading out a single-ion qubit state is to co-
dope the crystal with another type of ion (hereafter called a read-
out ion) and to use this ion as a sensor to probe the state of a
nearby qubit. The dopant concentration of the readout ion must
be so low that there is only one ion actively interacting with the
driving laser, i.e. there is only one ion on resonance with the laser.
The fluorescence signal of the readout ion, either OFF or ON,
depends on whether the single qubit ion is excited or not, which
depends in turn on whether its initial state is |0〉 or |1〉.

Figure 6.12 shows the readout procedure. Two lasers interact
with the ions, one with the qubit ion and one with the readout
ion. The qubit laser sends out a π pulse on the |0〉 → |e〉 tran-
sition. Following this pulse, the readout pulse is turned on and
continuously excites the readout ion for certain time of period. If
the qubit ion is in state |1〉 Figure 6.12a, the qubit laser is not on
resonance with the ion, so it will not pump the qubit ion to state
|e〉. There is no interaction between the qubit and readout ion in
this case. The readout ion emits fluorescence photons (ON) upon
the excitation by the readout laser. If, on the other hand, the Pr
ion is initially in state |0〉 Figure 6.12b, it will be excited by the
qubit laser pulse. This state change of the qubit ion induces a
frequency shift (∆ν) of the nearby readout ion transition line. If
the shift is greater than the homogeneous linewidth, the readout
ion will be off resonance with the readout laser, and will not be
excited, so there will be no fluorescence (OFF).

For the other qubits, which are not directly coupled to the read-
out ion, their state can be transferred consecutively using CNOT
gates between two nearby ions until the state reaches the qubit ion
that is directly coupled to the readout ion. Then its state can be
read out in the way described above.

In the following sections, the experimental considerations for
the single-ion qubit quantum computing will be discussed.
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Figure 6.12. Principle of reading out a single-ion qubit state by de-
tecting the fluorescence of the readout ion. The scheme works for any
qubit ion that has different permanent dipole moments in the ground
and excited states.

6.2.2 Searching the qubit chain around the
readout ion

The strongly interacting qubit chain (e.g. the chain shown in Fig-
ure 6.11) can be experimentally identified through monitoring the
fluorescence of the single readout ion. The pulse sequence shown
in Figure 6.13a can be used for this purpose. The procedure is as
follows.

(i) The readout ion transition at the optical frequency of νRI is
cycled for a time period of 4t. During this time the readout
ion emits fluorescence photons. The state of the readout ion
in response to the pulses is illustrated in Figure 6.13c.

(ii) Some of the qubit ions at a random position νqb within the
inhomogeneous absorption line with a certain frequency span
(e.g. a few MHz for Pr ions) are excited. The qubit state in
response to the pulses is illustrated in Figure 6.13b.

(iii) While the qubit ions are still in their excited states, the read-
out ion excitation laser is turned on again, for the same time
period as the first excitation pulse. The fluorescence signal
is then monitored. The signal may be the same as in step (i),
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which means that the excited qubit ions does not affect the
readout ion; or there maybe no signal, which indicates that
a nearby strongly-interacting qubit ion has been excited.

(iv) The qubit excitation frequency of νqb is then scanned across
the inhomogeneous line, and all the frequency channels of the
qubit ions that can control the readout ion will be mapped
out.

(v) Similar steps (i-iv) can be used to look for a second qubit,
which can control the first qubit identified above.

From the above it is clear that the fluorescence collection time,
4t, should be smaller than the excited state lifetime of the qubit,
as the transition frequency of the readout ion is only shifted when
the qubit is in its excited states.

6.2.3 Requirements for the readout ion

The readout scheme discussed above requires that the readout ion
has the following characteristics.

(i) A short excited state lifetime, in order to obtain a large differ-
ence in the number of photons emitted per unit time between
the case when the qubit is in the ground state and when it
is in the excited state.

(ii) A narrow homogeneous absorption linewidth such that the
permanent dipole-dipole interaction with a nearby qubit
shifts the readout ion resonance frequency by several homo-
geneous linewidths.

(iii) A large change in dipole moment between the ground and
excited states again such that the shift due to the permanent
dipole-dipole interaction is sufficiently large.

(iv) No fluorescence quenching mechanisms such as a long-lived
trapping state or energy transfer from the readout ion to the
qubit ion.

(v) Experimental detection of the fluorescence emitted from a sin-
gle Ce ion.

6.2.4 Fidelity analysis of the single ion readout
scheme

The probability of obtaining the correct qubit state (called the
readout fidelity) from the fluorescence light emitted by the single
readout ion in the scheme described in Figure 6.12 is determined
by the contrast in the number of collected photons between when
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Figure 6.14. Illustration of the
single ion readout scheme
including one buffer ion taking the
qubit in state |1〉 as an example.
Pulse 1○ to 4○ are implemented
one after another. When the
qubit ion is in state |1〉, it will be
excited by pulse 1○, and as a
consequence of the dipole-dipole
interaction the energy level of the
buffer ion is shifted. Thus, the
buffer ion initial state is not
affected by pulse 2○ (still in
ground state). The excited qubit
ion is then de-excited by pulse 3○
to minimizing the possibility of
state corruption. Then the
readout ion is excited by pulse 4○
and the fluorescence photons are
collected. On the contrary if the
qubit is in state |0〉, the buffer ion
will be excited, and the excitation
on readout ion is blocked as a
result of the dipole-dipole
interaction between the buffer and
readout ion.

the readout ion fluoresces (when the qubit ion is in state |1〉) and
not fluoresces (when the qubit is in state |0〉). The number of
photons is determined by the emission rate of the readout ion and
the accumulation time of the photons, which is presumably limited
by the excited state lifetime of the qubit ion.

The readout ion under investigation is the Ce ion in an
Y2SiO5 crystal, which has an excited state lifetime of about 40
ns (more information are presented in Chapter 7). The qubit ion
candidate under concern is the Eu ions, whose excited state life-
time is 1.9 ms (Tqb1 ). A simulation presented in Paper IV showed
that the optimal probability of detecting the correct qubit state
was approximately 87%, when the signal was accumulated within
a time period of one third of Tqb1 assuming a reasonable photon
collection efficiency of 1%.

Improved fidelity by introducing the buffer ions

The readout fidelity can be improved if the accumulation time
of the photons can be effectively extended, which is possible if
another ion, who has strong permanent dipole-dipole interactions
with both the qubit and readout ion, is used as a buffer ion. The
buffer ion can be any ion with a long lifetime in the excited state.
Here the same species of ion as the qubit ion is considered. The
qubit state information is firstly mapped onto the buffer ion, then
its state is read out by the readout ion. By repeating these two
procedures, the fluorescence photons can be accumulated in a time
period which is not limited by the excited state lifetime of the qubit
ion.

In this scheme the buffer ion is initialized in state |0〉, then pulse
1○ and pulse 2○ with pulse area of π, illustrated in Figure 6.14,

are implemented in a way that a correlation between the qubit
and buffer ion is established: if the qubit ion is in state |0〉 the
buffer ion will be in |e〉, and if the qubit in |1〉 the buffer ion
remains in |0〉. Pulse 2○ is followed by pulse 3○, which de-excites
the qubit ion to its original ground state (if the qubit ion has
been excited by pulse 1○) to minimize the possibility of qubit-
state corruption caused by the decay of the excited state. Then
the readout laser pulses (pulse 4○) is implemented, however, the
readout ion can only be excited if the buffer ion is in the ground
state. The fluorescence signal is then collected within 0.33Tbf1
(Tbf1 is the lifetime of the excited state of the buffer ion). After
this signal is recorded the buffer ion is re-initialized and pulses
1○ to 4○ are implemented again, and the fluorescence photons are

accumulated for all repetition steps. As the qubit ion is only in the
excited state for the time period in which pulse 2○ is implemented
(in the microsecond timescale), the probability of the qubit state
being corrupted is negligible. The simulated readout fidelity of
this scheme can reach 99% when the above mentioned readout
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Figure 6.15. Illustration of the
procedure of creating a n-qubit
GHZ state in a quantum circuit.

procedures are implemented consecutively by 20 times. This work
was presented in Paper IV.

In above scheme a number of buffer ions can be concatenated,
for example, in a two-buffer-ion scheme, the state of the qubit ion
is at first transferred to the first buffer ion, which is then read out
by a readout system consisting of the second buffer ion and the
readout ion in the same way as described above. By repeating the
transfer and the readout processes by 5 times, a 99.75% fidelity
was reached in the simulation, which was presented in Paper IV.

Fidelity of creating and characterizing a multiple-qubit
GHZ state

Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state is a type of multiple-
qubit entangled state [145]. For example, a 3-qubit GHZ state
is

|GHZ〉3 =
1√
2

(|000〉+ |111〉). (6.8)

The fidelity of creating and reading out a multiple-qubit GHZ state
has been discussed in Paper IV. The main ideal behind this cal-
culation is briefly described here. The quantum circuit shown Fig-
ure 6.15 describes the procedures of creating a n-qubit GHZ state,
where H represents a Hadamard gate, and ⊕ together with the
dots and the line denote a controlled-not gate [143].

The fidelity of a n-qubit GHZ state was simply estimated as:

FGHZ = ηnint · ηH · ηn−1
CNOT , (6.9)

where ηint, ηH and ηCNOT denote the fidelity of qubit initialization,
Hadamard gate and CNOT gate, respectively. Fidelity of creating
a 10-qubit GHZ state larger than 94% was achieved based on an
estimation of best experimentally achievable parameters.

The characterization of a n-qubit GHZ state is essentially a
task of reading out the projections of each qubit-state on êu, êv

and êw axes. One readout sequence includes a consecutive mea-
surement of one of the three projections on each qubit, as done
for a two-qubit entangled state [146, 147]. Then the GHZ state
must be recreated and a second readout sequence is implemented
to read out different projections in the qubits. Thus, a full char-
acterization of a n-qubit GHZ state takes 3n times of recreation
and readout sequences. The projection on êw is a straightforward
measurement as it is the population difference between the ground
and excited states. However, for the projection measurements on
êu and êv, tomography processes must be implemented on the
qubits, as described in Section 6.1.3 before they can be read out.
As an example, considering the projection measurement on êu or
êv axes, and assuming that each qubit can be directly read out by
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the two-buffer-ion readout system, the fidelity of such a recreating
and readout sequence was calculated as:

F drdGHZ = FGHZ · ηntm · ηnrd, (6.10)

where ηtm and ηrd denote the fidelity of the quantum tomography
and the readout process. The fidelity of a 10-qubit GHZ state in
the case of a direct readout scheme was calculated to above 92%
using Equation (6.10) based on the fidelities of the initialization
and gate operations obtained in a simulation.

In the case where only one qubit is directly coupled to the
two-buffer-ion readout system, swap operations have to be im-
plemented successively between the neighbouring qubits until the
states of the indirectly-coupled qubits reach the nearest-neighbour-
qubit of the first buffer ion in the readout system. The fidelity of
creating and characterizing such a GHZ state was done as:

F idrdGHZ = FGHZ · ηntm · ηnrd ·
n−1∏

i=1

ηiswap, (6.11)

where ηswap denotes the fidelity of a swap operation, which is the
cube of the fidelity for a CNOT gate. The fidelity of a 10-qubit
GHZ state in this scenario is ∼43%.

6.2.5 Impact of the energy transfer on the
single-ion readout scheme

In the single-ion readout scheme, the buffer ion (Pr or Eu ion)
and the readout ion (Ce ion) should be spatially close so that the
frequency shift induced by the permanent dipole-dipole interaction
between them is large enough to block the excitation of Ce ions
by the initial laser pulse, and the fluorescence signal is off as a
consequence. However, they can not be too close as an energy
transfer process from the Ce ion to the Pr or Eu ion may take place,
which will quench the Ce fluorescence, and corrupt the qubit-state
information encoded on the buffer ion resulting from the promotion
to an excited state. Resonant energy transfer process can happen
as the Ce (readout ion) emission spectrum is located in the range
380-540 nm, which is shown in Chapter 8, covering the transitions
from 3H4 to 3P0, 3P1, 3P2 and 1I6 of Pr3+ ions and the transitions
from 7F0 to 5D0, 5D1, 5D2 and 5D3 of Eu3+ ions, see the energy
diagram presented in Figure 3.2. Furthermore, the energy transfer
from Ce3+ to Pr3+ ions in an Y2SiO5 crystal has been recently
reported [148] and also shown in Paper V.

However, the permanent dipole-dipole interaction and the en-
ergy transfer process scales differently with the ion-ion distance:
the former is proportional to 1/r3 and the latter to 1/r6. Thus,
there could be a region of the ion-ion distance where the energy
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transfer dies out but the permanent dipole-dipole interaction is
sufficiently strong for the readout scheme. The identification of
this range and the influence of the energy transfer process on the
single-ion readout scheme were analyzed in Paper V. The methods
and important results presented in the article are briefly discussed
below.

The energy transfer rate, kET , described in Section 2.2.2 be-
tween the Ce3+ to Pr3+ and Ce3+ to Eu3+ ions were calculated
from the transfer microparamter, C, as follows:

kET =
C

r6
, (6.12)

where r denotes the distance between the donor (Ce3+ ) and accep-
tor (Pr3+ or Eu3+), and C is determined by the integrated spectra
overlap between the emission cross section of Ce ions (σEM,D) and
the absorption cross section of Pr or Eu ions (σAbs,A). Precisely,
C is as follows [149]:

C =
3c

8π4n2

∫
σEM,D(λ)σAbs,A(λ) dλ, (6.13)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum and n is the refractive
index of the crystal. The emission and absorption cross section
were obtained from the experimental spectra of the ions making
use of the Fluchtbauer-Ladenburg spectroscopic method [150].

The energy transfer efficiencies of Ce3+ to Pr3+ and Ce3+

to Eu3+ ions as a function of the ion-ion distance were calcu-
lated based on the transfer rate mentioned above using Equa-
tion (2.15) described in Chapter 2, where in this case T1 is the
lifetime of Ce ions when the energy transfer process is absent. The
results showed that to keep the energy transfer efficiency suffi-
ciently low (e.g. < 5 × 10−4) and the frequency shift sufficiently
large (e.g. > 20 MHz), the ion-ion distance should be larger than
20 Å but smaller than 90 Å for a Ce and a Eu ion, and larger than
30 Å smaller than 130 Å for the Ce-Pr pair. The probabilities of
finding the ions in such a range in a crystal with dopant concen-
tration of 2% was estimated to be about 4% in a simulation, which
is doable.

6.3 Status and discussion

• Our group has been mainly working on Pr3+ ions in
Y2SiO5 for quantum computing. However, Eu3+ ions doped
in Y2SiO5 have more than an order of magnitude longer ex-
cited state coherence time (∼2.6 ms in site 1 [69]), and the
qubit coherence time is expected to be 300 times higher [151].
Eu3+ ions have better properties except the fact that the
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transition oscillator strength is about one order of magni-
tude lower (see Table 3.4). However, this weakness could be
partly overcome by tight focusing.

• In the single-ion qubit quantum computing approach, the
work carried out by us so far has been concentrated on de-
veloping the capability to detect a single readout ion, which
is an important step towards single-ion quantum computing.
Other issues related to this approach must be investigated
further, e.g. experimental initialization of the qubit state
of a single ion. Furthermore, since the single qubit ion is
not physically isolated in this system, but surrounded by
an ensemble of ions with similar optical frequencies, studies
must be carried out to determine the extent to which the off-
resonant excitation of these ions could destroy the single-ion
readout scheme.

• If implemented with the same pulses as the ensemble qubit
ions, single-ion qubit operations should, in principle, have
a better fidelity, as the dephasing caused by the inhomo-
geneous broadening is no longer a concern. However, the
question of whether the high-fidelity single qubit operations
can be realized must be verified experimentally, bearing in
mind the practical difficulties of single-ion detection.
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Chapter 7

Investigations of Ce3+ as a
readout ion

It was shown in Chapter 6 that single-ion quantum computing is a
promising approach to achieve better scalability. In this approach
the single-ion readout concept is proposed to probe the state of the
neighbouring single-ion qubit. For this approach to be successful,
the readout ion must have the spectroscopic properties described in
Section 6.2.3. The experimental investigation of properties (ii)-(iv)
will be presented in this chapter, and the study is presented in de-
tail in Paper III. The candidate for the readout ion is Ce3+ [152].
Its lifetime in an Y2SiO5 crystal is known to be about 40 ns [153–
155], which is three orders of magnitude shorter than that of the
qubit ion candidates: i.e. ∼164 µs for Pr3+ and ∼2 ms for Eu. Sec-
tion 7.1 presents the general properties of Ce ions relevant for this
research. Measurement of the inhomogeneous and homogeneous
linewidths of the 4f-5d ZPL are described in Section 7.2. Mea-
surements of the difference in permanent dipole moment, 4µCe,
between the ground and excited states of the Ce ion are presented
in Section 7.3. Additional interesting measurements related to the
topics presented in this chapter are described in Section 7.4.

7.1 Properties of the Ce ion

Cerium is the second member of the rare earths, with an atomic
number of 58. The delocalization of the electrons in the outer 5d
and 6s subshells results in a Ce3+ ion. Cerium was discovered
in 1803, independently, by the chemists J. J. Berzelius and W.
Hisinger at an ore field in Sweden, and by M. H. Klaproth in
Germany [156].

There are four natural cerium isotopes, 140Ce, 142Ce, 138Ce,
and 136Ce, with fractional abundances of 88.5%, 11%, 0.3% and
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Figure 7.1. Schematic energy
structure of Ce3+ in a crystal.
The broadening contributions are
illustrated in descending order.

0.2%, respectively [157]. All the Ce isotopes have zero nuclear
spin, so they have no hyperfine levels. The ionic radius of Ce3+ is
given in the table in Figure 3.3.

7.1.1 Energy structure of Ce3+ in a crystal

The 4f subshell of Ce3+ is well shielded from crystal field distur-
bance, as is the case in all the RE ions. The ground state splits into
two fine structure levels due to the coupling between the electron
spin (S = 1/2) and its orbital angular moment (L = 3). How-
ever, the 5d levels are more exposed to the crystal field, so the
magnitude of the crystal field splitting is much greater than the
fine structure splitting. On top of this splitting, the interaction
with the vibrational motion of the crystal also broadens the lines.
These can be described as a harmonic potential where the differ-
ent phonon modes are described by discrete levels in the potential,
similar to a harmonic oscillator, as shown in the schematic energy
level structure in Figure 7.1. However, the configurational coor-
dinates of the two harmonic potentials in the ground and excited
states are displaced relative to each other.

The line of interest in this work is the ZPL between the two
lowest Kramers’ doublets in the ground and excited state. This is
the longest excitation wavelength for this 4f→5d transition, as in-
dicated in Figure 7.1. Because of the smaller wavefunction overlap
between the zero-phonon levels, the transition probability of the
ZPL is lower than that of phonon-assisted transitions. An excited
Ce ion can decay to any of the phonon levels in the harmonic po-
tentials in the 4f subshell, which gives rise to a continuous emission
spectrum.

7.2 Linewidth measurements of Ce3+ in an
Y2SiO5 crystal

The excitation and emission spectra of Ce3+ in an Y2SiO5 crystal
have been investigated previously using gamma-rays, X-rays or
xenon lamps as the excitation source [153, 158, 159]. The narrow
ZPL was not demonstrated in these studies due to the low wave-
length resolution. In the present work, the location and linewidth
of the inhomogeneous ZPL, as well as the homogeneous linewidth,
were measured using an ECDL as the excitation source. In these
measurements the crystal was cooled to about 2 K in a helium
bath cryostat.

7.2.1 Inhomogeneous linewidth

The inhomogeneous absorption ZPL of the Ce3+ ions was mea-
sured in an Y2SiO5 crystal (grown in Czochralski method) with a
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Ce dopant concentration of 0.088% (nominal value) relative to the
Y ions. The line center is at 370.83 nm, and the FWHM is about
50 GHz, as shown in Figure 7.2.

Line shape

The line shape of the ZPL provides information on the broadening
mechanism and also reveals, to some extent, the crystalline envi-
ronment of the Ce3+ ions. The data in Figure 7.2 were fitted with
various curves and combinations of curves. Fitting a Gaussian
curve to the data did not provide a good fit at the edges. In an at-
tempt to obtain a better fit, a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function
were combined, which is replotted in Figure 7.3. This combination
might be explained by the inhomogeneous broadening model devel-
oped based on the point defects in the crystal [58, 59]. A multiple
Gaussian functions consisting of three curves (illustrated in Fig-
ure 7.4) was also fitted to the data. Multiple Gaussian functions
could result from the contributions of the satellite lines, which are
not completely separated from the main line. However it is not
known to us which of the two possibilities is more like.

Background absorption from Ce ions in site 2

The observed ZPL shown in Figure 7.2 is superimposed on a back-
ground with a absorption coefficient of ∼3.6 cm−1. This proba-
bly arises from the Ce ions occupying site 2 (denoted Ce2). The
two sites of Ce3+ in Y2SiO5 have been investigated previously, by
analysing the excitation and fluorescence spectra [153, 158]. Ex-
istence of Ce2 will be verified by the fluorescence spectrum under
an offline excitation e.g. at 371.5 nm, which will be discussed in
Section 8.1.1.

Frequency-integrated absorption cross section

The frequency-integrated absorption cross section (σ0, expressed
in units of m2rad/s) [160] is a useful parameter in the calculations
presented below. It can be expressed as:

σ0 =

∫
α(ω) dω

D
' 1.78× 10−11, (7.1)

where α(ω) is represented by the Gaussian fit curve in Figure 7.2,
as a function of the angular frequency (ω), and D represents the
number density of Ce ions in site 1 (denoted Ce1). We assume
that the probability of the Ce ions occupying site 1 is the same as
that of the Pr ions, i.e. about 87% [87] since their ionic radii only
differ by about 1.7%.
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The oscillator strength (f) of the ZPL transition can be calcu-
lated using σ0 as follows [50]

f =
2mecε0
πe2

· 9n

(n2 + 2)2
· σ0 ' 6.2× 10−7, (7.2)

where me, c, ε0, e and n denote the mass of the electron, the speed
of light in vacuum, vacuum permittivity, the electron charge and
the refractive index of the crystal at the Ce transition frequency,
respectively. The factor 9

(n2+2)2 is the local field correction [76].

The decay rate (A21) from the upper to the lower state of the
ZPL transition was also calculated from σ0:

A21 =
4σ0

λ2
21

' 519 s−1. (7.3)

It is worth noting that A21 is five orders of magnitude less than
1/T1. This is because there are more decay channels from the
excited state to a lower ground state, and the ground state of the
ZPL is only one of them, as shown in Figure 7.1.

7.2.2 Homogeneous linewidth

The homogeneous linewidth was measured with the spectral-hole
burning technique described in Section 3.4.1, but with intensity
modulation on both the pump (modulation frequency 302 Hz) and
probe beams (modulation frequency 362 Hz) to improve the SNR,
as the top-hat pump beam intensity (6.5×104 W/m2) for Ce1 ions
is ∼0.5% of the estimated saturation intensity (assuming the ho-
mogeneous linewidth is lifetime limited). The experiment is pre-
sented in detail in Paper III.

A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 7.5,
where both the pump and probe beams were generated from the
same ECDL via a beam splitter (70:30), and then focused onto the
Ce3+ :Y2SiO5 crystal submerged in a helium bath cryostat with the
common lens. The focal diameter of the probe beam was about ∼
85 µm. As saturation is a nonlinear process, the transmitted probe
beam not only has the modulation at frequency of 362 Hz, but two
other modulations at the sum (664 Hz) and difference frequencies
(60 Hz). The signal strength at 664 Hz was extracted from the
Fourier transform of the transmitted power of the probe beam
and recorded as a function of the detuning frequency between the
pump and probe beams, 4f.

The experimental data are shown in Figure 7.6, where the ver-
tical axis shows the sum frequency signal normalized to the square
of the input probe beam power, to compensate for the change in
laser power between the data points. The signal at 664 Hz was 16
times higher than the noise floor when 4f is zero, but only 1.3%
of the signal strength at 362 Hz. The FWHM of the spectral hole
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Figure 7.5. Schematic of the experimental set-up for the homogeneous
linewidth measurement of the Ce 4f-5d ZPL. Two AOMs were used in
the probe beam line. The +1 order deflected beam from AOM1 was
directed to AOM2, then the -1 order deflected beam was directed to the
crystal. In this way the probe beam frequency could be tuned within a
range of ±50 MHz relative to the pump beam frequency by adjusting
the radio frequency to AOM2. Movement of the probe beam at different
detuning frequencies was compensated for by slightly adjusting mirror
Mpr by maximizing the probe beam transmission. The probe beam was
propagated at an angle of ∼ 3 degrees relative to the pump beam in
order to separate the two beams for detection.

shown in Figure 7.6 is about 5.8 MHz, which is a convolution of
the laser line (Lorentzian) and the homogeneous line of the transi-
tion (Lorentzian) for both the pump and probe steps. However the
contribution from the laser linewidth should be negligible, as only
fast laser frequency fluctuations within the timescale of the ex-
cited state lifetime (∼ 40 ns) would affect the measurement, and
the typical linewidth of such an ECDL is 300 kHz over 100 µs.
Thus, the homogeneous linewidth measured in this study has an
upper limit of 2.9 MHz.

The 40 ns (T1) lifetime reported in the literature [153–155]
places a lower limit on the linewidth of ∼ 4 MHz. The reason why
a linewidth was measured below 4 MHz may be that the signal
at positive detuning frequencies was not properly maximized by
adjusting the spatial overlap between the pump and probe beams.
The fact that the centre of the Lorentzian fitting curve is not
at zero detuning, but slightly shifted to the left, indicates that
this is a possible explanation. The measurements indicate that
the homogeneous linewidth is essentially limited by the lifetime of
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the excited state, which implies that the coherence time takes its
optimal value of 80 ns.

Saturation intensity

The saturation intensity of the ZPL was calculated from the value
of coherence time (T2) determined above, together with the ex-
pression:

Is =
~ω

2T1σ(ω)
' 1.4× 107 W/m2, (7.4)

where ω is the transition frequency of the ZPL, and σ(ω) the ab-
sorption cross section of the Ce1 ions ‘seen’ by the laser at a fre-
quency of ω. σ(ω) was calculated from the frequency-integrated
absorption cross section (σ0) described in Equation (7.1) [160]:

σ(ω) = σ0 · gh(ω)

= σ0 ·
T2

π · (1 + (ω − ω0)T 2
2 )
' 4.5× 10−19 m2,

(7.5)

where gh(ω) (expressed in rad−1·s1) is the homogeneous line shape
function centred at ω0 with the normalization of

∫
gh(ω) dω = 1.

The above value is considered to reflect the exactly on resonance
case, where ω0 = ω.

Narrow structure at the centre

The origin of the increased interaction between the beams within
a narrow range (∼ 400 kHz) around the line centre shown in Fig-
ure 7.6 was not investigated, but narrow resonances of this type
can occur if the upper state can also decay to a third level which re-
laxes slowly (compared with the relaxation from the excited state)
to the ground state (see e.g. [161, 162]). The linewidth of the res-
onance is then determined by the decay rate of this third level. In
the present experiment, the third level could be one of the lowest
Kramer’s doublet in the 2F5/2 (4f) ground state (see e.g. [22]).

Making use of the saturation intensity in Equation (7.4) and
the Beer-Lambert law, the signal at the sum frequency (664 Hz)
was estimated to be about 0.4% of the signal at 362 Hz at zero
detuning frequency, based on the excitation parameters. However,
a value of 0.8% was observed in the experiment, despite the narrow
structure. The existence of a third level may gives rise not only
to the narrow structure mentioned above, but also to a higher
saturation effect due to the trapping of ions in this level.

7.3 Ce-Pr ion-ion interaction

Ce3+ and Pr3+ ions doped in an Y2SiO5 crystal have different per-
manent electric dipole moments (this difference is denoted ∆µCe
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and ∆µPr, respectively) in their ground and excited states, as
they are located in non-centrosymmetric sites. The precise value
of ∆µCe is not known, but could be determined, for example, by
measuring the Stark shift caused by the interaction between the
ions and an external electric field [91]. In the present work an
Y2SiO5 crystal co-doped with Ce3+ and Pr3+ at concentrations of
0.027% (Pr) and 0.012% (Ce) (grown at Shanghai Institute of Ce-
ramics in China) was used in a two-pulse photon echo experiment
(described in Section 3.4.2) on Pr ions. The Ce ions were excited
during the dephasing period of the Pr ions, and a reduction in the
echo intensity was observed [72]. This work is presented in detail
in Paper III.

The echo reduction is caused by the fact that a subgroup of
Pr ions experiences a frequency shift (see Equation (3.2)) induced
by the excitation of nearby Ce ions, due to the permanent dipole-
dipole interactions between them. Since the shift arises from the
change in the permanent dipole moment, and not the transition
dipole interactions, the frequency shifts are the same, regardless
of which of the two ions is excited. When this happens the phases
of the Pr superposition states evolve at a different rate in the de-
phasing period from that in the rephasing period, which results in
only a fraction of the Bloch vectors shown in Figure 3.7d converg-
ing. Thus, the Ce-Pr ion-ion interaction introduces an additional
dephasing channel to the excited Pr ions, which broadens the ho-
mogeneous linewidth of the Pr ions. ∆µCe can then be calculated
from this extra broadening using the model presented by F. R.
Graf et.al. [78].

7.3.1 Photon echo experiments

The pulse sequence used in the experiment is shown in Figure 7.7.
Two weak Gaussian pulses, both with powers of ∼0.5 mW and
0.15 µs duration, were created with an AOM from the frequency-
stabilized dye laser described in Section 4.1.2, and used to excite
the Pr 3H4 → 1D2 transition at ∼606 nm. The excitation pulse
for the Ce ions (excitation power of ∼0.5 mW) was created by
another AOM from the ECDL. After the echo pulse, several fre-
quency scanning pulses at 606 nm ( referred to as eraser pulses)
were applied for the purpose of shuffling the Pr ions between the
hyperfine states to prevent the spectral hole burning that would
otherwise be created by the two Gaussian pulses (Pulse 1 and Pulse
2) over time.

The echo intensity from Pr ions was recorded as a function of
the pulse separation time (t12) in two situations: Ce ions being
excited and not being excited (the Ce laser was blocked during
this period). Ce excitation was implemented at either an ‘online’
wavelength (370.83 nm) or an ‘offline’ wavelength (371.54 nm).
Online and offline mean that the excitation laser frequency is on
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Figure 7.8. Decay curve of the echo from the Pr ions in the
Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal. Details are given in the text.

or off the ZPL of Ce1 ions. So four series of data were recorded
in total, as shown in Figure 7.8. Each point is an average value
of ∼ 30 shots, and the error bars show the standard deviation.
The circles represent the echo signals when Ce ions were excited
online. Each online data point was followed by a complimentary
offline data point (recorded with the Ce excitation laser blocked).
After the data points had been recorded at each value of t12, the
Ce laser was tuned to the offline wavelength, and similar sets of
data were recorded [shown by the diamonds (Ce laser offline) and
crosses (Ce laser blocked)]. The two blocked cases are equivalent,
but show an offset in the echo signal, possibly caused by laser
power drift. However, the slopes are the same within the margin
of error. The lines are logarithmic fits of each set of data.

Based on the dependence of the echo intensity (Iecho) on the
pulse separation time (t12), see Equation (3.5), the coherence time
(T2) of Pr ions of each measurement was calculated from the fitting
lines with a 70% confidence interval, and from this the homoge-
neous linewidth (Γhom) was calculated. The results are given in
Table 7.1.

As can be seen in Table 7.1, the homogeneous linewidth broad-
ening caused by the Ce online excitation is 1.3 ± 0.14 kHz, while
for Ce offline excitation the broadening is ∼ 0.7 kHz (±0.11 kHz).
The difference between these two values is the broadening contri-
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Figure 7.10. Echo decay curve
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Measured values (Pr)
Ce Online Ce Offline

Laser on Laser off Laser on Laser off
T2 (µs) 74±2 107±3 83±1 104±3
Γhom (kHz) 4.3±0.1 3.0±0.1 3.83±0.05 3.1±0.1

Table 7.1: Measured homogeneous linewidths of the 3H4 →1 D2 tran-

sition of Pr ions with Ce excitation laser at the online wavelength, and

offline wavelength with the Ce laser turned on and off.

bution from the Ce1 ions alone, which is ∼0.6 (±0.18) kHz (Γbr).
This value was used to calculate ∆µCe as described below.

7.3.2 Other mechanisms than the frequency shift?

The reduction in the echo intensity could conceivably be caused by
mechanisms other than a frequency shift caused by the permanent
dipole-dipole interaction. The Pr ions may directly absorb photons
from the Ce excitation laser, leading to processes then shorten the
coherence time, which would cause a decrease in the echo intensity,
although this is unlikely according to a previous work [163]. The
energy may also be transferred from the excited Ce ions to the
Pr ions in the photon echo process, causing the Pr ions to be
excited to a higher level, which could also cause a reduction in the
echo. Measurements performed to investigate these possibilities
are described below.

Direct photon absorption

To establish whether direct photon absorption was taking place,
the same experiment as that described above was carried out on
an Y2SiO5 crystal with a dopant concentration of 0.05% of the
Pr ions but no Ce ions. The results are shown in Figure 7.9,
where it can be seen that the coherence time of Pr line in the
cases with and without Ce online excitation are the same, within
the errors. Under exactly the same experimental conditions, the
same measurements in the Pr and Ce co-doped crystal showed a
10% difference in the coherence time, as shown in Figure 7.10.
The same type of measurements when the Ce ions were excited at
the offline wavelength in the two crystals show the same trend as
the online excitation cases. The shorter coherence time measured
in the Pr:YSO crystal than that in the co-doped crystal is partly
caused by the spectral diffusion resulting from the higher dopant
concentration of the Pr ions. These measurements showed that
the linewidth broadening seen in Figure 7.8 does not result from
direct photon absorption by the Pr ions. It is worth noting that
the shorter coherence time shown in Figure 7.10 than in Figure 7.8
is caused by the higher excitation power (1.02 mW).
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Energy transfer

If energy is transferred to the Pr ions, the population decay rate of
Pr ions will be different from the case when Ce ions are not excited
(laser blocked). An excited state population decay measurement
was therefore carried out on Pr ions in the same Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5

crystal as follows:
The procedures are as follows:
A pit structure was first created centred around the |5/2g〉 →

|5/2e〉 transition (indicated by frequency ν9 in Figure 6.1), and a
peak was burnt back at ν9 as described in Section 6.1.1.

A pulse with an area of π was then used to excite these ions to
their |±5/2e〉 state with an efficiency greater than 85%.

The crystal was then excited with a Ce excitation pulse with
a duration T. If there is any energy transfer between the Ce and
Pr ions, or state changing interactions other than the excitation-
induced frequency shifts, the Pr ions population in the excited
state should change.

Finally, after time T, the transmission of a frequency scanning
pulse (denoted a readout pulse) across ν9 was used to determine
the population difference between the |±5/2e〉 and |±5/2g〉 states.

This population difference (Ne−Ng), normalized to the initial
population of the |±5/2g〉 state, was recorded as a function of the
time (T) between the π pulse and the readout pulse for the two
cases in which Ce ions were excited online or not excited during
the time T. The results are plotted in Figure 7.11. Each data point
is an average of about 10 shots. The fitted lines agreed within 3%.
Similar measurements for the Ce offline excitation and with the
Ce laser blocked show similar results. It was therefore concluded
that there was no energy transfer between the Ce and Pr ions in
this measurement.

7.3.3 Calculation of ∆µCe

Based on the measurements presented above, the homogeneous
broadening shown in Figure 7.8 should be caused by the perma-
nent dipole-dipole interaction between the Pr and Ce ions. The
relation between the change in the permanent dipole moments of
Ce ions (∆µCe) and the Pr homogeneous linewidth broadening
(Γbr) induced by the Ce-Pr ion-ion interaction can be expressed as
follows [78]

∆µCe ∝
Γbr

p · 〈|κ|〉 · 〈WCe〉
, (7.6)

where, for the sake of simplicity, only the important experimental
parameters are included (see Equations (4), (5) and (6) in Pa-
per III for details).
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In the above equation, p is the probability that a lattice
spot in the crystal will be occupied by a Ce1 ion. For the Ce
dopant concentration mentioned above (0.012% relative to Y ions)
p = 2.6 × 10−5, again assuming that the probability that site 1
is occupied is 87%. κ is a dimensionless quantity of the order of
1, which describes the angular dependence of the dipole-dipole in-
teraction (see Equation (3.2)) [72]. 〈|κ|〉 is the average value of κ
over all angles defining the relative dipole orientations and their
orientations with respect to the displacement between two dipoles,
as shown in Figure 3.6. 〈WCe〉 is the average excitation probability
of the Ce ions contributing to the interaction during the dephasing
time. The calculation of 〈WCe〉 is presented in detail below.

Ce excitation probability

〈WCe〉 can be calculated in a steady-state approximation since the
duration time of the Ce excitation pulse (∼µs) is two orders of
magnitude longer than the excited state lifetime (∼40 ns) of Ce1
ions. The calculation is given below.
〈WCe〉 was calculated from the number of absorbed photons as

follows:

〈WCe〉 =
Dex

D0
, (7.7)

where Dex and D0 denote the excitation and physically available
number density of Ce1 ions.

Dex was estimated from the following equation

Dex =
Nex
Vex

=
P · e−α2L · (1− e−α1L) · T1/hν

πw2
0L

,

(7.8)

where Nex is the average number of photons absorbed by Ce1
ions over the period of the Ce lifetime, T1 (40 ns), and Vex is
the excitation volume, which is approximated by the cylindrical
volume defined by the focal diameter of the Ce excitation laser
(w0) and the thickness of the crystal (L). P , α1 and α2 denote the
Ce excitation laser power, and the absorption coefficients of Ce1
and Ce2 ions, respectively.

The result of Equation (7.7) in this calculation is ∼1.3 × 10−6.

Result of the change in permanent dipole moment of Ce
ions

Using the complete equation resembled by Equation (7.6) the dif-
ference in dipole moments between the ground and excited states
of Ce1 ions was calculated to be ∼9.6 ×10−30 C·m . The error
bar was determined to be ± 5.3 ×10−30 C·m, taking the following
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error sources into consideration: linewidth broadening Γbr (30%
error), occupation probability p (assuming a 20% error), and the
excitation probability WCe (39% error).

Based on the measured value of ∆µCe the transition line of a
Ce1 ion will be shifted by more than 300 MHz due to the change
in states of a neighbouring Pr ion with an 5 nm distance from the
Ce ion (it is the average ion-ion distance of a crystal with a dopant
concentration of 0.05%). This shift is clearly large enough to force
the Ce ions in site 1 out of resonance with the laser frequency
which is initially on resonance.

7.4 Other measurements

Other measurements related to the topics presented in this chapter
are given in this section.

Polarization dependence of the absorption

No significant dependence of the Ce1 ion absorption on polariza-
tion was found for the ZPL transition. Figure 7.12 shows the
measured absorption coefficient of Ce ions (from both sites) in the
co-doped crystal mentioned above, as a function of the laser po-
larization orientation relative to the vertical axis. The beam was
propagating along the b axis of the crystal (see Figure 3.8). The
absorption coefficients were measured at an excitation wavelength
of 370.83 nm (line centre of Ce1 ions) and 371.53 nm (offline for
Ce1 ions). The variation in the absorption coefficient relative to
the mean value is about 7% for online excitation and 10% for offline
excitation.

The absorption spectrum around the ZPL

A relatively broad absorption spectrum was obtained using a tung-
sten lamp as an excitation source by our collaborator Professor
Philippe Goldner’s group in Chimie Paris Tech in Paris using the
same Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal (nominal dopant concentration of 0.088%)
at 10 K, as shown in Figure 7.13. The line centre is at about
370.7 nm. There is a strong phonon band at shorter wavelengths,
of which only the low frequency wing can be seen. The exact
FWHM of the absorption line can not be accurately determined
in this measurement due to limited spectral resolution.
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Chapter 8

Towards single Ce ion detection

The experiments performed in an attempt to detect the fluores-
cence emitted by a single Ce ion in a bulk Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal are
presented in this chapter.

Section 8.1 shows the work on detecting the fluorescence signal
of a high Ce dopant concentration crystal (nominal value is 8.8×
10−4 relative to the Y ions, hence forth called crystal1), in which
there are about ten millions of Ce ions within one 1 µm3.

The studies proceeded with the fluorescence detection from a
crystal with a low nominal concentration of 1 × 10−7 of Ce ions
(called crystal2), in which the number density of Ce ions is about
2000 ions/µm3 (Section 8.2).

However as the Ce excitation source (the ECDL) has a
linewidth (∼1 MHz over 1 ms) narrower than the homogeneous
linewidth of the Ce ion (4 MHz), only a fraction of the illuminated
Ce ions that are on resonance with the laser frequency are actively
interacting with the laser. This fraction is, on average, the ratio
between the homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths. This
4 MHz frequency interval, centred around the laser frequency, is
hereafter called a frequency channel. Due to this fact the effective
number density of Ce ions is reduced to approximately 1 ion within
4.6 µm3. The number of ions detected was further decreased by
restricting the observation volume via making use of the confocal
geometry. The number of ions contributing to the observed signal
was estimated, shown in Section 8.3.

The trial experiment to determine whether the observed signal
originated from a single Ce ion in crystal2 is presented in Sec-
tion 8.4.

Finally, the problems encountered in these experiments and
possible improvements in future studies are discussed in Sec-
tion 8.5.

All the Ce fluorescence spectra presented in this thesis were
recorded in the system described in Section 4.2, in which a mi-
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Figure 8.1. Fluorescence spectrum
from Ce3+ ions doped in an
Y2SiO5 crystal (dopant
concentration 0.088% relative to
Y ions, the crystal was from
Scientific material) with 370.83
nm excitation (centre of the ZPL)
and 371.53 nm excitation (outside
the ZPL).

croscopy helium cryostat was used to cool down the temperature
of the crystal. The temperature of the heat exchanger is ∼4 K and
the exact temperature of the crystal is unknown. All the spec-
tra were obtained with an excitation wavelength within or close
to the ZPL, which is in principle not required for the single Ce
ion detection. However, the homogeneous linewidth of the ZPL
was measured and found to be ∼4 MHz. This narrow linewidth
provides us with the convenience of identifying the single ion emis-
sion by just tuning the ECDL frequency across the homogeneous
line in the tens of MHz range. This tuning range can be easily
obtained in the lab. The narrow homogeneous line is also one im-
portant requirement for the single-ion readout scheme described in
Section 6.2.1. None of the spectra presented in this thesis was cor-
rected for the transmission or diffraction efficiencies of the optical
components (e.g. objective lens, bandpass filters etc.), however,
this will not affect the main features of the spectra.

8.1 Fluorescence detection of a large number
of Ce ions

8.1.1 Fluorescence spectrum

Figure 8.1 shows the spectrum obtained from Ce ions in crystal1
using the optical set-up shown in Figure 4.7, where the objective
lens was an M Plan Apo NUV 50×, the optical filter was a band-
pass filter (range 380-550 nm, (HQ465/170m-2p from Chroma),
the focal length of the lens before the monochromator is 150 mm,
the slit size is 0.2 mm, and the number of pixels along the y axis
(perpendicular to the slit) was 25.

The solid curve in Figure 8.1 shows the emission spectrum ob-
tained at an excitation wavelength of 370.83 nm, which is the cen-
tre of the ZPL. This spectrum is called the online spectrum here-
after. Three peaks were presented in the online spectrum, where
the energy separation between the first and the second peak is
∼1321 cm−1, and the separation between the first and the third
peak ∼2035 cm−1. The Ce spectrum in various crystals has been
previously investigated [153, 154, 159], where only two peaks were
observed and they were attributed to the emission from the ex-
cited state to the two fine structure levels (2F5/2 and 2F7/2) in
the 4f ground state. The energy separations in an Y2SiO5 crystal
were reported about 1900 cm−1. The reason why one extra peak
presented in the spectra in Figure 8.1 was not investigated. It
appears in all the spectra from Ce ions regardless of the dopant
concentration and the manufacturer of the crystal. It can also be
seen from the online spectrum in Figure 8.1 that the Stokes shift
is about ∼2000 cm−1.

The dashed curve in Figure 8.1 shows the emission spectrum
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of the Ce
spectra measured in this work (b)
with those presented in Ref. [159]
from a site-selective excitation
(a). The offline spectrum in panel
(b) is magnified for the purpose of
comparison.
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Figure 8.3. Comparison of the
spectra of Ce emission between at
low temperature (magenta) and
at room temperature (cyan). The
intensity of the spectrum at room
temperature is re-scaled for a
better comparison. All the other
conditions are the same.

at an excitation wavelength of 371.53 nm, which is outside the
ZPL (linewidth is only 50 GHz), with the same excitation power.
This spectrum is called the offline spectrum hereafter. In order
to figure out the origin of the offline spectrum, the spectra are re-
scaled in Figure 8.2b, where they are compared with the spectrum
recorded following site-selective excitation (Figure 8.2a), reported
by W. Drozdowski et.al. [159]. The solid curve in Figure 8.2a
represents the spectrum from a Ce1 excitation and the dashed
curve the spectrum from a Ce2 excitation. The online and offline
spectra in Figure 8.2b highly resemble the spectra from Ce1 and
Ce2 excitation in Figure 8.2a. However there is one difference
apart from the number of peaks mentioned above. The spectrum
in Figure 8.2b can not be shown below 380 nm or above 550 nm as
it is blocked by the bandpass filter mentioned above. Therefore,
when comparing it with the spectrum in Figure 8.2a the offline
spectrum appears to originate from the emission of Ce2 ions, while
the online spectrum contains contributions from ions at both sites,
as we believe that the ZPL of Ce1 ions is superimposed on the
broad Ce2 ion absorption band.

Checking the online and offline spectrum is a good way of iden-
tifying if the observed fluorescence signal is originating from the
Ce ions or from any other substances. This identification is impor-
tant especially for detecting a single Ce ion because most material
fluoresces under excitation of ultra-violet photons. However most
likely only Ce ions are sensitive for the change of the excitation
wavelength in the level of 0.7 nm.

8.1.2 The spectrum at room temperature

The difference in intensity between the first and second peaks
varies with temperature, as can be seen in Figure 8.3 (note that
the intensity of the spectrum at room temperature has been re-
scaled to facilitate comparison.). At low temperature, the first
peak is higher than the second, but the reverse is seen at room
temperature. No significant change in intensity between the sec-
ond and third peaks has been observed between at low and room
temperature.

As the actual temperature of the crystal is not known, the
relative strengths of the two peaks provide a rough indication of
the thermal contact between the crystal and the cold finger of the
microstat. However a more reliable way of checking the thermal
contact is to compare the spectra from an online excitation and
offline excitation. Figure 8.4 shows the spectra obtained with poor
thermal contact, at online and offline excitation. Both spectra re-
semble that obtained at room temperature shown in Figure 8.3.
The fact that the spectra obtained with an online and offline ex-
citation are the same, apart from a difference in intensity, can
be explained as follows. At high temperature, the homogeneous
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Figure 8.4. The emission
spectrum of Ce ions in the same
crystal as in Figure 8.1. The
relative strength between the first
two shoulders indicates that the
actual temperature of the crystal
is more close the room
temperature, which is potentially
caused by a bad thermal contact.
More information is given in the
text.
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Figure 8.5. Fluorescence signal
from a Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal with a
dopant concentration of
∼1×10−7. The signal was
obtained with a slit size (along x
axis) of 0.2 mm and the number
of pixels along y axis of 25. More
information is given in the text.

linewidth of the Ce ion transition is broadened so much by the
ion-phonon interaction (discussed in Section 3.3.1) that its width
is greater than the spread in the absorption frequencies caused
by inhomogeneous broadening. In this case, both the online and
offline excitation wavelengths are still inside the (broadened) ab-
sorption line of the Ce1 ions, so the spectra are the same.

8.2 Detecting the signal from fewer Ce ions

As an intermediate step towards the detection of a single Ce ion,
the fluorescence signal from Ce ions was detected in crystal2,
which has a nominal relative Ce dopant concentration of a level
of 1×10−7. This crystal was provided by Professor Philippe Gold-
ner’s group in Chimie Paris Tech in Paris. There are ∼2000 Ce
ions per 1 µm3. Assuming an inhomogeneous linewidth of 37 GHz
(based on the measurement described in Section 8.4.3), there is on
average about 1 Ce ion within 4.6 µm3 in one frequency channel.

8.2.1 Signal from a less doped crystal

The spectra obtained from crystal2 under the same experimental
conditions as Figure 8.1 (online excitation at 370.83 nm and offline
excitation at 371.51 nm) is shown in Figure 8.5. It is clear that
the first peak in the spectra are not exactly the same as that in
Figure 8.5, though they should be if they are indeed the spectra
from Ce ions. Two questions must be answered: (1) Is the spec-
trum only attributable to the Ce ions, especially the structure in
the range 380-420 nm in the offline spectrum? (2) Is the signal
strength reduced by the factor that could be expected from the
reduction in the the dopant concentration?

The fluorescence in the wavelength range 380-420 nm in the
offline spectrum should originate mainly from sources other than
Ce ions, because if it was from the Ce ions, it should have been
visible in the spectrum shown in Figure 8.1, which it was not.
If this is the case, then this background fluorescence should be
present in all the spectra shown in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.5,
regardless of the dopant concentration or excitation wavelength.
However, the Ce signal shown in Figure 8.1 is several orders of
magnitude higher, so the influence of this background signal is
negligible. The exact origin of this background fluorescence will
be discussed below.

It is unreasonable to directly compare the strength of the signal
in Figure 8.1 with that in Figure 8.5 because of the significant
disturbance of the fluorescence signal shown in Figure 8.5 due to
this background. However, subtracting the offline spectrum from
the offline spectrum will remove the background, leaving the signal
from the Ce1 ions, which should scale linearly with the change in
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Figure 8.6. Subtraction of the
offline spectrum from the online
spectrum, from two crystals with
different Ce dopant
concentrations. Note that the
resulting signal from Figure 8.5
has been multiplied by a factor
8500.
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Figure 8.7. The background
signals due to the fluorescence
from the surfaces of different
components in the experimental
set-up resulting from illumination
by the Ce excitation laser. Note
that the intensities in this figure
are not the same as the intensity
in Figure 8.5 as the measurement
conditions were different.

the dopant concentration. The results of this subtraction for the
two spectra in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.5 are shown in Figure 8.6.
The ratio between the doping concentrations is 8800, and it can be
seen that there is good agreement between the two spectra within
the error margin when the subtracted signal from Figure 8.5 is
multiplied by 8500.

8.2.2 Background fluorescence

To investigate the origin of the background fluorescence shown in
Figure 8.5, the Ce excitation laser was focused onto the surfaces
of different materials in the experimental set-up: the cold finger
of the microstat, a silicon plate, an optical mirror with aluminium
coating, the quartz window of the microstat, and the graphite
paint, and their fluorescence signals were observed. The spectra
obtained are shown in Figure 8.7, where it can be seen that they all
exhibit the same features, but differ in intensity. This shows that
the background fluorescence could be due to one substance on the
surfaces of all the components mentioned above, or components in
the fluorescence detection path.

The strength of this background fluorescence scales linearly
with the intensity of the Ce excitation laser, see Figure 8.8. The
experimental data points show the relative signals obtained from
the window of the cryostat under illumination of the Ce excitation
laser at various laser intensities which were achieved by attenuating
the laser power via neutral density filters. The value in y axis of
each point is an integration of the spectrum of the background
fluorescence. The dashed line denotes a linear fitting of the data
points.

The signal strength also decreases dramatically with increasing
distance from the focal point to the surface of the material under
study, as can be seen in Figure 8.9, where the signal falls to ∼35%
when the focal point is below the surface by about five Rayleigh
lengths. To reduce the influence of this background signal on the
signal from the Ce ions, all the spectra presented in the next section
were obtained with the laser focus about 100 µm below the surface
of the crystal under study, which is about 12 times the Rayleigh
length (∼8 µm) of a beam with a focal diameter of 2 µm.

All the measurements described above are helpful, but do not
provide conclusive evidence of the origin of the background fluo-
rescence. We believe that the background is due to the surface
enhanced Raman scattering from water vapour molecules on the
surfaces. If this is the case, the energy loss in the scattering pro-
cess in water vapour should be about 1700 cm−1, which is half of
the energy loss in liquid water, according to the relation between
the emission and excitation wavelength presented by A. J. Lawaetz
[164].
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Figure 8.8. The background
fluorescence signal decreases
linearly with the laser intensity.
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Figure 8.9. The background
fluorescence signal decreases with
distance from the focal point to
the surface of the material under
study. zR is the Rayleigh length
of the focused beam.

8.2.3 Restricting the observation volume

The background fluorescence in the spectra obtained later from
the same crystal was much lower than in Figure 8.5. The spec-
tra are shown in Figure 8.10. The difference in intensity between
the upper and lower panels originates from the different obser-
vation volume, which will be explained below. The reduction in
the background signal was achieved by making two main changes
to the experimental set-up: (i) a new microstat window, and (ii)
improvement of the spatial mode of the Ce excitation laser by cou-
pling the laser through a single mode optical fibre, which led to
a tighter focus but with retained intensity as the fibre coupling
efficiency is about 20%.

As mentioned in Section 4.2.3 the microscope set-up is a confo-
cal microscope through controlling both the size of the slit in one
dimension (x axis) and the number of pixels in the perpendicular
dimension (y axis), as illustrated in Figure 8.11. The signal obser-
vation volume in the sample can be reduced by decreasing the slit
size and the number of pixels, until the radius of the observation
area on the sample approaches to the resolution of the objective
lens, which is ∼0.9 µm as described in Section 4.2.3. This deter-
mines the effective minimum slit size to be about 67 µm and the
number of pixels along the y axis to be about 8, considering the
system magnification factor of 37.5.

Figure 8.12 shows the integrated values of the online fluores-
cence spectrum recorded with a fixed number of pixels (93 pixels)
and varying slit sizes. It can be seen that the signal decreases
linearly as the size of the slit is reduced. Measurements with a
fixed slit size (50 µm) and varying numbers of pixels are shown in
Figure 8.13. The signal also decreases linearly with the number of
pixels. The explanation for this linear dependence is not exactly
clear to us. The reduction in the fluorescence intensity, collected
from the focal plane, is expected to be greater at smaller slit sizes
than that at larger sizes, considering the Gaussian distribution of
the excitation intensity. However, the size of slit also affects the
collection volume along the beam propagation direction, where the
dependence of the reduction in fluorescence intensity on slit sizes
is not transparent to us.

8.3 Estimation of the number of ions
contributing to the observed signal

In order to obtain an idea of how close or far away we were from
detecting a single ion, rough estimate of the number of excited
Ce ions being detected were made as follows, based on the signal
shown in the lower panel in Figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.10. Fluorescence signal
from the crystal containing
1×10−7 Ce ions relative to Y ions
recorded with a 50 µm slit and 96
pixels along the y axis (upper
figure), and a 20 µm slit and 10
pixels along the y axis (lower
figure).
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Figure 8.11. The size of the slit
can be controlled along x axis,
and the number of pixels in the
CCD camera can be controlled in
y axis.

How many excited ions is the observed signal from?

The number of excited Ce ions (N1) that provide such a signal
can be calculated as follows, from the observed signal and the
estimated collection efficiency of the optical system described in
Section 4.2.3.

N1 =
Pc · CF

QE · 4t · CE ·Rem
' 6, (8.1)

where Pc denotes the total number of counts (150) in the fluores-
cence spectrum within an integration time of 4t (0.3 s) resulting
from the Ce1 ions. CF is the conversion factor used to convert
the number of electrons into counts (5 eletrons/count); QE is an
average value of the quantum efficiency of the CCD camera over
the spectral range 370-460 nm, and is set to 0.4 electrons/photon;
CE, is the collection efficiency of the system (0.004%), and Rem
is the photon emission rate from one excited Ce ion (2.5 × 107

photons/s).
The result obtained from Equation (8.1) shows that the signal

observed in the lower panel of Figure 8.10 is equivalent to the
emission from six excited Ce ions, assuming each of the emitted
photons has a 0.004% probability of reaching the CCD camera.

The following assumptions were used in the calculation:

• The collection efficiency is constant regardless of the ion’s
position. This is in fact not true: the average distance be-
tween two Ce ions in the same frequency channel is about 2
µm in crystal2 assuming a homogeneous (Γh) and inhomoge-
neous (Γinh) linewidth of 4 MHz and 37 GHz, respectively.
Thus, the collection efficiency of the photons emitted from
each ion will differ from the estimated value depending on
position, especially when confocal geometry is used.

• The photon emission rate of an excited Ce ion was estimated
to be 2.5 × 107 photons/s, based on its 40 ns-long lifetime
[153, 154].

How many ions were excited/observed?

In contrast to previous estimate, another estimate from the excita-
tion point of view, will give the number of excited Ce1 ions under
observation for a particular slit size and numbers of pixels in the
CCD camera. The value obtained will vary with the experimental
conditions, such as the excitation beam diameter (D), Rayleigh
length of the focus (ZR) and the laser power (52 µW). Estimates
were made as described below.

(i) A rough estimate
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Figure 8.12. The integrated signal
of the online spectrum with a
fixed number of pixels (93)
changes linearly with the size of
the slit.
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Figure 8.13. The integrated signal
of the online spectrum with a
fixed slit size of 50 µm changes
linearly with the number of pixels
selected in the CCD camera.

A very rough estimate of the number of excited ions (N2)
can be made based on the product of the number density of
Ce ions in the laser frequency channel, the excitation volume
(Vex), and the excitation probability of each ion.

The excitation volume (Vex) was estimated to be:

Vex ' π · (D/2)2 · 2ZR = 53 µm3. (8.2)

where D ' 2 µm (measured value) and ZR = 8.5 µm.

The number of ions (NV ) within the 4 MHz frequency chan-
nel, on average, within this excitation volume is approxi-
mated as:

NV = DY · Conc · Γh/Γinh · Vex ' 11, (8.3)

whereDY represents the number density (1.87×1010/µm3) of
yttrium ions [85]; Conc is the concentration of Ce1 ions rel-
ative to yttrium ions (0.87×10−7), where it is assumed that
the occupation probability of Ce ions at site 1 is the same
as that of Pr ions (87%); Γh is the homogeneous linewidth
(4 MHz) and Γinh (assuming 37 GHz) the inhomogeneous
linewidth (assumed to be 37 GHz).

The number of excited ions (N2) within the excitation vol-
ume is given by the product of the number of ions available
(NV ) and the excitation probability of each ion [24]:

N2 =
1

2
(1− 1

1 + Iex/Is
) ·NV ' 3, (8.4)

where Iex represents the top-hat excitation intensity on the
crystal surface (1.65×107 W/m2) and Is denotes the sat-
uration intensity, which is 1.4×107 W/m2, as described in
Section 7.2.2.

The result of this calculation is that three Ce ions were ex-
cited.

The following assumptions were used in the above estimate.

• Excitation outside the excitation/observation volume
was neglected, which leads to underestimation of the
number of excited ions contributing to the signal.

• The laser used to excite the Ce ions had a top-hat in-
tensity distribution, while in fact was a Gaussian.

• The number density of Ce1 ions per frequency channel
was approximated by the ratio of the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous linewidths.
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(ii) A rigorous calculation

The assumptions in the previous estimate were replaced by
more rigorous calculations, which are presented below. The
effective number of excited ions (N3) under observation was
performed by three dimensional integration of the product
of the position dependent excitation density of Ce1 ions
caused by the Gaussian distribution of the excitation inten-
sity [Iex(x, y, z)] and the position-dependent collection effi-
ciency [CE(x,y,z)] of the ions (caused by the confocal geom-
etry) over the entire crystal:

N3 =

∫ ∫ ∫
Dex · CE(x, y, z) dx dy dz ' 2, (8.5)

where Dex represents the excitation density of Ce1 ions (unit:
number of excited ions/m3). Dex can be determined as a
function of the excitation intensity:

Dex =
1

2
(1− 1

1 + Iex(x, y, z)/Is
) ·D, (8.6)

where D is the number density of Ce1 ions per frequency
channel. It was calculated based on the linewidths of the
homogeneous and inhomogeneous line:

D = DY · Conc ·
∫
Lh(f) df∫
Ginh(f) df

' 4.8× 1017 ions/m3, (8.7)

where Lh(f) and Ginh(f) represents the homogeneous
(Lorentzian) and inhomogeneous (Gaussian) line profiles
with a linewidths of 4 MHz and 37 GHz, respectively.

We assume that CE(x, y, z) has a Gaussian distribution with
a characteristic radius of w0, which is determined by the size
of the images of the slit and the pixels on the sample.

CE(x, y, z) = (
w0

wz
)2 · e

−2(x2+y2)

wz2 , (8.8)

where w0 = 1
2 ·
√
SS·Npx·8
Mag is the effective radius; wz = w0 ·√

1 + ( zz0 )2 denotes the beam radius at position z, and z0 is

the Rayleigh length of the Gaussian distribution function.

This calculation gives the result that 2 excited Ce ions which
are observed.

It is worth noting that the influence of the aberration caused
by the microstat window on the fluorescence observation volume
was not taken into account in above calculations. This causes an
underestimation on the number of excited Ce1 ions observed.
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Regardless of the variations between the above estimates, the
calculations indicate that if the excitation laser frequency is tuned
to the wing of the inhomogeneous absorption line, where the Ce1
number density is significantly lower than the averaged value, it
should be possible ensure that the laser only interacts with a single
Ce ion.

8.4 Attempt to detect a single Ce ion

In this section, experiments in which where the number of detected
Ce ions was reduced further by addressing the Ce ions whose tran-
sition frequencies are on the wing of the inhomogeneous absorption
line, and experiments intended to verify whether the observed sig-
nal originates from the emission of a single Ce ion are described.
All the signals described in this section were obtained from crys-
tal2.

Improvements to the experimental set-up

A few improvements to the system were made, regarding both the
light source and on the optical set-up.

• Two improvements were made to the laser source. (i) The
linewidth of the excitation laser (ECDL) was reduced to
about ±50 kHz (the design value) for a few hours with ac-
tive frequency stabilization centred around a stable optical
cavity, as described in Chapter 5. This ensures that the laser
can interact with the same ion for a few hours. (ii) The laser
frequency can be scanned within ±100 MHz while remaining
locked to the cavity. This was achieved by scanning the fre-
quency of the electric field which drives a double-pass AOM,
in the same manner as described in Section 4.1.2.

• The aberration caused by the microstat window was over-
come by using a different objective lens (LUCPLFLN 20×)
with a collar correction ring. The laser focal diameter was
measured and found to be about 2 µm.

• The beam splitter (BS in Figure 4.7) was changed to obtain
higher transmission of the fluorescence signal (83%). In some
experiments, the zero-order diffracted beam of the grating
inside the monochromator was used to reduce the number
of pixels used, so that both the dark counts and the read-
out noise could be minimized. The filter in Figure 4.7 was
replaced by a bandpass filter (NC217171-ET405/40m from
Chroma) to select only the part of spectrum that has the
highest contrast between the online and an offline spectra
(385-425 nm).
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Figure 8.14. The fluorescence
spectra recorded at different
excitation wavelengths as
indicated in the figure. The black
curve is the background signal
when the excitation laser is
blocked.
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Figure 8.15. Fluorescence spectra
in the range 385-425 nm recorded
at different excitation
wavelengths, as indicated in the
figure. The black curve is the
background signal when the
excitation laser is blocked.

• The lens Lf in Figure 4.7 was changed to a focal length of
500 mm. The magnification of the system was increased from
37.5 to 55.5.

8.4.1 Gradual movement of the excitation
wavelength to the wing of the
inhomogeneous absorption line

At the wing of the ZPL, the number density of Ce ions per fre-
quency channel is lower than the average value (1 ion within 4.6
µm3). Thus, by tuning the excitation laser wavelength far enough
away from the line centre, it should be possible to find some fre-
quency channels where the number density of Ce1 ions is so low
that there is only 1 ion within the observation volume. However,
as explained in Section 8.1.1, the absorption by the Ce ions at site
2 does not change over the wavelength interval of interest, which
means that the number density of Ce2 ions remains the same,
regardless of the change in wavelength over a few nm. As men-
tioned previously, the fluorescence signal from a single Ce1 ion is
superimposed on the signal from all the Ce2 ions within the same
observation volume. A single ion can only be observed if the signal
from the single Ce1 ion is above the noise resulting from the signal
from the Ce2 ions.

The fluorescence spectra (below 485 nm) at different excitation
wavelengths (370.82 nm, 370.85 nm, 370.87 nm and 371.55 nm),
but with the same laser power are shown in Figure 8.14, where the
observation area is approximately 2.5 µm × 2.9 µm. The spectrum
observed with excitation at 370.82 nm, 370.85 nm and 370.87 nm
contain contributions from the ions at both sites, but the spectrum
excited at 371.55 nm can be almost purely attributed to the Ce2
ions, as this excitation wavelength is far from line centre of the
ZPL.

The bandpass filter was used to select part of the spectrum to
obtain higher contrast between the online and offline signals. The
spectra obtained at different excitation wavelengths are shown in
Figure 8.15. The integrated intensity of the spectrum obtained
with an excitation frequency at the absorption line centre (at
370.83 nm) is about 45 times higher than the signal obtained with
an excitation at at wavelength at the edge of the line (371.51).

The reduction in intensity of each spectrum towards the spec-
trum obtained with an excitation wavelength of 371.51 nm is
caused by the reduction in the number density of Ce1 ions. The
number densities at different excitation wavelengths are shown rel-
ative to the density at excitation wavelength 370.83 nm in Fig-
ure 8.16. The number density is 2% at excitation of 370.9 nm.
Figure 8.16 also shows that the absorption linewidth (FWHM) is
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8.4.2 Turning the fluorescence signal from a single ion on/off
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Figure 8.16. The relative number
density of Ce1 ions in different
excitation wavelength channels.

about 57 GHz if it is assumed that the line centre is at 370.82 nm.
Spectra at longer excitation wavelengths (> 371.51 nm) was

also recorded, but showed hardly any difference from that at 371.51
nm. As the fluorescence intensity obtained with 371.13 nm exci-
tation is so close to that obtained with an excitation of 371.51
nm, this is probably a suitable wavelength to start searching for a
single ion.

8.4.2 Turning the fluorescence signal from a single
ion on/off

When only one Ce1 ion actively interacts with the frequency-
stabilized excitation laser, it should be possible to turn its fluo-
rescence signal on when the excitation laser frequency coincides
with its homogeneous absorption line, and off when the laser fre-
quency is off-resonance with the transition. Since the absorption
lines of the individual single ions are discretely spaced in the fre-
quency domain, one can search for such a single ion by scanning
the excitation laser frequency over a certain range. We expect to
see some discrete peaks, which have a FWHM about 4 MHz (the
homogeneous linewidth of the transition), superimposed on the
background fluorescence signal from Ce2 ions. These peaks would
represent the signals from single Ce1 ions.

The integrated fluorescence intensities over the spectral range
of 385-425 nm were recorded as a function of the laser frequency,
which scanned across a 100 MHz range centred at the wavelengths
on the wing of the inhomogeneous profile, such as 370.87 nm, 371
nm etc. Unfortunately no clear discrete peaks were observed. The
possible reasons for this result are analyzed below.

8.4.3 Potential reasons for the failure

There are two possible explanations of why we were not able to
detect a single Ce ion. The first is that the signal from a single
Ce ion was below the noise of the background signal. The second
explanation is that the homogeneous linewidth of the Ce ions was
for some reason broader than the value we measured (described in
Section 7.2.2). The evidence of this broadening will be discussed
below.

Signal to noise analysis

Suppose the fluorescence emission is from a single Ce1 ion, the
number of photons we should detect (Rph) in one second is

Rph = Rem · CE0 · Tbpf ·QEbp ' 19 photons/s, (8.9)

where Rem = 6.25 × 106 photons/s is the emission rate of the Ce
ion, determined by the excitation intensity (it was in the level of
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Towards single Ce ion detection

the saturation intensity in above scanning measurements); CE0

is the collection efficiency of the optical system for the zero-order
diffracted beam as stated in Table 4.1 (3× 10−5); Tbpf is the frac-
tional throughput of the bandpass filter (28%); and QEbp is the
average quantum efficiency of the camera chip in the spectral range
of 385-425 nm (35%).

The noises of the signals in above scan measurements were
measured and found to be ∼4 photons/s, which included a few
contributions: the noise resulting from the signal of Ce2 ions, the
electronic noises of the CCD camera, and the laser intensity vari-
ations. These noises superposed on the shot noise of the signal
from Ce1 ion, leading to the total noise of 6 photons/s, which is
dominated by the shot noise of the Ce1 signal.

Thus, the signal to noise ratio in the above mentioned scanning
measurements should be about 3, where the error margin was very
limited. Currently an optical system designed for a collection ef-
ficiency of a few percent is on the way, which will presumably
increase the SNR by more than one order of magnitude.

Homogeneous linewidth is much broader?

There are two possible reasons for the homogeneous linewidth be-
ing broader than we assumed. (i) The line is intrinsically broader,
which means that the measurement of the homogeneous line de-
scribed in Section 7.2.2 is incorrect for a reason that is not cur-
rently clear to us. (ii) The homogeneous linewidth of the ions was
broader than thought when the above scanning experiments were
performed. This could be caused by the ion-phonon interaction
when the crystal temperature is relatively high.

It has been shown that the homogeneous linewidth (Γh) as a
function of the temperature (T ) in the low temperature range is:
Γh(T ) = 0.0072 · (T 7−27)+Γh(2) [28]. The coefficient (0.072) was
verified experimentally for a 4f-4f transition and describes the ion-
phone coupling strength. If we assume that the phonon coupling
strength of a 4f-5d transition is one order of magnitude higher than
that of a 4f-4f transition, the homogeneous linewidth would be 48
MHz at 18 K, and 4.6 GHz at 35 K. As discussed in Section 8.1.2,
in some cases the thermal contact between the cold finger of the
microstat and the crystal was poor.

In the experiments described in Section 8.4.2, the temperature
of the crystal appears to reasonably low, as the online and offline
spectra differ significantly. However, since the exact temperature
is not known, it is impossible to say whether the intrinsic homo-
geneous linewidth is broadened at this temperature. One way of
investigating the broadening is to record the fluorescence intensity
as a function of the excitation wavelengths, which is another way of
measuring the total width of the absorption line. This line is a con-
volution of the inhomogeneous and homogeneous line. As only the
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Figure 8.17. The integrated
fluorescence intensity of Ce1 ions
as a function of the excitation
laser frequency. The symbols
show the experimental data and
the solid curve is a Gaussian fit,
which gives a FWHM of 37 GHz.
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Figure 8.18. Another
measurement of the integrated
fluorescence intensity of Ce1 ions
as a function of the excitation
laser frequency. The symbols
show the experimental data, and
the solid curve is a Gaussian fit,
which reveals a FWHM of 75
GHz.

homogeneous linewidth varies with temperature, the width of this
curve will be greater if the homogeneous line is significantly broad-
ened. This measurement was carried out a number of times using
the same crystal (crystal2), and the results are presented in Fig-
ure 8.17, Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.16 (the number density shown
on the y axis is proportional to the fluorescence signal strength).
Their FWHM widths are about 37 GHz (according to Gaussian
fitting), 75 GHz (Gaussian fitting) and 57 GHz (indicated by the
50% decrease), respectively. These variations should be the result
of broadening of the homogeneous line due to differences in the
temperature of the crystal. The larger broadening in Figure 8.18
could be attributed to more layers of thermal conducting surfaces,
as the crystal was first ‘glued’ onto a silicon plate with graphite
paint, and the silicon plate was then attached to the cold finger
using silver paint. However, the results shown in Figure 8.17 and
Figure 8.16 were obtained with the crystal directly attached to the
cold finger with graphite paint.

8.5 Discussion

Suggested improvements in future single Ce ion detection experi-
ments and the experimental difficulties encountered are discussed
in this section.

8.5.1 Suggestions for improvements

The following improvements are suggested for future experiments.

• Monitoring of the crystal temperature
One temperature sensor should be mounted on the cold finger
of the microscopy cryostat and another on the crystal surface.
This would help to determine whether the homogeneous line
broadening as a result of high temperatures is one of the
reasons it was not possible to detect a single Ce ion.

• Improvement of the collection efficiency
This improvement will increase the SNR and provide us a
larger margin of error.

• Removing the background fluorescence signal from Ce2 ions.
A significant improvement could be achieved in the fidelity
of the single ion readout process (described in Section 6.2.4)
if the background fluorescence signal from Ce2 ions could
be eliminated in some way, e.g. by site-selective excitation,
or by using a crystal in which only one Ce ion is physically
available within the observation volume.
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8.5.2 Experimental difficulties

The detection of single Ce ions in a YAG (Y3Al5O12) crystal
was recently demonstrated [22]. However, this experiment dif-
fered from the one described in this thesis. Firstly, the experiment
was performed at room temperature, thus avoiding the problems
associated with thermal contact, and aberrations caused by the
cryostat window, etc. Secondly, Ce excitation was performed by
two-photon excitation at 920 nm and the fluorescence was recorded
in the 485-630 nm range, which is free from background fluores-
cence. Thirdly, there appeared to be only one Ce occupation site
in the YAG crystal, so there was no background fluorescence sig-
nal from Ce2 ions in their experiment. Finally, the detection was
performed on the surface of an ultra pure YAG crystal, where a
higher collection efficiency can be achieved due to the absence of
the light refraction upon the crystal surface.

In the experiments described in this thesis, using a single Ce
ion as a probe to read out the quantum state of the neighbour-
ing single qubit ion, detection must be carried at about the liq-
uid helium temperature as the coherence time of the qubit ions
must be preserved. Furthmore, the Ce ions must be doped in an
Y2SiO5 crystal (the advantages of Y2SiO5 were described in Sec-
tion 3.5), in which there are two crystalline sites that the Ce ions
can occupy. At last, the single ion detection must be performed
below the crystal surface, as the coherence time of the qubit ions
closer to the crystal surface decreases non-negligibly. Two main
experimental difficulties in this set-up are discussed below.

Thermal contact

Though the background fluorescence of graphite is low, it might
not be best choice considering the following two disadvantages: (i)
the thermal conductivity of graphite is likely low, and (ii) it ap-
pears that the graphite paint deteriorates after it has been reduced
from room temperature to the low temperature once.

Background signal

There are two kinds of background signal in our measurements.
The first is background fluorescence from the substances on the
optical surfaces. As the Ce excitation frequency (∼371 nm) lies
in the ultra-violet range, the high photon energy can excite many
substances producing a fluorescence signal. To minimize this sig-
nal, all the optical surfaces that can be illuminated by the laser
(e.g. the window of the cryostat, objective lenses and the crystal
itself) must be as clean as possible. The crystal was cleaned in
an ultrasonic cleaner using chemicals (acetone and isopropanol) in
the experiments described here, although the optical components
were not. The second kind of background is fluorescence from the
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Ce2 ions. This background can be reduced by restricting the ex-
citation volume, or by using a crystal with an even lower dopant
concentration. It is not clear whether this kind of background can
be completely eliminated.
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Summary of the thesis work

The work presented in this thesis can be divided into two parts:
one is the quantum control of an ensemble of RE ions randomly
positioned in an Y2SiO5 crystal for quantum computing, and the
other is the spectroscopic investigations on the readout ion can-
didate (Ce3+ ) to develop the capability of reading out the qubit
state encoded on a single RE ion.

It was shown that an arbitrary superposition state for a single
qubit can be created experimentally with fidelity above 90%, and
the quantum tomography procedures were implemented to charac-
terize the qubit state created. The fidelity of the single ion readout
scheme was investigated and the impact of the energy transfer on
the single-ion quantum computing concept was analyzed.

The major part of the time was spent on the single ion read-
out project. In response to the spectroscopic requirements of the
single-ion readout scheme on the readout ion, the position of the
ZPL of the Ce3+ 4f-5d transition was found, the inhomogeneous
and homogeneous linewidths of the transition were measured, the
change in dipole moment between the ground and excited states
was characterized. Among this work the biggest effort was given
to the single Ce ion detection (thesis Chapter 8). A laser stabiliza-
tion system for the Ce excitation source was designed and put into
operation. On the way towards detecting the fluorescence emission
from a single Ce ion, a number of problems such as background
fluorescence emission from the substances on the surfaces, thermal
contact between the crystal and the cold finger of the cryostat,
and the background fluorescence emission from the ions in site
2 etc. were identified and the possible ways to reduce/eliminate
their influences were discussed. Estimations on the number of Ce
ions detected were performed, which shows that we are approach-
ing the single ion level. Measurements of verifying whether the
detected signal originates from a single Ce ion were implemented.
Unfortunately the single ion detection was not successful. The
potential reasons were analyzed. With the aid of a new fluores-
cence detection system recently being built, we are very optimistic
about achieving single ion detection in near future, which will be
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a significant step forward to the single-ion quantum computing
approach.
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Comments on the papers

I Experimental quantum state tomography of a solid
state qubit
Arbitrary single qubit rotations encoded into two hyper-
fine levels of Pr ions doped in a crystal were experimentally
demonstrated, and the fidelities of the rotations were char-
acterized by quantum state tomography. 90-95% fidelities
were achieved.
I contributed to the calibration procedure to create the two-
colour pulses used for the experiment, I measured the co-
herence lifetime and analysed the residual population in the
excited state as complimentary data to the article. I also
prepared the figures for the article.

II Extracting high fidelity quantum computer
hardware from random systems
This paper provides an overview of the status of and progress
in rare-earth-ion based quantum computing (mainly concern-
ing the work our group did). Qubit initialization, gate oper-
ations, the single ion readout concept and investigations of
the concept, as well as different ways of creating a remote
entanglement between two crystals were discussed.
I contributed to some of the experimental results presented
in the article and wrote part of the manuscript.
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Comments on the papers

III Measurement of linewidths and permanent electric
dipole moment change of the Ce 4f-5d transition in
Y2SiO5 for qubit readout scheme in rare-earth ion
based quantum computing
The relevant spectroscopic properties of Ce ions as a can-
didate for readout ions were investigated. The inhomoge-
neous and homogeneous linewidths of the zero phonon line
were measured, from which the absorption cross section and
saturation intensity of the transition were calculated. The
difference in permanent dipole moment between the ground
and excited states of Ce ions was measured via a photon
echo experiment, in which the Ce-Pr ion-ion interaction was
demonstrated.
I took part in the planning of the experiments, carried out
the different linewidth measurements mainly by myself, and
performed the Ce-Pr interaction experiment together with
Jenny Karlsson. I performed the calculations, and wrote
and finalized the manuscript.

IV High fidelity readout scheme for rare-earth solid
state quantum computing
A readout scheme involving one or two of the qubit ions clos-
est to the readout ion as buffer ions was proposed, the read-
out fidelities were simulated, and the fidelity of creating and
reading out a full CNOT gate was investigated using density
matrixes. The fidelity of generating and characterizing an n-
qubit GHz state was calculated in a simplified formulation.
I participated in all the planning meetings and performed the
calculation of the fidelity of creating an n-qubit GHZ state.

V Energy transfer mechanisms in Ce3+ -Pr3+ and
Ce3+ -Eu3+ codoped Y2SiO5 and their impact on
single-ion based quantum computing
Energy transfer efficiencies between Ce and Pr/Eu ions were
analyzed theoretically based on the microparameters calcu-
lated from the overlap between the emission spectrum of Ce
ions and the absorption spectrum of Pr/Eu ions. Energy
transfer was also experimentally observed. The influence of
the energy transfer process on single rare-earth-ion quantum
computing was discussed.
I took part in the planning of the experiments and helped to
carry out the experiments.
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Unpublished work

Detection of a single Ce ion in a bulk crystal for a
single-ion qubit readout scheme

The largest part of the time during my PhD education has been
devoted developing the capability of detecting a single Ce ion in a
bulk crystal at liquid helium temperature using an external cavity
diode laser at 371 nm (thesis Chapter 8). Several experiments us-
ing gradually lower Ce dopant concentration crystals were carried
out. Finally the fluorescence signal of Ce ions in a crystal where
there is on average 1 ion within 4.6 µm3 interacting with the exci-
tation laser was studied in a microscope setup. A frequency stabi-
lization system on the diode laser centered around an ULE cavity
has been constructed designed for a frequency stability of ±50 kHz
over a few hours (thesis Chapter 5). Using the frequency-stabilized
laser, trial experiments aiming for turning on/off the fluorescence
signal of a single Ce ion by scanning the excitation frequency across
its resonance line were carried out. The single ion detection was
unsuccessful. Possible reasons for not being able to detect a single
Ce ion were analyzed.
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Quantum-state tomography is used to characterize the state of an ensemble based qubit implemented through
two hyperfine levels in Pr3+ ions, doped into a Y2SiO5 crystal. We experimentally verify that single-qubit
rotation errors due to inhomogeneities of the ensemble can be suppressed using the Roos-Mølmer dark-state
scheme �Roos and Mølmer, Phys. Rev. A 69, 022321 �2004�� Fidelities above �90%, presumably limited by
excited state decoherence, were achieved. Although not explicitly taken care of in the Roos-Mølmer scheme, it
appears that also decoherence due to inhomogeneous broadening on the hyperfine transition is largely
suppressed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.77.022307 PACS number�s�: 03.65.Wj, 03.67.Lx, 42.50.Md, 42.50.Dv

I. INTRODUCTION

A large variety of systems are presently investigated in
order to find out whether they can be used as hardware for
quantum computers. The present work is carried out on a
solid-state based system, rare-earth ions doped into inorganic
crystals. As in several other solid-state systems the qubits are
encoded in nuclear spin states, which for rare earths can have
coherence times of seconds and where much longer coher-
ence times are predicted �1�. For being a solid-state system
the rare-earth ions are unusual because their optical transi-
tions can have coherence times as long as several ms �2,3�.
Quantum-state tomography has previously been carried out
to characterize the fidelity by which superpositions on an
optical transition can be manipulated �4�. However, since
coherence times for the hyperfine states are several orders of
magnitude longer, it is highly relevant to also investigate the
fidelity of arbitrary qubit rotations using hyperfine qubits.
Multiqubit gate operations can readily be implemented in the
system because optical excitation of an ion will induce fre-
quency shifts �100 MHz ��104 linewidths� of the optical
transitions of nearby ions �5�. The large frequency shift of
the optical transition makes it possible to entangle two
nearby ions using operations with a duration of just a few ns
�6�. A scalable implementation of the ensemble rare-earth ion
scheme has been described by Wesenbeg et al. �6�. Scalabil-
ity can also be achieved using a short lifetime readout ion.
This ion acts as a state sensitive probe for the local environ-
ment �6� in a manner similar to how the electronic spin of a
nitrogen-vacancy �N-V� center can probe the nuclear spin
states of surrounding �13� C ions �7�. However, because of
the hour-long lifetimes of the rare-earth-metal spin states
�8,9�, it is possible to also create qubits consisting of an
ensemble of ions, all in a specific quantum state. A qubit can
then be selectively manipulated by optical pulses �5,10–12�
or by rf pulses directly �13�, but in the latter case the possi-
bility to have multiple qubits is reduced due to a much
smaller range of spectral addressing.

These ensemble qubits, which give strong readout signals,
can be used to investigate general properties of the system.
Here, techniques are presented which enable arbitrary high
fidelity single qubit operations even though the exact reso-
nance and Rabi frequencies vary among the ions in the en-

semble; but the techniques could also be very useful for
single instance systems, in cases where parameters �e.g.,
Rabi or resonance frequencies� are uncertain or unknown to
some degree, such as for quantum dots where fabrication
techniques are not always 100% accurate. In this work en-
semble qubits are used to experimentally carry out arbitrary
rotations on the qubit Bloch sphere and the results are char-
acterized by quantum-state tomography. The ability to have
full qubit control represents an important advancement for
these systems compared to more basic coherent effects like
Raman echoes �14�. It can also be stressed that to just dem-
onstrate basic coherent effects, there are actually fairly low
requirements on pulse shape accuracy, laser stability, and ion
homogeneity, etc., making the increase of the level of sophis-
tication quite considerable when moving towards high fidel-
ity operations, utilizing the full Bloch sphere.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The relevant part of the Pr3+ :Y2SiO5 energy level dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 1.

The qubit states �0� or �1� are represented by two of the
three ground state hyperfine levels and the qubits can also be
optically excited to the �e� state, which has a lifetime of
164 �s and a radiative lifetime of approximately 10 ms.
Even if all ions in a specific qubit can be prepared in the �0�
or �1� states using optical pumping, the ensemble approach
brings additional problems because it has to be ascertained
that all ions in a qubit have the same wave function. This is
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complicated by the facts that different ions within the qubit
will �1� have slightly different optical transition frequencies,
leading to both a different response to excitation pulses be-
cause some ions will be slightly off resonance and dephasing
on the optical transition, �2� have slight differences in hyper-
fine transition frequencies, leading to a different response to
excitation pulses as well as dephasing on the qubit transition,
�3� experience different optical field strengths and have dif-
ferent Rabi frequencies, due to the spatial profile of the
beam, which could result in different ions experiencing dif-
ferent pulse areas, and finally, �4� when implementing, e.g.,
two-qubit gates the interaction between an ion in the first
qubit and the nearby ion in the second qubit will be different
for different instances. However, the scheme for two-qubit
gates is designed such that it compensates for the inhomoge-
neity of the ion-ion interaction �5� and complications 1 and 3
have been solved by employing the techniques described in
�15�. Inhomogeneities in optical transition frequency and dif-
ferences in Rabi frequency are compensated for by using
complex hyperbolic secant pulses �abbreviated as compsech
pulses through the rest of the text�. These pulses efficiently
transfer states on the Bloch sphere from one pole to the
other, provided the Rabi frequencies of the individual ions
are above a certain lower limit. This was experimentally
verified in Ref. �10� and traces �b� and �c� in Fig. 2 also show
a transfer from the �0� state to the �1� state with about 96%
transfer efficiency. However, to demonstrate arbitrary opera-
tions on the qubit Bloch sphere, it is also necessary to ad-
dress complication 2, the inhomogeneous broadening on the
qubit transition. Therefore Roos-Mølmer �15� introduced a
basis change such that operations from an arbitrary point on

the qubit Bloch sphere �Fig. 1�b�� could be implemented as
pole-to-pole transfers in the new base. The concept is sche-
matically pictured in Fig. 1 and briefly described below. Two
fields with optical frequencies �0 and �1 and Rabi frequen-
cies �0 and �1 are driving the �0�-�e� and �1�-�e� transitions,
respectively. Adjusting the field amplitudes such that �0
=�1 creates one bright state, �B�, and one dark state, �D�,

�B� = �0� − e−i��1�, �D� = �0� + e−i��1� �1�

depicted in the qubit Bloch sphere in Fig. 1�b�. � is the
relative phase difference between the two fields. The dark
state wave function is not changed by the driving fields,
however, the interaction between the driving field and the
ions will drive the bright state along, e.g., path 1, on the
�B�-�e� Bloch sphere �Fig. 1�c��. If the fields �0 and �1 are
compsech pulses, they will compensate for detunings on the
optical transition frequency for the �B�→ �e� transfer. If now
the �e�→ �B� transfer is carried out along a different path on
the Bloch sphere, path 2, separated an angle � from path 1,
the bright state will have undergone the operation �B�
=ei��B�. In the qubit basis ��0�, �1��, this is equivalent to the
operation

U = ei�/2� cos
�

2
iei� sin

�

2

ie−i� sin
�

2
cos

�

2
� . �2�

This matrix describes a unitary rotation about any axis on the
equator of the Bloch sphere representing the qubit basis.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup and preperation

A Coherent 699-21 dye laser frequency stabilized against
a spectral hole in a Pr3+ :Y2SiO5 crystal yielding a coherence
time �100 �s and a frequency drift �1 kHz /s was used for
the experiments �16�. The light passed twice through an
200 MHz acousto-optic modulator �AOM�. This allows light
pulses with arbitrarily chosen phase, amplitude, and fre-
quency patterns to be created without any spatial displace-
ment of the output beam. These pulses were then sent
through a 350 MHz AOM driven by two rf frequencies sepa-
rated by 10.2 MHz, which is the splitting between the qubit
levels. In this way the first AOM produced the compsech
pulses and the second AOM distributed them at frequencies
�0 and �1, ascertaining that the pulses at the two frequencies
had identical frequency chirp and amplitude envelope varia-
tions �but different overall amplitude, phase and center fre-
quency�. In these experiments exactly the same wave form
was used in the first AOM for all the compsech pulses. The
phase was controlled by the second AOM, where the voltage
of the wave form feed to the AOM, for the ith pulse, is given
by

Ui = U�0� sin��2,�0�t + 2�1tpc,i + �̃i�

+ U�1� sin��2,�1�t + 2�1tpc,i + �̃i + �i� , �3�

where U�0� and U�0� are calibrated to give the same Rabi
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Tailoring of the absorption profile, all
ions within a 18 MHz spectral interval have been removed by op-
tical pumping. b� A qubit is created by returning ions, which have
their �0�-�e� transition within 100 kHz from relative frequency 0, to
the optically pumped region. �c� The qubit has been transferred
from the �0� to the �1� state. The transfer efficiency is about 96%.
The difference in peak height is caused by the difference in oscil-
lator strengths for the involved transitions �17�.
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frequency for the two transitions, and �2,�0� and �2,�1� are the
frequencies for the second AOM that drives the �0�→ �e� and
�1�→ �e� transitions, respectively. �1 is the center frequency
for the first AOM compsech pulses, tpc,i is the time from the
start of the sequence to the center of the ith pulse, while �i

for the ith pulse and �ij =� j
˜ −�i

˜ for the ijth pulse pair are the
two phase angles, � and �, as given by the dark state opera-
tion matrix, Eq. �2�. After the AOMs the light was passed
through a single-mode fiber to clean up the spatial mode. A
few percent of the light was split off after the fiber and used
as a reference. The rest of the light �about 50 mW� was fo-
cused onto a 0.5 mm thick Y2SiO5 crystal where 0.05% of
the Y ions had been substituted by Pr3+ to a 1 /e2 spot diam-
eter of 	100 �m, yielding a Rabi frequency of maximum
2 MHz for the strongest transitions. The light transmitted
through the crystal was imaged onto a 50 �m pinhole only
transmitting light from the center of the laser spot in the
sample. Within this region the intensity varied by less than
30%. Reference and signal beams were detected by two
Thorlabs PDB150A detectors and the signals from the two
detectors were divided to reduce the effect of laser amplitude
fluctuations. The two-color compsech pulses used in the ex-
periment had a duration of 4.4 �s and a full width at half
maximum of 1.2 �s.

The qubits are created as in Refs. �10,17�. Figure 2�a�
shows a part of the inhomogeneously broadened Pr3+ absorp-
tion line where all ions absorbing within an 18 MHz fre-
quency interval have been transferred to other hyperfine
states through optical pumping by repeatedly scanning the
laser back and forth in frequency. The fraction of ions not
removed is believed to be small but there will be a remaining
absorption of a fraction of a percent, due to off resonant
absorption by ions outside the burned pit. Ions within a nar-
row frequency range are transferred back into the emptied
frequency interval and placed in the �0� state, creating a peak
with an inhomogeneous width of about 170 kHz �Fig. 2�b��.
Because of the upper state hyperfine splitting, the presence
of ions in the �0� state shows up in the absorption spectrum
as three peaks separated by the upper state splittings, 4.6 and
4.8 MHz. All spectra in Figs. 2 and 3 are recorded using the
rapid chirp techniques developed in Refs. �18,19�. Figure
2�c� shows the absorption spectrum after first applying one
compsech pulse at the �0 frequency to the �0�-�e� transition,
bringing the entire population to the excited state, and then
applying a second compsech pulse at the �1 frequency on the
�1�-�e� transition, transferring the population to the �1� state.
The total transfer efficiency is about 96%. The homogeneous
dephasing time, T2, for the optical transitions generally de-
pends on the density of excited state ions �20�. With a dopant
concentration of 0.05% the density of excited ions for one
excited, 170 kHz wide qubit is about 3�1014 /cm3, which
corresponds to approximately 109 excited ions. From Ref.
�21� this excited state density would give an excited state
dephasing time of about 50 �s. This is consistent with our
own photon echo measurements of the dephasing time when
exciting one qubit. Simulating the state-to-state transfers
with the compsech pulses used and a T2 of 50 �s using a
Bloch equation model, gives a maximum transfer efficiency
of about 96%. It is consequently reasonable to assume that

excited state dephasing is the main limiting factor for the
transfer efficiency in Fig. 2�c�.

B. Quantum-state tomography

We are now ready to use the two-color compsech pulses,
employing the scheme outlined in Fig. 1 for performing ar-
bitrary single qubit operations on qubits like the one shown
in Fig. 2�b�. Starting from state �0� �Fig. 2�b�� five different
states on the Bloch sphere were prepared �1�, ��0�+ �1��,
��0�− �1��, ��0�+ i�1��, and ��0�− i�1�� �normalization factors
have been omitted for notational simplicity�. To characterize
the created state we calculate the fidelity, F, as F
= 
	theory�
expt�	theory�, where 	theory is the desired state and

expt is given by �22�


expt = 0.5�tr�
�I + tr�X
�X + tr�Y
�Y + tr�Z
�Z� . �4�

I is the identity matrix, X, Y, and Z are the Pauli matrices,
and tr�X
�, tr�Y
�, and tr�Z
� are the experimental results
from measurements of the projection of the prepared qubit
state on the x, y, and z axes and tr�
� is set equal to unity. �It
is here assumed that decay to the �aux� state, Fig. 1�a�, can be
neglected and indeed the branching ratio to this state is small
�17�.�

In Fig. 3 the arrow in the direction of the negative x axis
in the Bloch sphere schematically illustrates that the ��0�
− �1�� state has been prepared. Traces �a�–�c� show the results
from the measurements of the projections of the ��0�− �1��
state on the x, y, and z axes. The only experimental measure-
ment at hand is to measure the z axis, i.e., a frequency re-
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FIG. 3. �Color online� State tomography of the �0�-�1� state.
Traces �a�–�c� show the projection of the state on the x, y, and z
axes, respectively. Numbers 1, 2, 4, and 5 in trace �c� refer to the
numbering of the transitions in Fig. 2. Further explanation is given
in the text.
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solved absorption measurement, telling the fraction of ions in
the �0� and the �1� states. To measure the state projection on
the x and y axes it is then necessary to carry out operations
on the Bloch sphere rotating these axes to the z axis. How-
ever, rotating the x axis to the z-axis requires exactly the
same pulses as creating the ��0�− �1�� state from the �0� state
and rotating the y axis to the z axis requires exactly the same
pulses as creating the ��0�− i�1�� state from the �0� state. Thus
there is now sufficient information to carry out the single-
qubit operation and the state tomography. First a qubit is
prepared as in Fig. 2�b�, then an operation on the �B�-�e�
Bloch sphere is done following the procedure in Fig. 1�c�
where the angles � and � are chosen according to Eq. �2� in
order to carry out the desired operation. The qubit prepara-
tion and the qubit rotation are carried out three times. The
first time the rotation is followed by a second operation,
rotating the x axis to the z axis �followed by an absorption
measurement, compare Fig. 3�a��. The second time, the rota-
tion is followed by a rotation of the y axis to the z axis,
�compare Fig. 3�b��, and finally the rotation is followed by a
rotation of the z axis to itself by choosing � in Fig. 1�c� equal
to zero, bringing the bright state up and down along the same
path �to make all three projection measurements equal�.
However, using only the pulses above the fidelity would be
very low. The action of the two-color compsech pulses are to
first promote the bright state to the excited state. In the gen-
eral case the ions will then be in a superposition of the dark
state and the excited state. Because of the inhomogeneous
broadening of the optical transition, different qubit ions will
acquire different phase factors while being in this superposi-
tion. However, a phase factor can be considered as global,
and thus disregarded, if it appears in front of all qubit states.
After the excited state has been returned to the bright state
along path 2 in Fig. 1�c�, the detuning dependent phase fac-
tor accumulated in the excited state can now also be accu-
mulated on the dark state. By sending in two new two-color
compsech pulses, identical with the previous pair except that,
first, the phase � �see Eq. �1�� now is increased by an amount
� �this means the new pulses will act on the dark state�, and
second, � is set equal to zero, which means the dark state is
taken up and down on the �D�-�e� Bloch sphere along the
same route. Consequently U in Eq. �2� will �apart from an
overall phase factor� for this second compsech pulse pair, be
an identity operation. However, the dark state part of the
wave function will still have acquired the excited state phase
factor due to inhomogeneous broadening. Dephasing due to
inhomogeneous broadening on the optical transition is now
eliminated. A further discussion of this issue can be found in
�15�.

C. Results

As has been described, each single-qubit rotation as well
as each tomography operation consists of four two-color
compsech pulses. Two on the bright state and two on the
dark state. In the present experiment each trace in Figs.
3�a�–3�c� is the result after applying eight two-color
compsech pulses, where each such pulse is 4.4 �s long. The
total sequence for each trace then is 35.2 �s. The fidelities
obtained are given in Table I.

Two different fidelities are given, FQR+QST is the fidelity
calculated according to Eq. �4�, where indices QR and QST
stand for qubit rotation and quantum-state tomography, re-
spectively. However, since the QR+QST operation just is
two consecutive QR operations, it is reasonable to state the
fidelity for a single qubit rotation, FQR, as �FQR+QST�1/2. Thus
the fidelities for the single qubit operations are estimated to
lie between 0.9 and 0.96, giving an average single operation
fidelity of 0.93.

The fidelities obtained are remarkably good considering
the dephasing times of the system. The average time spent in
the upper state during the QR+QST operation is tu=8.8 �s.
The gives e−tu/T2 =0.84, which, assuming 

=0.84
�prepared state�+0.16
�mixed state�, would give a
best case fidelity of 0.92. Another potential contribution to
lower fidelity comes from the dephasing time on the hyper-
fine �hf� qubit transition, T2,hf. To estimate this contribution,
optically detected free induction decay �FID� at the qubit
transition was used. A two-color dark state pulse was used to
put the qubit in a superposition state between the qubit lev-
els. This hyperfine coherence was then probed by a pulse
resonant with one of the excited state levels. The result will
be 10.2 MHz beating on the probe, and experiments with
different delays for the probe pulse can be made. The
strength of the beat signal as a function of probe delay will
give the decay of the hyperfine coherence. The complete
QR+QST sequence is 35.2 �s. From the FID measurement
only about 20% of the qubit coherence remained after 35 �s.
The decoherence is reversible and caused by the inhomoge-
neous broadening of the qubit transition.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have experimentally demonstrated a full solid-state
hyperfine qubit in an inhomogeneously broadened ensamble
system, using only optical techniques. The inhomogeneities
on the optical transition, as described in Sec. II, were com-
pensated for by the use of specially shaped compsech pulses,
which are also robust against errors in, e.g., the Rabi fre-
quency. The efficiency of the pulse techniques, described in
�15�, were demonstrated by performing arbitrary single qubit
operations with more than 90% fidelity.

However, due to the inhomogeneity of the hyperfine lev-
els, as demonstrated above, only about 20% of the the qubit
coherence remains after the full experiment, which may
make the fidelities obtained seem rather remarkable. Possi-
bly, this could be explained by the results in Ref. �23�, where
it has been shown that dynamical Stark shift occurring dur-

TABLE I. Fidelities for the single qubit rotation, FQR, and single
qubit rotation+quantum state tomography, FQR+QST, for five differ-
ent states. A quantum-state tomography for the starting state, �0�−,
gives unity fidelity �within one standard deviation�.

�0�− �1� �0�+ �1� �0�− �1� �0�+ i�1� �0�− i�1�

FQR 0.96�2� 0.93�1� 0.93�1� 0.92�2� 0.91�2�
FQR+QST 1.02�2� 0.92�3� 0.87�1� 0.87�2� 0.85�4� 0.84�4�
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ing qubit rotation can suppress errors due to inhomogeneous
shifts of the qubit levels by as much as a factor of 10. It
could also be a Zeno effect, which has been encountered
previously in similar systems, such as N-V centers �24�. Still
it would definitely be interesting to further investigate the
effect of the inhomogeneous broadening on the QR fidelity.

The single qubit rotation fidelities could be improved �1�
by using pulses of shorter duration developed by optimal
control theory �25,26�, �2� by using the single instance
scheme �6� which eliminates errors due to inhomogeneous
broadening on the hyperfine and optical transitions, or �3� by
instead of the Pr ion use the Eu ion, where the upper state
dephasing time is an order of magnitude longer. Assuming
the fidelities in this work are limited by T2 and T2,hf, one or

several of these changes should enable fidelities above 0.99.
To get fidelities significantly beyond this value, harder focus-
ing of the light beam to increase the Rabi frequencies and/or
dark state schemes not populating the excited state �27,28�
would probably need to be used.
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Abstract
An overview of current status and prospects of the development of quantum computer
hardware based on inorganic crystals doped with rare-earth ions are presented. Major parts
of the experimental work in this area have been done in two places, Canberra, Australia and
Lund, Sweden, and the present description follows more closely the Lund work. Techniques
will be described that include optimal filtering of the initially inhomogeneously broadened
profile down to well separated and narrow ensembles, as well as the use of advanced
pulse-shaping in order to achieve robust arbitrary single-qubit operations with fidelities above
90%, as characterized by quantum state tomography. It is expected that full scalability of these
systems will require the ability to determine the state of single rare-earth ions. It has been
proposed that this can be done using special readout ions doped into the crystal and an update
is given on the work to find and characterize such ions. Finally, a few aspects on possibilities
for remote entanglement of ions in separate rare-earth-ion-doped crystals are considered.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Wj, 03.67.Hk, 42.50.Md

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version.)

1. Introduction

Many solid state quantum computing systems rely on a
top down approach with carefully crafted systems, where
parameters are designed during the manufacturing or growth
process, for instance, superconducting qubits [1, 2], quantum
dots [3] and the Kane model [4]. At the other end of
the scale there are bottom up approaches, where useful
hardware can be extracted out of random materials that
intrinsically have very favorable properties, such as nitrogen
vacancy (NV)-centers [5] and rare-earth-ion-doped inorganic
crystals [6]. In this paper, we will discuss the development
of quantum computer hardware based on inorganic crystals
doped with rare earth ions. Such crystals are used extensively
in current technology, e.g. as active laser materials or

3 Now with Department of Physics and Astronomy, Aarhus University, Ny
Munkegade 120, DK-8000, Aarhus C, Denmark.
4 Now with National Center for Atmospheric Research, NCAR Boulder, CO,
USA.

as scintillating materials in x-ray detectors. They are
manufactured in single crystal growth processes where a
dopant material is added during the growth such that the
dopant ions replace host ions in the regular crystal lattice
at concentrations that may range between 0.01 and 10%
depending on application. Although the average concentration
is defined by the dopant concentration in the crystal melt,
the relative positions of the dopant ions are largely random.
However, randomness and less precise control of construction
and growth parameters can be compensated for by using
suitable quantum computing schemes and by developing
robust pulses enabling high fidelity qubit operations.

The next section (section 2) will describe basic
properties of rare-earth-ion-doped crystals relevant for
quantum information. This includes coherence times which
can be several seconds [7] and ion–ion interactions as a
mechanism for gate operations. For a laser beam passing
through a rare-earth-ion-doped crystal there may be 1015 ions
within the laser focal region. However, qubits can still be

0031-8949/09/014009+10$30.00 1 © 2009 The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences Printed in the UK
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created and prepared in well-defined states and arbitrary qubit
operations, characterized by full quantum state tomography,
give fidelities, F , in the range 0.91< F < 0.96 [8]. A brief
description of the experimental set-up, including the
pulse-shaping system, will be given in section 3, while
section 4 describes how to efficiently initialize the system
into well-defined qubits, which are inhomogeneous subgroups
out of these 1015 ions. In section 5, we show experimental
data on qubits prepared in arbitrary superposition states and
characterized by quantum state tomography. The high fidelity
results are all based on qubit operations that are robust against
individual differences between the ions [9, 10]. We will also
present data from the development and use of optimal pulse
sequences [11] for operation fidelities >0.96. Section 6 starts
with a description of how to, in contrast to the experiments
mentioned above, create qubits in these crystals that each
consist of just a single ion, which offers better scalability.
The single ion qubit scheme [12] is based on co-doping
the crystals with ‘readout ions’. Such readout ions should
have a short upper state lifetime in order to enable repeated
cycling. One such candidate is the 4f to 5d transition in Ce3+

and experimental data to characterize this transition are also
presented in section 6. The last section before the summary
contains a discussion on entanglement of remote qubits and
further scalability.

2. Rare-earth-ion-doped crystals

A major strength of using rare-earth ions as qubits
the long coherence times. In these ions, transitions
within unfilled electron shells are partially shielded from
environmental dephasing mechanisms by energetically lower,
but outer-lying, filled shells. The present results were obtained
using the 3H4 →

1D2 transition in Pr3+:Y2SiO5 at 606 nm [13].
For temperatures below 4 K, the Pr3+ ions in this material has
an electronic state lifetime of 164µs, and a coherence time,
T2, of about 100µs (somewhat depending on the density of
excited states in the material). By applying magnetic fields,
however, this time can be increased, and there are also other
rare-earth ions, which have even longer coherence times, for
example Er, where a T2 of 6.4 ms has been measured [14].

The qubit states are not represented by electronically
excited states though, but rather by ground state hyperfine
levels, shown in the level diagram of Pr3+ in figure 1. For
Pr3+:Y2SiO5, the hyperfine lifetime is about 90 s and the
coherence time about 500µs. The hyperfine T2 can also
be increased by magnetic fields, and up to 860 ms has
been demonstrated [15]. In addition, dynamic decoupling
sequences (bang–bang pulses) can also be applied to further
increase the coherence time to more than 30 s [7].

The rare-earth ions are randomly doped into the host
crystals, replacing one of the host ions in the lattice.
This replacement causes changes to the crystal electric
field which then causes each rare-earth ion to pick up a
shift in its resonance frequency. This amounts to a large
inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption line. For Pr3+,
the inhomogeneous linewidth is about 5 GHz, which can be
compared to the homogeneous linewidth of about 3 kHz, given
by the optical T2, mentioned above.

17.3 MHz

10.2 MHz

4.6 MHz
4.8 MHz

00,
11,

aux

0

e

1

Figure 1. Relevant energy level structure for the Pr3+ ion transition
utilized in the present work.

In the rare-earth quantum computing scheme, the
inhomogeneous structure is of significant importance, as
multiple qubits are addressed in the frequency domain, each
qubit having a different resonance frequency. From above,
the ratio of inhomogeneous over homogeneous linewidth
is about 106 for Pr3+:Y2SiO5, but since ions do not have
only a single transition frequency, the number of frequency
channels is in practice much smaller. Figure 1 shows that the
lowest and the highest transition frequency for a given ion
differ by 4.8 + 4.6 + 10.2 + 17.3 = 36.9 MHz. Thus, about 100
individual frequency channels is a more realistic value. The
Pr3+ ion sits in a non-centrosymmetric site, and thus has a
permanent electric dipole moment. The value of this dipole
moment depends on the electron configuration and the value
of the dipole moment of an electronically excited state is
therefore different from that of the ground state. Qubit–qubit
gates can then be executed through dipole–dipole interactions.
Since the dipole moment changes when the ion becomes
excited, exciting an ion will shift the transition frequency of
all near-lying ions. An ion belonging to one qubit can then
be controlled by the excitation of an another ion, belonging
to another qubit, if they are spatially sufficiently close to
each other. This effect is used as the control mechanism for
conditional gates, and the basis for this was demonstrated
in [10].

3. Experimental set-up

The experimental system is based around a Coherent 699-21
ring dye laser, stabilized to 1 kHz linewidth, by locking to
a spectral hole in a Pr3+:Y2SiO5 crystal [16]. The rare-earth
crystal used in the experiments is a 0.5 mm thick Pr3+:Y2SiO5

crystal with a Pr3+ doping concentration of 0.05%, which
gives a maximum optical density of about 2–3. In order to get
rid of phonon interactions, the crystal is submerged in liquid
helium and cooled to 2 K. The available laser power is of the
order of 100 mW before the cryostat, which translates into
maximum Rabi frequencies of about 1–3 MHz, depending on
which transition is targeted, given a laser focus of 100µm.

High fidelity gates require a high-performance pulse-
shaping system, as will be further discussed in section 5.
Two acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) are used to create the
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Figure 2. Panel (a) shows a simple pit created by repeated scanning across an interval less than 18 MHz. Panel (b) displays an improved pit,
where scans on multiple intervals have been iteratively repeated in order to shuffle all ions outside the pit as far out as possible, thereby
creating an optimal pit. Also note that the scales in the two experimental figures are different.

desired pulses. The incoming continuous wave (CW) photons
are deflected by an RF acoustic wave in the AOMs. By varying
the power of the acoustic wave, the amplitude of the deflected
light is controlled. By virtue of energy and momentum
conservation, the deflected photons must increase their
frequency by an amount equal to that of the phonons. Thus, by
varying the frequency of the acoustic wave we directly control
the frequency of the light pulse, and furthermore, by changing
the phase of the acoustic wave we also gain control over the
optical phase of the light, which is necessary for controlling
the coherent interaction with the ions. For these modulators,
the power conversion from RF wave to light amplitude is
quite nonlinear. In order to achieve high accuracy of the pulse
amplitude envelopes over as much as six orders of magnitude
in dynamic range, an elaborate calibration system that also
includes the power dependence on RF frequency was setup.
The first AOM has a center frequency of 200 MHz and is
aligned in a double pass configuration, in order to cancel out
spatial movement of the deflected beam. After both passes the
AOM has a total deflection range of 200 MHz. The second
AOM has a 360 MHz center frequency, and is used only to
split a pulse at a single frequency into two frequencies, such
that an excitation pulse can be resonant with the |0〉 → |e〉 and
|1〉 → |e〉 transitions at the same time, as further discussed in
section 5.1.

4. Qubit initialization

Starting from the inhomogeneous distribution, we employ
advanced optical hole-burning sequences in order to extract
a useful qubit system. Initially, the ions occupy all three
ground states, and the absorption at any given frequency
within the absorption profile, contains contributions from
all nine possible transitions (see figure 1). The goal of the
hole-burning is to initialize a narrow controlled ensemble of
ions into the |0〉 state, well separated in frequency from any
other ion.

First, a wide spectral hole, henceforth called a pit, is
created. The hyperfine level splittings set the limit for the

maximum frequency range of such a pit. Since the ions
must be in one of the ground states, it cannot be larger than
27.5 MHz, as can be seen in figure 1. This maximum width
is then further reduced by the excited state splitting down
to 18.1 MHz. Scanned laser pulses target specific transitions
inside this 18 MHz region, and are repeated in order to create
a spectral pit where all ions have been removed within an
interval of maximum 18 MHz. Such a simple pit is shown in
figure 2(a).

Eventually, qubit operation pulses will be used inside the
pit structure, and it then becomes important to minimize the
interactions between the tails of such pulses and the edges
of the pit. The pit shown in figure 2(a) displays non-optimal
edges that are a bit rounded and also go up to the maximum
αL immediately. In order to improve on this, a more elaborate
pit-burning scheme was introduced. In this scheme, pulses that
target specific levels of Pr3+ outside the pit are used in order
to burn them even further out, as illustrated by the top part of
figure 2(b). For an ion having a particular frequency relative
to the pit, as the ion illustrated in this figure, level |0〉 and
|1〉 are targeted in an optical pumping process that eventually
transfers them to their |aux〉 state. After this, ions of other
frequency ranges might fall back down inside the pit, and the
initial pit-burning pulses will have to be repeated iteratively
together with the secondary pulses to keep the center of the
pit empty. A similar procedure is then also repeated on the left
side of the pit in order to achieve an optimal result, shown in
the lower part of panel (b). A more extensive description of
the burning procedure can be found in [17] and a detailed list
of the exact pulses used to burn such an optimal pit can be
found in [18].

After an empty spectral pit has been created, a qubit
ensemble can be initialized inside the pit by a ‘burnback’
pulse sequence. These pulses can with benefits be coherent
pulses that transfer ions from outside the pit, say at higher
frequencies, first to the excited state, and from there down to
one of the ground states in a controlled manner. Figure 3(a)
shows the system initialized to one of the ground states, in
this case the |0〉 state.
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Figure 3. Panel (a) shows the rare-earth qubit system initialized to the |0〉 state, visible through the three absorption peaks from this state.
Panel (b) shows the system after a coherent transfer over to the |1〉 state.
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Figure 4. Panel (a) shows the paths taken by three ions with different resonance frequencies, while being transferred to the excited state by
a coherent sechyp pulse. Panel (b) illustrates the dark and the bright states on the Bloch sphere, relevant for the gate operations, and panel
(c) shows a full qubit gate operation by means of two consecutive dark state pulses (two-color pulses). Note that the transfer in (c) is going
from and to the bright state.

5. Qubit gate operations

The ensemble qubit is now initialized to the |0〉 state. In
order to be able to perform high fidelity gate operations, we
must now find pulses that compensate for the inhomogeneous
broadening of the ensemble, which would otherwise cause
dephasing during the excitation. One type of pulses that are
robust against such dephasing are the complex hyperbolic
secant pulses, or sechyp for short. The amplitude envelope
of these follow a hyperbolic secant shape, while at the
same time the pulse is chirped according to a hyperbolic
tangent function, centered around the mean ensemble
transition frequency. Such pulses can efficiently transfer
an inhomogeneous ensemble between the two poles on a
Bloch sphere, as illustrated in figure 4(a). The different
lines correspond to ions with different atomic resonance
frequencies, which can all be seen to converge at the top. The
robustness of these pulses has been verified experimentally by
transfer efficiencies of 97% for ensembles inhomogeneously
broadened more than 100 linewidths. Figure 3(b) shows
the system after such a sechyp transfer from |0〉 → |e〉
immediately followed by a transfer from |e〉 → |1〉. In
addition to this, the sechyp pulses also have the good property
that they are robust against fluctuations in laser power. While
normal square- or Gaussian-shaped pulses need to have very
well tuned values of laser intensity and duration in order to

get the correct pulse area, the sechyp pulses simply need to
be above a certain threshold Rabi frequency, above which
they always work with high efficiency. This independence
of the light intensity can be intuitively perceived from the
Bloch sphere in figure 4(a), where we see that as the different
components approach their final state, they circle around the
top pole, and a higher Rabi frequency would just make them
circle around the z-axis faster, not take them away from the
desired state. These pulses were investigated more carefully
in [9].

5.1. Dark state gates

The sechyp pulse-shapes solve the problem of inhomogeneous
dephasing as well as offer a robustness with respect to
fluctuating experimental parameters, but can only perform
pole-to-pole transfers, not create arbitrary superposition
states. The qubit is the two hyperfine levels denoted |0〉 and
|1〉 in figure 1, and to perform operations between these states,
two-color fields, which are resonant with |0〉 → |e〉 and |1〉 →

|e〉 at the same time, are employed [9]. Determined by the
phase relation, φ, between the two fields, two superposition
states, shown in figure 4(b), the bright and the dark state:|B〉 =

1
√

2

(
|0〉 − e−iφ

|1〉
)
,

|D〉 =
1

√
2

(
|0〉 + e−iφ

|1〉
)
,

(1)
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Figure 5. Panel (a) shows the projective measurements on the x-, y- and z-axes, respectively. The two left peaks are both transitions from
the |0〉 state and correspond to a +1 measurement value, while the two right peaks similarly are transitions from the |1〉 state and correspond
to a −1 value with respect to the current axis. Panel (b) shows the result of a quantum state tomography of the six states along the positive
and negative axes.

can be defined. Similarly to electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT), the dark state does not interact with the
light. Thus, the two-color pulse will only target the bright
state, and two consecutive transfers, first from |B〉 → |e〉 and
then from |e〉 → |B〉, but going down along a different path
as illustrated in figure 4(c), will add a phase angle enclosed
by the rotation, θ , to the bright state: |B〉 → eiθ

|B〉. This
operation can be rewritten in the computational basis (|0〉,|1〉),
and then becomes

Udark = eiθ/2

 cos(θ/2) i eiφ sin(θ/2)

i e−iφ sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2)

 , (2)

which is a matrix describing an arbitrary rotation around
any vector on the equator of the Bloch sphere. By picking
suitable phase angles, one can thus perform any qubit gate
operation [9].

These dark state gates were implemented, and the qubit
superposition states that were created as a result of the
rotations were characterized using quantum state tomography.
In figure 5(a), the readout of a particular superposition state,

1
√

2
(|0〉 − |1〉) is shown as an example. The three curves

correspond to projection measurements on the x-, y- and
z-axes, respectively. As expected, we see that both the y and
the z measurements contain equal contributions from either
state, but the x measurement gives a projection onto one of
the states. States corresponding to the six different (positive
and negative) axes on the Bloch sphere were prepared and
characterized, and the resulting state vectors inscribed in a
Bloch sphere are displayed in figure 5(b).

The z-projection was done through an absorption
measurement, where the two leftmost peaks in figure 5
correspond to transitions from the |0〉 state and the two
rightmost peaks correspond to transitions from the |1〉 state.
In order to do the x- and y-measurements, suitable rotations
were first performed to rotate those axes onto the z-axis, such
that an absorption measurement now gives the same result
as a direct x- or y-measurement would have, in the original

basis. From those measurements the density matrix can then
be calculated through (see e.g. [19])

ρ =
tr(ρ)I + tr(Xρ)X + tr(Yρ)Y + tr(Zρ)Z

2
, (3)

where X , Y and Z correspond to the Pauli matrices, which
together with the identity, I , span the 2 × 2 qubit space
in the density matrix representation. The above equation
is useful because the traces correspond to actual physical
measurements. For example, tr(Zρ) means measuring the
projection of the unknown state onto the Z axis, which will
yield a value between −1 and +1, and the same for the
other axes. The fidelity of the entire procedure can then be
calculated from

Ftot = 〈ψtheor|ρexp|ψtheor〉, (4)

i.e. the overlap between the theoretical and the experimental
representations. For the six states displayed in figure 5(b), the
total fidelities were all between 0.84 and 0.92. As mentioned
above the total procedure consists of two rotations, first one to
create the state, then another one to perform the measurement
on the right basis. Thus, the fidelity for a single qubit gate
can be expressed as Fgate =

√
Ftot, and we see that the qubit

gate fidelities are in the range of 0.91< Fgate < 0.96. More
information and discussion regarding these results can be
found in [8, 18].

5.2. Optimal control pulses

Even though the dark state qubit gates were realized with
good fidelity there are still reasons to search for further
improvements. The total duration of the dark state pulses that
perform one arbitrary qubit rotation is close to 18µs. The
employed laser power on the other hand, typically provides
Rabi frequencies of the order of 1 MHz, which indicates that
the qubit rotations could probably be performed an order
of magnitude faster, with an optimal scheme. To reduce
the operation time, pulses obtained through optimal control
theory calculations are currently investigated.
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Figure 6. Two pulse shapes with different bandwidths, both designed by optimal control algorithms to perform efficient state-to-state
transfers. The left side shows the detected beating and the amplitude envelope, while the right side shows the phase evolution. In both cases
the red line is the theoretically desired shape, while the blue line is the experimentally detected shape, and in both cases they match very
well. Note that in the phase plot, the phase does not have any meaning outside the pulse envelope (since the amplitude there is zero).

Optimal control theory provides a framework for finding
the best set of controls to steer a system so that a
desired target state or unitary gate is implemented. In some
special cases these controls can be determined analytically,
see for example [20–22]. In addition, powerful numerical
methods [23] are available that make it possible to explore
the physical limits of time-optimal control experiments in
cases where no analytical solutions are known. These methods
have so far been successfully applied to spin systems [24–26],
superconducting qubits [27] and trapped ions [28]. Optimized
pulses can be designed to account for experimental errors,
and, if a realistic model is available, can include multiple
system levels and transitions.

The basic idea of optimal control algorithms is to
minimize a cost function, which is determined by the physical
system at hand. In the present case, this is given by the
light-field interaction with the Pr3+ ion, and in addition to
this, a number of experimental limitations, such as AOM
maximum bandwidth or laser power fluctuations, are enforced
as well. The algorithm then finds a pulse shape that performs
a particular operation to a specified minimum fidelity, while
staying within the restrictions. It can be noted that the solution
is not necessarily unique, or even at the global maximum,
and the shapes that come out of the calculations are then
often strange-looking, without obvious intuitive explanations.
In order to characterize how well the AOM system could
reproduce these strange shapes, an interference experiment
was set up, where the AOM pulse-shaping system is put in
one arm and the light passing through this part then interferes
with the light from an undisturbed part of the laser. The result
is a beating, from which both the amplitude envelope and the
phase evolution of the pulses can be obtained via a Fourier
transform. Figure 6 shows two examples of such pulses. In
panel (a) of this figure, the green, oscillating curve is the
detected beating, the blue line is the amplitude envelope of
the beating, which is almost perfectly overlapping with the
red line, which is the theoretically desired shape (may be hard
to see if not in color).
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Figure 7. Transfer efficiency of |0〉 → |e〉 by means of optimal
control pulses as a function of bandwidth.

The upper and lower pulses differ in the allowed
bandwidth. The lower pulse has a bandwidth of about
16 MHz, while the upper pulse has been restricted to work
with a bandwidth of only 2 MHz. Ideally, one would want
as high bandwidth as possible, since this enables pulses
with shorter duration. The right side of figure 6 displays
the phase evolution of the detected pulses as well as the
desired phase chirp, and again, there is almost perfect overlap.
In order to test the optimal control results, a series of five
pulses were designed, each one with the same objective,
to do a state-to-state transfer from |0〉 to |e〉, but with
different bandwidths. The resulting efficiency as a function of
bandwidth is shown in figure 7. As can be seen, the efficiency
is very good for all bandwidths except the highest (16 MHz).
The reason for this is not yet fully known, but is believed to
be related to complications that arise when multiple levels
are involved. From the level diagram (figure 1) we see that
any pulse that centers around the |0〉 → |e〉 transition and has
a bandwidth less than 2 × 4.6 = 9.2 MHz will only involve
those two levels and nothing else, but any pulse with a
higher bandwidth will automatically involve at least the two
other excited states as well, which creates a much more
complicated situation. For two-level schemes, other groups
have also obtained very good results, for example in ion
traps [11]. But clearly, there should also be suitable optimal
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pulses for three-level configurations. Thus, the good results
for the simpler pulses together with the potential of an order
of magnitude faster pulses make the optimal control technique
seem promising for the future.

6. Single-ion qubits

6.1. Scalability of the ensemble qubit approach

Scaling to large number of qubits is a key issue for a quantum
computer. In the present system, the qubit–qubit operation
is achieved by the dipole–dipole interaction between two
neighboring ions. As stated in section 2 they must physically
sit close enough to each other so that when the state of one ion
is changed, e.g. from the ground state to the excited state, and
the electric field from the static dipole moment changes, this
will shift the neighboring ion out of resonance with its original
transition frequency. In this way, closely lying ions can control
each other. For an ion absorbing at a selected frequency, νi ,
there will be several ions in the vicinity that can control this
ion. In the ensemble approach, for two qubits, i and j , at
transition frequencies νi and ν j , there is a probability, p, that
for an arbitrary ion, ai , in qubit i , there will be an ion in qubit
j that can control ai . For n qubits, if N denotes the number of
ions in a qubit that can be controlled by ions in the other n − 1
qubits, we obtain that N ∝ pn−1. For the materials studied so
far p is of the order of 1%, which means that for a five-qubit
quantum register there will only be 1 out of 108 ions that are
useful in each qubit.

Several remedies were pointed out to improve the scaling
property by pushing p > 1, e.g. choosing ions with large static
dipole moment, increasing the dopant concentration [29],
constructing the qubit–qubit interaction by using a mediator
bus ion [12] or adding a specially selected readout ion to
detect the state of single ions, thereby enabling the use
of single ions instead of an ensemble of ions for each
qubit. Considering both advantages and disadvantages in each
scheme the single ion readout approach is believed to be the
easiest way to achieve the scalability.

6.2. The readout-ion approach

Inside any small volume within a rare-earth-ion-doped crystal
there is a high probability to find several strongly interacting
ions which can control each other and each of them can
represent one qubit. A readout scheme has been suggested
for detecting the qubit state in such a single ion qubit
system through the dipole–dipole interaction [12]. The dopant
concentration of the readout ion should be very low to make
sure there is on average only one readout ion interacting with
the laser field. To fulfill its role, the readout ion is supposed to
meet several requirements: (i) the absorption spectrum should
be well separated from that of the qubit ion so that the readout
procedure does not affect the qubit state. (ii) The excited
state lifetime should be short and there should not be any
trapping state. Thus, the excitation may be cycled many times
producing many photons and giving a strong detection signal.
(iii) The homogeneous linewidth should be narrow so that
when a nearby qubit ion is transferred between the ground
and excited states, the dipole–dipole interaction is able to shift
the readout ion in or out of resonance with the readout beam

|1

1

|0

|e

1 r+

r

readout ion q1

fluorescence

Figure 8. The dipole–dipole interaction between a qubit ion and
a near-lying readout ion. If the qubit ion q1 is excited from the |0〉

state to the |e〉 state at frequency ν1, the electric field generated by
the dipole will shift the transition frequency of the readout ion by an
amount δν, after which excitation at frequency νr will have no effect
and the readout ion fluorescence will be turned off.

frequency, which consequently turns the fluorescence on or
off. (iv) The inhomogeneous linewidth should be large, which
provides a larger number of frequency channels.

6.3. Find and search schemes

Provided the spectral information of the readout ion is
characterized, the nearest qubit, q1, and further qubit chain
structures in the vicinity of the readout ion, can be mapped
out using the fluorescence signal from the readout ion. After
detecting the readout ion fluorescence at a certain excitation
frequency, νr , one would keep the readout laser working at
νr , while scanning the qubit laser across the inhomogeneous
qubit transition frequency to find a frequency, ν1, where the
fluorescence signal stops. This would mean that a qubit ion
with the addressing frequency ν1 can control the readout ion,
as illustrated in figure 8. With the qubit and readout laser
working at ν1 and νr respectively, the presence or absence of
fluorescence tells whether q1 is in the |1〉 or the |0〉 state. The
general case is that the qubit is in a superposition state, then
one has to do the quantum state tomography measurements
as described in section 5.1, then execute the above readout
procedure to characterize the probability distribution between
the |0〉 and |1〉 state for each projection. After the excitation
frequency of q1 is known one can then extend the readout
scheme to find out which qubit, q2, can control q1 through
the qubit–qubit interaction and further, consecutively map out
the whole interacting qubit chain and read out all qubits.

6.4. Investigation for a readout ion

So far Ce3+ is believed to be the most promising candidate
for the readout ion. The excitation wavelength for the 4f–5d
zero-phonon-line (ZPL) of Ce3+ ion randomly doped in the
YSO crystal is around 371 nm, which is well separated from
the qubit ion transition frequency 606 nm (Pr) or 580 nm (Eu).
The Ce3+ homogeneous linewidth is determined by detecting
the sum frequency signal from a saturation spectroscopy
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experiment with different amplitude modulation frequencies
on the pump and probe beams. The measured homogeneous
linewidth was as narrow as 3 MHz. This is a very encouraging
result, because based on a reasonable assumption about the
Ce dipole moment, the Pr ion should be able to shift the
Ce transition line by 30 MHz when they are separated by
7 nm [30]. With a 50 ns lifetime [31, 32] this also means that
the homogeneous linewidth is lifetime-limited, which is the
ideal case for this readout ion concept.

The inhomogeneous linewidth of the ZPL in a crystal
with 0.08% cerium concentration is measured to be 80 GHz
at 4 K. However, the fluorescence at the center of the ZPL
is only twice the background signal outside the ZPL. The
exact origin of this background is unknown, but it could for
example be phonon sideband transitions, which are stronger
for 4f–5d transitions than for 4f–4f transitions. Clearly this
will affect the readout fidelity. Assume the detector quantum
efficiency is 10% and the fluorescence collection efficiency
is 30% [33] and a π -pulse is applied on the |0〉 → |e〉 qubit
transition. As the readout laser is turned on, there will then
be about 100 fluorescence photons detected during the optical
lifetime (150µs) of the Pr3+ ion, if the qubit was in its |1〉

state. On the other hand, if the Pr3+ ion was in its |0〉 state,
the ZPL background fluorescence might still give around
50 photons due to off-resonant excitations (the background
signal). However, the difference in the number of photons is
certainly still sufficient for separating the two cases. One way
to reduce the background signal, would be to decrease the
number of Ce ions within the laser focus.

7. Scalability

When the single-ion readout system is scaled up by adding
new qubits to the (possibly branched) qubit ion chain there
will, although there are many frequency channels available
within the inhomogeneously broadened qubit transition line,
eventually be a new qubit ion (Qnew) that has the same
frequency as one of the qubit ions (Qold) already in the
chain. In this situation, the two ions (Qold and Qnew) cannot
any longer be individually addressed in frequency space. It
is conceivable that there are algorithmic solutions to this
problem, where single qubit operations could be replaced
by two-qubit operations, so that operations are applied to
‘the qubit with frequency νi , sitting next to a qubit with
frequency ν j ’. As an alternative, the problem of coinciding
transition frequencies can be removed by mounting (closely
spaced) electrodes onto the crystal. The part of the qubit
chain on which the operations are carried out is selected
by applying a voltage on the appropriate electrode. Eu in
Y2SiO5 has a Stark coefficient of 35 kHz V−1 cm−1 [34],
and ions close to the electrode can be shifted to resonance
with the excitation pulse. A 1 MV cm−1 field would shift the
transition frequency 35 GHz, a detuning much larger than the
inhomogeneous transition linewidth. Simulations show that
20 nm long electrodes separated by 40 nm on a surface may
give shifts of the order of 30 GHz within a 60 nm region, while
ions 20 nm further away would shift less than 10 GHz [12].
However, still smaller electrodes and electrode separations
would be favorable and while this is in line with the current

technological development we will also now analyze the
possibility of entangling spatially remote few-qubit systems.

Thus, we consider spatially separated qubit chains, each
containing a not too large number of qubits. There are
several schemes for entangling spatially remote few-qubit
systems. To optically entangle a qubit in one system with
a qubit in another system the key point is to configure
the photon detection (or absorption) process such that when
a photon is detected (absorbed) it cannot, in principle, be
determined which of the two systems emitted (absorbed) the
photon [35, 36]. If the set-up is appropriately configured, the
photon detection/absorption entangles the two qubits.

Scalable quantum computing is then achievable also
with errors in the remote entanglement of the order of
several per cent, provided that the error probability for
operation within each of the qubit chain is below 10−4 [37].
Remote entanglement processes often correspond to a
probabilistic event, which is repeated until it succeeds.
Clearly, schemes with very high probability to succeed in
a single try are preferable. Such schemes can, for example,
be devised using optical micro-cavities [38], e.g. toroidal
micro-resonators [39, 40], and can also be improved by the
use of cluster states [41].

We consider a rare earth crystal with a Ce readout ion,
close to the surface facing a toroidal microcavity. Around this
readout ion there will be a number of qubit ions that interact
and can be read out, as described in section 6. One of these
qubit ions is selected as the entangler ion. The purpose is
now to entangle entangler ions in different rare-earth crystals.
Such a scheme requires that also rare-earth ions close to the
crystal surface retain their favorable coherence properties, and
preliminary data indicate that this indeed is the case [42].

Consider figure 9, the interaction between the cavity and
the ion is adjusted such that a single photon corresponds to
a π -pulse [43]. Using tapered fibers, a single photon can
be coupled into the toroidal microcavity with an efficiency
(ideality)>99.98% [44]. The entangler ion in the first crystal,
A, is prepared in the superposition state (|0〉 + |1〉)A and the
entangler ion in the second crystal, B, is prepared in state
|1〉B. As experimentally demonstrated [45], the ion transition
frequencies to an excited state, |e〉, can readily be tuned by
an electric field. Thus, by tuning the |0〉 → |e〉 transition for
the ion in A to the same frequency as the |1〉 → |e〉 transition
for the ion in B using electric fields (see right-hand side of
figure 9) and sending a photon in the tapered fiber at this
frequency in the direction indicated in the figure, the two ions
will be prepared in the state (|e〉A|1〉B + |1〉A|e〉B). Applying
local π-pulses on each of |e〉A → |0〉A and |e〉B → |0〉 at the
respective input ports for the qubit and the readout ion, then
creates the Bell state |01〉 + |10〉.

In a more complete version of the approach in figure 9,
there would be a large number of microresonators (with
their corresponding crystals) along the tapered fiber. Which
two crystals that are selected for any specific entanglement
process can be controlled by e.g. adjusting the distance
between the tapered fiber and the resonator (cavity) using
e.g. micro-actuators. Alternatively, the cavity can be tuned
off resonance with the transition and photon frequency.
Tuning the cavity can be carried out using expansion due to
temperature. For example, electrodes can be connected to the
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Figure 9. Schematic view of an approach to entangle spatially separate few qubit processors.

toroid and the substrate. The temperature and thereby also the
frequency change will then be proportional to the dissipated
power [46]. In general, the system could be quite flexible
and versatile, as an example, ions can be tuned in and out
of resonance with the cavity using an electric field across the
crystal.

As earlier stated, the qubit coherence times can be 30 s
for Pr ions [7] and for Eu ions coherence times of the order
of an hour have been predicted [47]. A strength of the scheme
outlined above is therefore that there is ample time both to
create entanglement and to carry out operations once the
systems have been entangled.

To compare with some existing data, free Cs atoms can
have a single photon Rabi frequency of 100 MHz for Cs atoms
45 nm from the toroidal surface [48]. Pr3+:Y2SiO5, which has
an oscillator strength almost six orders of magnitude lower
than free Cs atoms [34], would then yield a Rabi frequency
of about 150 kHz. This value is too low for a single photon
to act as a π -pulse and we are therefore looking at techniques
for enhancing the interaction between an ion just below the
surface and an evanescent field.

8. Concluding remarks

To summarize, single-qubit operation fidelities above 90%
are obtained for ensemble qubits and >99% single qubit
operation fidelity should be readily obtained with single-ion
qubits. However, the single ion qubit scheme is contingent
upon the ability to read out the hyperfine state of single
rare-earth ions and work to develop this capacity is still
ongoing. Although, based on current data in the investigation
of using Ce3+ as a readout ion for such a scheme, there
is reason to be quite optimistic about the possibilities to
succeed. Finally, it may be pointed out that while quantum
state storage in rare-earth-ion-doped materials is pursued
vigorously by several groups and now demonstrates excellent
progress [49] including storage efficiencies above 30% [50],

only two groups [8, 51] have published experimental efforts
on quantum computing in rare earth crystals and considering
the limited efforts, substantial progress has been made.
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In this work the inhomogeneous (zero-phonon line) and homogeneous linewidths and the permanent electric
dipole moment change (averaged value of all dipole orientations) for the Ce 4f -5d transition in Y2SiO5 were
measured in order to investigate the possibility for using Ce as a sensor to detect the hyperfine state of a
spatially close-lying Pr or Eu ion. The experiments were carried out on Ce doped or Ce-Pr co-doped single
Y2SiO5 crystals. The homogeneous linewidth is essentially limited by the excited state lifetime. Based on the
linewidth measurements, the oscillator strength, absorption cross section, and saturation intensity were calculated
to be about 6.2(±1.7) × 10−7, 4.5(±1.3) × 10−19 m2, and 1.4(±0.4) × 107 W/m2, respectively. The difference
in permanent dipole moment, �μCe, between the ground and excited states of the Ce ion was measured as
9.6(±5.3) × 10−30 C m. These measurements indicate that Ce is a promising readout ion to probe a single-ion
qubit state for the quantum computing scheme using rare-earth ions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.184205 PACS number(s): 33.70.Jg, 78.47.jh, 42.50.Md

I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum computing research field has attracted ex-
tensive interest for its potential to give a tremendous boost
in computational ability for certain types of problems. Many
physical systems have been investigated as test beds for
quantum computing:1 trapped ions,2 nuclei in molecules,3

Josephson junctions in superconductors,4 nitrogen vacancy
centers in diamond,5 rare-earth ions in inorganic crystals,6

etc. Regardless of the physical system, one of the necessary
criteria for a quantum computing scheme is that it should
be scalable. In this paper rare-earth ions based quantum
computing (REIQC) is under concern, and the results in this
paper are a part of the work to develop an ability to read out
the hyperfine state of single ions in a rare-earth crystal in order
to obtain a scalable system. In REIQC qubit-qubit interaction
and arbitrary single qubit rotations have been carried out.7,8

In these experiments each qubit, where the qubit states (|0〉
and |1〉) are two ground-state hyperfine levels of the ion, was
represented by an ensemble of ions and addressed via their
optical transition frequencies.8 The optical transition lines of
rare-earth ions in a crystal are inhomogeneously broadened
as a result of the random substitutions of the rare-earth ions
(qubit ions) in the solid matrix, which causes slight crystal-field
variations for the sites of the individual ions. The ratio between
the inhomogeneous and homogeneous broadening in these
systems can be larger than 106. Thus a very large number
of subensembles of ions can be singled out in frequency
space within the inhomogeneous line. Each subensemble can
then act as a frequency-selectively addressed qubit although
they consist of many ions randomly distributed in space. The

conditional gate operations in these systems can be realized
via the permanent electric dipole-dipole interaction between
the strong-interacting ions in each qubit (see Figs. 3 and
11 in Ref. 9 for details). The strength of the dipole-dipole
interaction between two ions depends on the spatial distance
between them, r , as 1/r3. Because of this spatially dependent
coupling and the random spatial distribution of the ions in
each qubit, the average probability P of an ion in one qubit
being sufficiently close to an ion in another qubit to control its
state is often �1 for reasonable dopant concentrations. This
means that the number of active ions in one ensemble qubit that
interact strongly with one ion in each of the rest of the n − 1
qubits scales as P n−1. In order to improve this poor scalability,
Wesenberg et al. proposed several schemes.10 One approach
is to discard the ensemble qubits and instead let each single
ion represent a qubit. With sufficient dopant concentration, for
instance 0.2% for Pr:Y2SiO5 , there is a large possibility to
find sequences of ions which sit ∼3 nm (on average) away
from each other and where each of these absorbs at a specific
and unique optical frequency and represents one single qubit.
With that separation the dipole-dipole interaction between the
qubits are strong enough for carrying out gate operations.11

However, in this single instance quantum computing ap-
proach a technique to read out the quantum state of a single-ion
qubit needs to be developed. The straightforward typical
fluorescence measurement for detecting a single molecule does
not work because, first, the transitions of the qubit ion (in Ref. 8
this has been a Pr ion), which can discriminate the qubit states,
have excited state lifetimes of more than 10 μs, which provides
too low an emission rate for a high signal-to-noise detection;
second, and more importantly, the qubit ion candidates have

184205-11098-0121/2013/87(18)/184205(8) ©2013 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Permanent dipole-dipole interaction be-
tween a qubit ion and a readout ion that sits spatially close to this
qubit ion. Two lasers interact with the ions, one for the qubit ion and
one for the readout ion. The qubit laser sends out a pulse with pulse
area of π on the |0〉 → |e〉 transition and following this pulse the
readout laser is turned on and continuously excites the readout ion. If
the Pr ion is in state |1〉 (left panel), the qubit laser is not on resonance
with the Pr ion transition so it will not pump the Pr ion to state |e〉.
There is no interaction between the qubit and readout ion in this case.
The readout ion continuously sends out fluorescence photons (ON).
On the other hand, if the Pr ion is initially in state |0〉 (right panel), it
will be excited by the qubit laser pulse. Since the permanent dipole
moment of the Pr ion in state |e〉 is different from that in state |0〉,
the change of this local electric field induces a frequency shift (δν)
of the nearby readout ion transition line. If the shift is larger than
the homogeneous linewidth, the readout ion will be out of resonance
with the readout laser and never excited so there is no fluorescence
(OFF).

more than one ground-state hyperfine level to which they can
decay, thus there is no transition that can be cycled until the
number of emitted photons is sufficiently large to provide
state selective information. A single-ion readout idea was
proposed in Ref. 10 to accomplish single-qubit ion detection:
an additional ion (hereafter called a readout ion) can be
co-doped into the crystal, with such low concentration that
there is only one readout ion fluorescing within the laser focal
volume. This ion serves as a sensor for reading out the state of
nearby qubit ions through the interaction between the qubit and
readout ion, illustrated in Fig. 1. As a result the fluorescence
signal from the single readout ion, either ON or OFF, depends
on whether the single qubit ion is in state |1〉 or in |0〉.12 For
the other qubits, which are not directly coupled to the readout
ion, their state can be transferred consecutively to its nearby
ions through conditional gate operations until the qubit, which
is directly coupled to the readout ion, is reached. Then its state
can be read out in the way described above (see Sec. III B in
Ref. 10 for details).

The readout scheme above requires that the readout ion has
the following characteristics: (i) short excited-state lifetime in
order to obtain a large contrast in photon emission number
per unit time between when the qubit is in the ground state
and when it is in the excited state; (ii) narrow homogeneous
absorption linewidth such that the permanent dipole-dipole

interaction with a nearby qubit shifts the readout ion reson-
ance frequency by several homogeneous linewidths;
(iii) large dipole moment change between ground and excited
state (again such that the shift due to the permanent dipole-
dipole interaction is sufficiently large); (iv) no fluorescence
quenching mechanisms, e.g., a long-lived trapping state or
energy transfer from the readout ion to the qubit ion. In this
work Ce3+ (doped in an Y2SiO5 crystal) is considered as
a readout ion.13 Ce ions in Y2SiO5 have a short excited-
state lifetime of about 40 ns,14–16 to be compared with an
excited-state lifetime of possible qubit ions as, e.g., Pr and Eu
which are about 0.2 and 2 ms, respectively. The 4f -5d zero-
phonon absorption line of Ce3+ doped in Y2SiO5 lies around
370.83 nm, which is well separated from the qubit transition
frequencies (e.g., 606 nm for Pr ions in site 1). However, other
than the excited-state lifetime, the spectroscopic parameters
relevant for the readout scheme are not known. In this paper,
the second and third spectroscopic requirements, (ii) and
(iii) above, for a readout ion were measured for Ce ions
in Y2SiO5 crystals. The inhomogeneous zero-phonon line
(ZPL) measurement is described in Sec. II A, the homogeneous
linewidth measurement is discussed in Sec. II B, and the
measurement (based on the Ce-Pr interaction) of the Ce
permanent dipole moment difference between the ground and
excited state is described in Sec. II C. The work is concluded
in Sec. III.

II. DETERMINATION OF SPECTROSCOPIC
PARAMETERS OF Ce IONS

We focused on the parameters that are of special interest to
the single-ion readout scheme in REIQC.

A. Zero-phonon line (ZPL) of Ce ions in an Y2SiO5 crystal

The absorption line of interest is the 4f -5d transition of
Ce ions as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Since the 5d levels are
less shielded from the environment than the 4f levels, the
4f -5d transitions are often largely broadened by the external
perturbations, for instance, defects in the crystal or electron-
phonon coupling to the crystal lattice. The experiments were
carried out at 2 K to greatly reduce the phonon broadening
influence. In this and the following experiments, an external
cavity diode laser in a Littrow configuration was used as an
excitation source.

The inhomogeneous ZPL of Ce3+ was measured on a
Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal with a nominal dopant concentration of
0.088 at.% relative to the yttrium ions. The result is shown in
Fig. 3. Crosses are the experimental data and the solid curve
is a Gaussian fit. The measured inhomogeneous linewidth is
about 50 GHz (full width at half maximum of the absorption
coefficient) with the line center at 370.83 nm. No significant
polarization dependence was observed for the absorption.
Based on the data shown in Fig. 3, the oscillator strength of
the zero-phonon transition was calculated to be ∼6.2(±1.7) ×
10−7 using the relations shown in Refs. 17 and 18.

The ZPL shown in Fig. 3 sits on a background absorption
with α � 3.6 cm−1, which most likely comes from the
absorption by Ce ions in site 2. More information about this is
provided by a fluorescence spectrum with an online excitation
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic level structure of Ce3+ in
Y2SiO5 . (b) Schematic level structure for the 3H4 → 1D2 transition
of Pr3+ in Y2SiO5.

(at 370.83 nm) and an offline exciation (at 371.53 nm), shown
as the solid and dashed curves in Fig. 4. The solid (dashed)
curve matches reasonably well with the spectrum from a site
1 (site 2) excitation, shown in Refs. 19 and 14. However, the
solid curve contains an extra shoulder sitting around 440 nm,
the origin of which is unknown to us. In the rest of the paper,
all calculations on Ce3+ refer to the ions in site 1, with the site
2 contribution being subtracted as a background.

B. Homogeneous linewidth of the ZPL

The homogeneous linewidth was measured by intensity
modulated saturation spectroscopy, where both the pump and
probe beams were generated from the external cavity diode
laser by a beam splitter (70 : 30). Both beams were focused by
a 200 mm focal length lens (focal diameter ∼85 μm) onto the
Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal, which was immersed in liquid helium. The
probe beam propagated at an angle of ∼3◦ relative to the pump
beam in order to separate the two beams for the detection. Two
acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) were used in series in the
probe beam line. The +1 order deflected beam from the first
AOM was used and followed by the −1 order deflected beam
from the second AOM. In this way the probe beam frequency
could be tuned within a ±50-MHz range relative to the pump
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The inhomogeneous ZPL of Ce3+ (site
1) in an Y2SiO5 crystal. The linewidth is about 50 GHz. α is the
absorption coefficient.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Fluorescence spectrum of Ce3+ in a
Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal with 370.83-nm excitation (online of site 1) (solid
line) and 371.53-nm excitation (offline of site 1) (dashed line).

beam frequency by adjusting the radio frequency of the second
AOM. The probe beam position movement caused by the
AOM at different detuning frequencies was compensated by
slightly adjusting the mirror in front of the cryostat to overlap
the two beams by maximizing the probe beam transmission.
The probe beam was monitored by a photodiode after the
cryostat. However, it is hard to directly detect an increase of
the transmitted power caused by the saturation of the pump
beam, since the top-hat pump beam intensity is only of the
level of 1% of the estimated saturation intensity. To improve
the signal-to-noise ratio, a chopper wheel was used to modulate
the intensities of the pump and probe beam with modulation
frequencies of 302 and 362 Hz, respectively. Due to the
nonlinear interaction, the transmitted probe beam not only has
the primary frequency modulation but also has an intensity
modulation at the sum (664 Hz) and difference frequency
(60 Hz). The signal strength at 664 Hz was extracted from
the Fourier transform of the transmitted power of the probe
beam and recorded as a function of the detuning frequencies
between the pump and probe beams, �f .

In the experiment, the observed signal at 664 Hz was 16
times as high as the noise floor when �f is zero but only
1.3% of the signal strength at 362 Hz. The measurement
data are shown in Fig. 5, where the vertical axis shows the
sum frequency signal normalized by the square of the input
probe beam power to compensate for the change in laser power
between the data points. Figure 5 reveals a spectral hole width
(full width at half maximum) of about 5.8 MHz, which results
from a convolution of the laser line (Lorentzian) with the
homogeneous line of the transition (Lorentzian) for both the
pump step and probe step.20 However, only fast laser frequency
fluctuations within the time scale of the excited-state lifetime
(∼40 ns) would affect the measurement. This contribution
should be negligible considering that the typical linewidth of
an external cavity diode laser is 300 kHz over 100 μs. So
the homogeneous linewidth we measured has an upper bound
of 2.9 MHz. The 40-ns lifetime stated in the literature14–16

poses a lower limit on the linewidth of ∼4 MHz. The reason
for measuring a linewidth <4 MHz might be that the signal
at positive detuning frequencies was not properly maximized
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Ce ion homogeneous linewidth measured
using saturation spectroscopy. The pentagrams are the measured data
points. The solid curve is a Lorentzian fitting of the points excluding
the central four which we believe are affected by population trapping.

by adjusting the spatial overlap between the pump and probe
beam. While in principle we have no reason to suspect this,
the fact that the center of the Lorentzian fitting curve is not at
zero detuning but shifted to the left would indicate this as a
possible explanation.

Based on the coherence time (lifetime limited value) and the
frequency integrated absorption cross section (in m2 rad/s) cal-
culated from the inhomogeneous line,21 the absorption cross
section of the Ce ion in site 1 and the corresponding saturation
intensity were calculated to be ∼4.5(±1.3) × 10−19 m2 and
∼1.4(±0.4) × 107 W/m2, respectively.

The experimental data indicate an increased interaction
between the beams within a narrow range (∼400 kHz) of
frequency detuning close to the line center. The origin of this
resonance was not investigated but narrow resonances of this
type can occur if the upper state can also decay to a third level
which (compared with the relaxation from the excited state)
relaxes slowly to the ground state; see, e.g., Refs. 22 and 23.
The linewidth of the resonance is then determined by the decay
rate of this third level. In the present experiment the third level
could possibly be one of the lowest Kramer’s doublets on the
2F5/2 (4f ) ground state, compared with, e.g., Ref. 24, and the
intrinsic width of the narrow resonance would then be given
by the spin-lattice relaxation rate of the ground state. Using the
calculated saturation intensity, the signal at the sum frequency
(664 Hz) should be about 0.1% of the signal at 362 Hz at zero
detuning frequency. However, the actual sum frequency signal
is a factor of 8 higher than expected. The existence of a third
level may not only give rise to the narrow structure mentioned
above but also could provide a larger saturation effect due to
the trapping of ions in this level. This could be part of the
reason why the signal at 664 Hz (0.8% of the signal at 362 Hz)
is larger than expected.

C. Ce-Pr interaction

The Ce and Pr ions in Y2SiO5 have different permanent
electric dipole moments in their ground and excited states
as they sit in noncentrosymmetric sites. This difference in the

ground- and excited-state permanent dipole moment is denoted
as �μ. When one ion is changing its state from ground to
excited state or vice versa, the surrounding electric field is
changed. This permanent dipole-dipole interaction causes a
frequency shift �f of the transition lines of the nearby ions,
which depends on the spatial distance r between those two
ions and �μ of both ions as25

�f ∝ �μCe�μPr

r3
κ( ˆ�μPr, ˆ�μCe,r̂), (1)

where

κ( ˆ�μPr, ˆ�μCe,r̂) = ˆ�μCe · ˆ�μPr − 3(r̂ · ˆ�μCe)(r̂ · ˆ�μPr)

(2)

stands for dependence of the interaction on the dipole orien-
tations and displacement. �̂μPr,Ce and r̂ are the unit vectors
of the permanent dipole moment change and the displacement
between these two dipoles (in our case they are a Pr dipole and
a Ce dipole). Since the shift arises from the permanent dipole
moment changes and not the transition dipole interactions,
the shifts are the same regardless of which ion is excited for
two ions with a specific distance. The value of �μCe of the
Ce3+ 4f -5d transition in Y2SiO5 is not previously known. It
can, e.g., be determined by measuring the Stark shift caused by
the interaction between the ions and an external electric field.26

Here we instead used a sample doped with both Ce3+ and
Pr3+ and implemented a two-pulse photon echo experiment
on Pr ions, where Ce ions were excited during the dephasing
period of the Pr ions, and the reduction of the echo intensity
was observed.25 The reduction is caused by the fact that a
subgroup of Pr ions experience a frequency shift induced
by the excitation of nearby Ce ions. When this happens the
phases of the Pr superposition states evolve at different rates
in the dephasing and rephasing periods, which causes an echo
intensity decrease which depends on the magnitude of the shift
and the evolution time. Thus the Pr-Ce ion-ion interaction
introduces an additional dephasing channel for the excited Pr
ions, which broadens the Pr homogeneous linewidth. From
this extra broadening �μCe can be calculated.27

In this experiment, an actively stabilized dye laser with a
linewidth of less than 1 kHz was used to excite the Pr 3H4

→ 1D2 transition at 606 nm. Two weak Gaussian pulses with
power of ∼0.5 mW (0.15-μs duration time) were created with
an AOM and the photon echo from the Pr ions was recorded.
Ce ions were excited during the dephasing time of the Pr ions
using an external cavity diode laser and another AOM. The
pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 6, where eraser pulses refer
to several frequency scanning pulses at 606 nm. These were
applied to shuffle the Pr ions between the hyperfine states
and prevent persistent hole burning that would otherwise be
created by the two Gaussian pulses (pulse 1 and pulse 2) over

 

 
0

Echo
Pulse 1

Ce excitation pulse
Pulse 2

t12 2t12

Eraser 
pulses

FIG. 6. (Color online) Pulses sequence for the Ce-Pr interaction
measurement.
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time. Each laser beam was coupled into a single mode fiber for
spatial mode cleaning, and the collimated output beams from
the fibers were coupled together by a dichroic mirror with
90% transmission (reflection) for 606 nm (371 nm). Those
two beams were focused onto the crystal with focal diameters
of about 130 and 170 μm, respectively, by a low dispersion
CaF2 lens. The spatial mode overlap between the two beams
within the crystal was ascertained by using a beam profiler
to ensure that the center of the two beam profiles overlapped
with each other within 10 μm over the 40-cm distance between
the dichroic mirror and the common focusing lens. The echo
signal was deflected by a third AOM into a photomultiplier
tube (PMT). Right before the PMT an electronic shutter with
100-μs rise time was used to prevent the strong frequency
scanning pulses from reaching the PMT after the echo was
recorded.

The intensity of the echo from the Pr ions was recorded
as a function of the separation time t12 in two situations:
Ce ions being excited or not excited (Ce laser blocked) in
between the two Pr excitation pulses. The excitation of Ce
ions was implemented at wavelengths of either 370.83 nm
(hereafter referred to as online) or 371.54 nm (referred to
as offline). Here online (offline) refers to the fact that the
excitation wavelength is on (off) the ZPL of Ce ions in site 1.
It is worthwhile to note that even at the offline wavelength there
is still considerable background absorption as can be seen in
the absorption spectrum in Fig. 3. We believe that this comes
from ions in site 2, and they will also cause a reduction of the
photon echo from Pr ions, by the interaction shown in Eq. (1).
The experimental data from a Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal (grown by
Shanghai Institute of Ceramics in China) with 0.05% of Pr and
0.088% of Ce dopant concentration relative to the Y ions are
shown in Fig. 7.

Four series of data were recorded. The circles are the echo
signals from the Pr ions when Ce ions were excited online
(excitation power ∼0.5 mW) during the dephasing time t12.
Each point is an average value of ∼30 shots, and the error
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Decay curve of the echo from the Pr ions on
the Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal. The circles (diamonds) are the experimental
echo signal when the Ce ions were excited at an online (offline)
wavelength. Error bar shows the standard deviation. The solid, dashed
lines are logarithmic fits corresponding to those two cases. The stars
(crosses) are the experimental data when the Ce excitation laser was
blocked. The difference between them is explained in the text.

TABLE I. Measured homogeneous linewidths of Pr ions 3H4 →
1D2 transition with Ce excitation laser being at an online wavelength,
offline wavelength, and turned off.

Ce online Ce offline

Measured values (Pr) Laser on Laser off Laser on Laser off

T2 (μs) 74 ± 2 107 ± 3 83 ± 1 104 ± 3
�hom (kHz) 4.3 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.1 3.83 ± 0.05 3.1 ± 0.1

bar shows the standard deviation. To verify the experimental
data, a complimentary data point corresponding to each circle,
shown as a star, was recorded as well with the Ce excitation
laser blocked. At each value of t12 in Fig. 7, all shots of the
circle point were recorded first followed by the shots of the
corresponding star point. After recording all data points at
various t12, the Ce laser was tuned to the offline position.
The corresponding set of data was recorded, shown by the
diamonds (Ce laser offline) and crosses (Ce laser blocked). The
solid, dotted, dashed, and dash-dotted lines are the logarithmic
fits of the experimental data for the cases when the Ce laser
is online, blocked, offline, and blocked, respectively. The two
blocked cases are equivalent, but show an offset on the echo
signal possibly caused by laser power drift. However, the
slopes are the same within the margin of error, as expected.
The echo intensity as a function of the pulse separation time is

Iecho = I0e−4t12/T2 , (3)

where I0 is the maximum echo intensity when extrapolating
the separation time to zero. Results of the measurements are
shown in Table I, where T2 and �hom refer to the coherence time
(with 70% confidence interval) and homogeneous linewidth of
the Pr ions transition, respectively.

Table I shows that the homogeneous linewidth broadening
caused by the Ce online excitation �br is 1.3 kHz with
±0.14 kHz for a 70% confidence interval, while for the Ce
offline excitation the broadening is ∼0.7 kHz (±0.11 kHz).
The difference between these two values tells the broadening
contribution only from the Ce ions in site 1, which is ∼0.6
(±0.18) kHz. This value was used for calculating �μCe in the
following passage.

However, the reduction in echo intensity could conceivably
be caused by other reasons than a frequency shift resulting
from the permanent dipole-dipole interaction. For instance,
(1) the Pr ions directly absorb the ultraviolet (UV) photons
leading to processes shortening the coherence time, which
causes the echo intensity to decrease, although this is unlikely
to happen, as seen from the literature.28 (2) The energy is
transferred from Ce ions to Pr ions so that Pr ions are excited
to a higher level, which also can cause an echo reduction. To
clarify the influence of suggestion (1) above we did exactly the
same measurement as before but on an Y2SiO5 crystal with
the same Pr dopant concentration but no Ce ions. The result is
shown in Fig. 8, where the Pr homogeneous linewidths are the
same when the laser pulse at the Ce absorption wavelength was
present and absent, which means that the linewidth broadening
shown in Fig. 7 does not result from direct UV absorption
by the Pr ions. For clarifying whether the interaction can be
induced by energy transfer [argument (2) above], we did an
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Echo decay curve on the pure
Pr:Y2SiO5 crystal. Notation of the data symbols is the same as in
Fig. 7. Circles, diamonds, stars, and crosses are for the cases when
the Ce laser is online, offline, blocked (online), and blocked (offline),
respectively. Deviation of the first data point from the fitting line was
caused by the saturation of the PMT.

excited-state population decay measurement on Pr ions in the
Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal as follows: (i) A zero absorption spectral
window centered at frequency ν0 was created using optical
pumping.29 (ii) A subset of Pr ions having their transition
at frequency ν0 is transferred to the |±5/2g〉 state [the Pr
ion level structure is shown in Fig. 2(b)]. (iii) A pulse with
area of π excites these ions to their |±5/2e〉 state with an
efficiency of more than 85%. (iv) A Ce excitation pulse
with duration time T was incident on the crystal. If there
is Ce-Pr energy transfer or state changing interactions other
than the frequency shifts due to the permanent dipole-dipole
interaction, the Pr excited-state population should change.
(v) After the time T the transmission of a pulse scanned in
frequency around frequency ν0 [see Fig. 2(b)] determines the
population difference between the |±5/2g〉 and |±5/2e〉 state
by measuring the absorption (this pulse is called the readout
pulse in the following passage). Following the procedure
above the Pr population difference (normalized to the initial
population in |±5/2g〉 state) between the excited and ground
state, Ne − Ng , was recorded as a function of the separation
time T between the π pulse and the readout pulse for the two
cases where Ce ions were excited or not excited during the
time T .

Figure 9 shows that the population differences of Pr ions
when Ce ions are excited (online) and not excited (blocked)
agree with each other within 3%. Similar measurements from
the Ce offline excitation and Ce laser blocked cases also show
the same result. Thus no effect of energy transfer between the
Ce and Pr ions was observed. Based on the test on the pure Pr
doped crystal (Fig. 8) and this excited-state population decay
measurement of Pr ion (Fig. 9), to the best of our knowledge,
the homogeneous broadening shown in Fig. 7 should be caused
by the permanent dipole-dipole interaction between the Pr and
Ce ions.

The homogeneous linewidth broadening induced by the
permanent dipole-dipole interaction �br relates to the �μ of
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Population difference between the excited
and ground state of Pr ions in a Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal as a function
of time with Ce online excitation (+) and Ce laser blocked (©).
The dashed and dot-dashed lines are the respective exponential curve
fittings. The standard deviation of the data points is ∼2%.

the interacting ions as27

�br = 1

2π
CD0〈WCe〉, (4)

where

C = 2
3π2p〈|κ|〉, (5)

p represents the occupation probability of the Ce ions relative
to the total number of ions in the crystal, and 〈|κ|〉 is in the
order of 1,25 representing the averaged value of κ [shown in
Eq. (2)] over all angles defining the relative dipole orientations
and the orientations between dipoles and the displacement.

D0 describes the magnitude of the permanent dipole-dipole
interaction with a unit distance of r0,

D0 = η (0)
�μCe�μPr

4πε0h̄r3
0

, (6)

where �μCe and �μPr is the difference of the permanent
dipole moment in the ground and excited state of Ce and
Pr ions, respectively. η(0) = 1.28 represents the dielectric
correction factor for long-range dipole-dipole interaction.30

ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. r0 stands for the length of the
cube which one ion occupies on average. 〈WCe〉 represents the
average excitation probability of the Ce ions contributing to
the interaction during the dephasing time.

For the crystal used in this experiment, the occupation
probability p � 1.92 × 10−4 considering a 87% occupation on
site 1.31 〈WCe〉 � 1.8(±0.7) × 10−7, which is estimated from
the saturation intensity (shown in Sec. II B) and integrated over
the inhomogeneous line as in Ref. 27. The excitation intensity
used for the estimation is the average value over a volume with
the beam diameter of ρf whm, the full width at half maximum of
the Pr excitation laser intensity, through the crystal thickness
of 1 mm. �μCe (site 1) is calculated as 9.6(±5.3) × 10−30 C m
using Eqs. (3)–(5) with r0 = 0.237 nm, 〈|κ|〉� � 0.7, and
�μPr = 2.43 × 10−31 C m.27 We also calculated 〈WCe〉 from
the ratio of the number of absorbed photons (equivalently
number of excited Ce ions) during 40 ns over the total number
of Ce ions in site 1 for a certain volume (given by the laser
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beam profile). The value is 1.8(±0.4) × 10−7, which agrees
with the previous value very well.

The measured value of �μCe (site 1) is an encouraging
result as it indicates that the transition line of a Ce ion will be
shifted by more than 300 MHz on average due to the change
of states of a nearby Pr ion in a Pr:Ce:Y2SiO5 crystal with a
dopant concentration of 0.05% (the average ion-ion distance
is ∼5 nm). This shift is clearly large enough to force the Ce
ions in site 1 out of resonance with the readout laser which is
initially on resonance. However, this shift does not prohibit the
excitation of the Ce ions in site 2 since these ions are not excited
at their zero-phonon line and the absorption spectrum is much
broader than the permanent dipole-dipole interaction induced
shift. This gives us a background fluorescence even if the single
Ce ion in site 1 is shifted out of resonance. However, based on
our preliminary investigation the fluorescence contrast within
the range 380–420 nm (as shown in Fig. 4) is believed to be
good enough for detecting a single Ce ion in site 1 with a
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. So the fluorescence emitted
from the Ce ions in site 1 can still be used as an indicator to
show which state (|0〉 or |1〉) the Pr ion occupies.

III. CONCLUSION

The spectroscopic properties of Ce3+ doped in an Y2SiO5

crystal were characterized for investigating the possibility
to use it as a probe for detecting which hyperfine ground
state a nearby ion (e.g., Pr) is occupying. Particularly (i)
the ZPL of the 4f -5d transition of Ce3+ doped in Y2SiO5

was found around 370.83 nm with a linewidth of about
50 GHz. (ii) The homogeneous linewidth was measured by
intensity modulated saturation spectroscopy to be ∼3 MHz.
It is essentially limited by the excited-state lifetime of that
transition, which is the optimal case for using Ce3+ as a readout
ion. In this experiment we also have not observed any signs that
there is a long-lived trapping state for Ce ions, which means
that the fluorescence can be cycled as many times as needed.
From the linewidth measurements the oscillator strength,
absorption cross section, and saturation intensity were

calculated to be ∼6.2(±1.7)×10−7, ∼4.5(±1.3)×10−19 m2,
and ∼1.4(±0.4)×107 W/m2, respectively. (iii) The Ce-Pr in-
teraction was demonstrated through a photon echo experiment
and the difference in the permanent dipole moment (�μCe,
averaged value of all dipole orientations) for the 4f (2F5/2)
and lowest 5d states was measured to be ∼9.6(±5.3) × 10−30

C m, which is sufficiently large to provide a frequency shift
much larger than the Ce homogeneous linewidth for a suitable
dopant concentration of qubit ions. The data obtained so far
shows that the Ce ion is a very promising readout ion candidate
and a setup for single Ce ion detection by observing the
5d-4f fluorescence is currently under construction. Single
Ce ion detection in a YAG (Y2Al5O12 ) crystal was recently
demonstrated.32 The ability of state selective readout of a
single rare-earth ion in inorganic crystals would be a significant
step forward for quantum computing in these materials where
high fidelity gate operations on ensembles have already been
carried out.7,8 It also opens the possibility to use rare-earth ions
as extraordinarily sensitive probes of the local environment
in these types of crystals. The ability to carry out (and read
out) operations on individual ions would strongly address the
scalability problem and greatly reduce the qubit operation
time since fewer and simpler pulses can be used when the
dephasing caused by the inhomogeneous broadening is no
longer a concern. It is also quite clear that rare-earth ion doped
crystals generally have excellent properties for preserving
quantum states seen from the impressive quantum memory
development that is taking place in these materials.33–35
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High fidelity readout scheme for rare-earth solid state quantum computing
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We propose a readout scheme for a single instance approach to quantum computing in rare-earth-
ion-doped crystals. The scheme is based on using different species of qubit and readout ions, and
we show that by allowing the closest qubit ion to act as a readout buffer, we can reduce the readout
error by several orders of magnitude. The readout scheme is then used to predict the expected
quantum fidelity of a CNOT gate in these solid state systems. In addition, we discuss the potential
scalability of our protocol to larger qubit systems. The results are based on parameters which are
believed to be experimentally feasible with current technology, and which can be simultaneously
realized.

I. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of realizing a quantum computer is be-
ing investigated using a large variety of different exper-
imental implementations. Currently, the largest entan-
gled qubit systems have been realized in ion traps [1, 2]
and using linear optics with single photons [3]. There is
however an intrinsic value in investigating solid state sys-
tems, as they are generally regarded as having a higher
potential for future scalability to larger systems. For
solid state systems, the best progress has been achieved
with superconducting circuits [4] and impurity-doped
solids, such as NV centers in diamond [5]. Another
impurity-doped system, rare-earth ions in crystals, have
demonstrated very good performance in terms of quan-
tum memories [6–8], but has yet to demonstrate reliable
two-qubit gates between spin qubits or a realistic route
towards larger qubit systems. A major obstacle has been
that, so far, only large ensembles of rare-earth ions have
been used for gate operations [9, 10], which has been
shown to not scale well [11]. A promising approach to
scalability in rare-earth quantum computing (REQC) is
to move into the single instance regime, dealing with the
particular difficulty of detecting single rare-earth ions in-
side their crystal hosts, something that was just recently
realized [12].

In this paper, we present a readout scheme that in prin-
ciple allows for an arbitrarily high readout fidelity of the
quantum state of a single ion inside a macroscopic host.
The readout scheme is based on using a special buffer step
that can by cycled repeatedly, a scheme that is similar
in nature to what has been done previously for multi-
species atomic clocks [13]. We then show, that with such
a readout, a full CNOT gate can be performed in these
systems with fidelity of about 99 %, based on simulations
that are supported by what is currently experimentally
achievable. We also discuss further scaling towards larger
multi-qubit systems by showing how chains of single ions
can be mapped out, and we find that, including most
known error sources, as discussed in Sec. IV, entangled

∗ andreas.walther@fysik.lth.se

states of 10 qubits remaining above 93 % fidelity appear
feasible, as long as all ions can control each other.

q1

q2

q3

q4

q5

q6

q7

Readout
buffer

FIG. 1. (color online) A chain consisting of one readout ion
(Ce) surrounded by several qubit ions (Eu), where the clos-
est qubit ion is being used as a buffer stage (the bright one),
see the text for more details. The lines between the ions dis-
plays which can interact directly via frequency shifts caused
by changes to the permanent dipole moments. With a 4 %
doping concentration, it is expected that each Eu ion can on
average interact with about 5 other Eu ions surrounding it.

It is interesting to note that at the single ion level,
these impurity doped systems resembles the ion trap sys-
tems but with two major difference. The first is the ad-
vantage that the ions are trapped by the comparatively
large trapping potentials of the crystal bindings. This
enables the ions to sit much closer to each other than in
ion traps (nanometers instead of micrometers), which in
turns allows the direct electrical dipole interactions be-
tween ions to be used as entangling mechanism. The sec-
ond difference, is the disadvantage that the surrounding
environment is not vacuum, but a crystal host that can
cause additional decoherence effects as well as worsen the
single ion detection possibilities through e.g. scattering.
While the disadvantages may at first appear daunting,
it is important to note that one of the main limitations
to scalability in ion traps is that the entangling mech-
anism, the common motional modes, becomes increas-
ingly more complex the more ions that are involved [14].
The direct dipole interactions that can be used in REQC
however, does not suffer from this problem, and we thus
expect that once the initial hurdle of establishing single
ion readout is overcome, the scaling to larger qubits will
be relatively more manageable.
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The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the basic
single instance quantum computing scheme is described
together with a discussion on reasonable material param-
eters. Sec. III details the readout scheme, and in Sec. IV
we go through a full CNOT gate from initialization to
readout. Further scalability to larger qubit systems is
discussed in Sec. V followed by a summary of our find-
ings in Sec. VI.

II. OVERVIEW AND PARAMETER
CONSIDERATIONS

The single instance scheme is based on using two dif-
ferent kinds of ions, doped into the host crystal. The first
kind, the qubit ions, will have suitable ground state hy-
perfine levels with long coherence times and in addition
long lived electronically excited states. However, because
of their long life time they are not suitable for direct sin-
gle ion readout, and therefore a second ion species will
be used as a readout ion (see Fig. 1). Coupling between
ions, both between two qubit ions for gates and between
qubit ion and readout ion for detection, will be mediated
via permanent dipole-dipole interactions. In both cases,
when two ions are sufficiently close to each other, the
change of the static dipole moment as one ion is excited
is enough to shift the energy level of the neighboring ion
out of resonance with a driving laser, thus giving a con-
trol mechanism.

Throughout the paper, it will be assumed that we are
working with a Eu3+:Y2SiO5 crystal, where 4 % of the
Yttrium ions in the crystal host have been replaced with
Europium, distributed roughly equal in each of two differ-
ent sites. This is a relatively high doping concentration
and simulations have shown that, given the difference be-
tween the dipole moment of the ground and excited state,
any ion will on average have more than 5 other ions suf-
ficiently close to be controlled by it. For the readout
ion on the other hand, Cerium has appeared as a good
candidate [15, 16], but since one readout ion is enough
for an entire chain of qubits, the background trace ele-
ments of Ce is expected to be enough, no special doping
is required. One potential problem with such a high dop-
ing concentration is that the fluorescence from Ce can be
quenched by energy transfer to the Eu ions. This happens
in particular instances where the Eu ion is very close to
Ce, within 1-3 nm, and calculations show that this effect
may be significant [17]. The full extent of energy transfer
mechanisms still requires further study, but one mitigat-
ing factor is the fact that in practice it should be possible
to avoid it by finding instances where the nearest ion is
far enough away to not give energy transfer but still suffi-
ciently close to cause a controlling shift (within ∼ 14 nm
corresponding to more than 10 MHz shift). Direct energy
transfer between two Eu ions may also happen, but this
should be less likely given that the oscillator strength of
Eu is much smaller, and this has therefore not been taken
into account.

Any state-to-state transfer will be done with complex
hyperbolic secant (sechyp) pulses. These chirped pulses
have the advantage over simple square pulses that they
are robust against certain errors, such amplitude and fre-
quency fluctuations, see Ref. [18] for more details. Bloch
simulations suggest that the Eu ions can be transferred
to and from the excited state by such pulses of 400 ns du-
ration with an efficiency of 99.96 %, which will be used
for the following calculations. It should be noted that
this transfer efficiency for Eu has not been corroborated
by experiments, and does not include effects such as spec-
tral diffusion. Preliminary calculations show that at this
level of efficiency the effects from spectral diffusion may
be substantial, although further studies are required. It
is believed however, that the effects from spectral diffu-
sion can be strongly mitigated by holeburning sequences
that aims at keeping the total number of ions in the qubit
frequency channels very low. The high transfer efficiency
can be compared with experiments performed with the
similar element Praseodymium, where the experimental
transfer efficiency matches simulations rather well. For
Praseodymium, the measured and calculated efficiency is
about 96 % [10], and the main limitations are the short
excited state life time and coherence time, as well as the
fact that an ensemble was used that have not only and in-
homogeneous frequency spread but also sits on different
spatial parts of the beam profile, making different ions
experience difference Rabi frequencies. For single ion Eu
transfers, both of those two limitations are strongly re-
duced.

III. READOUT SCHEME

①①①①

②②②②

③③③③

Qubit Buffer Readout

FIG. 2. (color online) Pulse sequence for reading out the
state of one qubit via on buffer ion and the readout ion. In
the intance shown the qubit is in |0⟩ state, which means the
buffer ion gets excited, shifts the readout, which in turn stops
fluorescing. If the ion instead was in the |1⟩ state, the buffer
would be shifted, and would thus not become excited, and the
readout would fluoresce normally.
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ion. First, one pulse is used to selectively excite the qubit
ion, then another to selectively excite the buffer ion, and
a third to bring the qubit ion back to the ground state.
After this selective excitation has been done the buffer is
read out as described above, and the number of photons
during the T1,Eu/3 detection time is counted. The buffer
ion can then be reinitialized through optical pumping
and the procedure can be repeated, since the qubit ion
still retains its original state, such that a total number
of counted photons can be increased. Simulations show
that the optimal number of times to repeat the procedure
is approximately 20 times, and the threshold for distin-
guishing between |0⟩ and |1⟩ is about 550 photons, as
shown in Fig. 1. Since the qubit ion now only spends a
very short time in the excited state, the probability of it
being corrupted is small. Using one buffer ion increases
the probability of reading out the correct state to better
than 99 %, and two steps of buffer ions yield 99.9 %. In
principle further buffer steps could be concatenated for
an exponentially decreasing error probability, however,
for Eu in particular the millisecond upper state life time
puts the final limit to about 99.9 %, i.e. only two buffer
stages would be useful in practice.

IV. CNOT GATE FIDELITY

A full CNOT gate experiment will include the following
steps:

1. Initialization

2. π/2-pulse on the control qubit

3. π-pulse doing |0⟩ → |e⟩ on control qubit

4. CNOT on target qubit

5. π-pulse reversing the excitation in step 3

6. Readout

The different steps in the list above will now be de-
scribed in detail, including assumptions and expected er-
rors for each step. The total CNOT error obtained in
the end will include the error from all steps, with care
taken to model the different nature of the errors. For ex-
ample, any transfer pulse will cause both bit and phase
flip errors, while any time spent in the excited state will
be subject to lifetime decay, modeled as an amplitude
damping channel (see e.g. Nielsen and Chuang [16]).

Initialization - The initialization step starts with find-
ing a fluorescing readout ion. Next, the inhomogeneous
width of the qubit ions is scanned through until the flu-
orescence from the readout stops, at which point an ion
sufficiently close to the readout ion to shift it in frequency
has been found. This will be the buffer ion. Next, the
inhomogeneous width of the qubit ions is scanned from
start again, in each try, exciting the buffer ion with π-
pulse, and monitoring when the readout ion resumes flu-
orescing. This indicates that an ion that can control the

buffer ion has been found. This step is repeated one more
time, such that two qubit ions that are both in the vicin-
ity of the buffer ion is found. They will most likely also
be sufficiently close to each other, but if they are not,
or longer chains of ions is desired, the step is instead ex-
tended to find ions that shift the previous qubit ion, thus
stopping it from controlling the buffer ion. This process
can be nested as many layers away from the readout ion
as it takes, with the overhead cost of only one extra pulse
per layer away. After a sufficient chain of controlling ions
has been established, the qubit ions should be initialized
to the |0⟩ state, which can be done by means of optical
pumping to an auxiliary state followed by a state transfer
back in a similar manner as the protocols used in the en-
semble approach [17]. The error in this step is assumed to
be equal to the error of the final transfer pulse (a sechyp),
i.e. the starting state is considered to be a mixed state
with a probability of being in the wrong level of 2 · 10−4

for each qubit.

π/2-pulse on the control qubit - Since the hyperfine
states cannot be directly driven, two pulses are required
to achieve a single qubit gate. This means that this step
will give phase and bit flip errors for the control qubit of
4 · 10−4.

π-pulse doing |0⟩ → |e⟩ on control qubit - This step
is a straightforward sechyp pulse, with phase and bit flip
errors both considered to be 2 · 10−4 for the control qubit.

CNOT on target qubit - Although the target qubit
operation is conditioned on the control ion causing a
frequency shift or not, this step is essentially just a π-
pulse on the hyperfine levels, making the error on the
target qubit 4 · 10−4. In addition, the control qubit
spends two pulse durations of time in the excited state,
which gives a decay probability due to limited lifetime of
e0.8µs/1.9ms ≈ 4 · 10−4.

π-pulse reversing the excitation in step 3 - Same op-
eration and errors as the excitation.

Readout - For the purpose of finding the achievable
CNOT fidelity we use the scheme with two buffer ions,
as described above, with a readout error 10−3. Note that
this error is asymmetrical, i.e. it represents the probabil-
ity that a |0⟩ is counted as |1⟩. The reverse error is orders
of magnitude smaller and can be assumed to be negligi-
ble. The reason for this asymmetry is that the main error
is decay from the excited state which only happens in one
direction.

Final experiment fidelity - In the end when all steps
have been taken into account, but before the readout,
the system can be described by a certain density ma-
trix, ρ. We can then compute the fidelity of the state as
F = ⟨ψmax| ρ |ψmax⟩, where ψmax is the state we aim to
create, such as a maximally entangled Bell state. With-
out the readout step, the total error ε = 1 − F is found
to be ∼ 2 · 10−3. The readout is included by allowing the
calculated density matrix to be sampled as it would dur-
ing a real readout sequence, with projections to the four
possible two-qubit states. A quantum state tomography
sequence was then simulated, using 15 different observ-
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the end will include the error from all steps, with care
taken to model the different nature of the errors. For ex-
ample, any transfer pulse will cause both bit and phase
flip errors, while any time spent in the excited state will
be subject to lifetime decay, modeled as an amplitude
damping channel (see e.g. Nielsen and Chuang [19]).

Initialization - The initialization step starts with find-
ing suitable chain of ions that can function as buffer and
qubits, and can be described in 4 main steps: (i) find
a fluorescing readout ion. (ii) scan through the inho-
mogeneous width of the qubit ions until the fluorescence
from the readout stops, at which point an ion sufficiently
close to the readout ion to shift it in frequency has been
found. This will be the buffer ion. (iii) The inhomo-
geneous width of the qubit ions is scanned from start
again, in each try, exciting the buffer ion with π-pulse,
and monitoring when the readout ion resumes fluoresc-
ing. This indicates that an ion that can control the buffer
ion, and prevent it from being excited, has been found.
(iv) repeat the previous step one more time, such that
two qubit ions that are both in the vicinity of the buffer
ion is found. They will most likely also be sufficiently
close to each other, but if they are not, or longer chains
of ions is desired, the step is instead extended to find ions
that shift the previous qubit ion, thus stopping it from
controlling the buffer ion. This process can be nested as
many layers away from the readout ion as it takes, with
the overhead cost of only one extra pulse per layer away.

After a sufficient chain of controlling ions has been
established, the qubit ions should be initialized to the |0⟩
state, which can be done by means of optical pumping
to an auxiliary state followed by a state transfer back in
a similar manner as the protocols used in the ensemble
approach [10]. The error in this step is assumed to be
equal to the error of the final transfer pulse (a sechyp),
i.e. the starting state is considered to be a mixed state
with a probability of being in the wrong level of 4 · 10−4

for each qubit.

π/2-pulse on the control qubit - The hyperfine states
cannot be directly driven by the laser. Instead, arbi-
trary single qubit gates can be performed by two bichro-
matic pulses using a dark state technique (as described
in Ref. [10]). These pulses have the same duration as the
transfer pulses, and thus essentially have the same error.
With two pulses needed, this step will give phase and bit
flip errors twice that of a transfer pulse, i.e. 8 · 10−4 on
the control qubit.

π-pulse doing |0⟩ → |e⟩ on control qubit - This step
is a straightforward sechyp pulse, with phase and bit flip
errors both considered to be 4 · 10−4 for the control qubit.

NOT on target qubit - Although the target qubit op-
eration is conditioned on the control ion causing a fre-
quency shift or not, this step is essentially just a π-pulse
on the hyperfine levels, i.e. a single qubit gate, mak-
ing the error on the target qubit 8 · 10−4. In addition,
the control qubit spends two pulse durations of time in
the excited state, which gives a decay probability due to
limited lifetime of 1 − e−1.5µs/1.9ms ≈ 8 · 10−4.

π-pulse reversing the excitation in step 3 - Same op-
eration and errors as the excitation.

Readout - For the purpose of finding the achievable
CNOT fidelity we use the scheme with two buffer ions,
as described above, with a readout error 2.5 · 10−3. Note
that this error is asymmetrical, i.e. it represents the prob-
ability that a |0⟩ is counted as |1⟩. The reverse error is
orders of magnitude smaller and can be assumed to be
negligible. The reason for this asymmetry is that the
main error is decay from the excited state, and state |1⟩
is never excited.

Final experiment fidelity - The effects of all operations
described above is calculated from actions applied to a
starting density matrix. In the end when all steps have
been taken into account, but before the readout, the sys-
tem will be in a final density matrix, ρf . We can then
compute the fidelity of the state as F = ⟨ψmax| ρf |ψmax⟩,
where ψmax is the state we aim to create, such as a maxi-
mally entangled Bell state. Without the readout step, the
total error ε = 1−F is found to be ∼ 7 · 10−3. The read-
out is included by allowing the calculated density matrix
to be sampled as it would during a real readout sequence,
with projections to the four possible two-qubit states. A
quantum state tomography sequence was then simulated,
using 15 different observables in 9 different measurement
settings (see e.g. [20]). This gives a recreated density
matrix (shown in Fig. IV) that can be used obtain the
fidelity, including the readout stage, and we find the to-
tal error to be ∼ 1.1 · 10−2. This means that both the
coherent operations and the readout process contribute
significantly to the overall fidelity, and it emphasizes the
need for using the proposed readout buffer stages.
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FIG. 4. (color online) Shows the (real) elements of the density
matrix of a prepared Bell state, including all error sources as
described in the text. The total fidelity without readout is
99.3 % and with readout 98.9 %.

Note that while an effort has been made to include
most systematic error sources, a real experiment will also
include random projection noise caused by a limited num-
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ber of experimental count cycles, but this has not been
included here. In practice, this error will be limited by
the total duration of the full protocol, and since gate op-
erations can be made in sub-microseconds, the largest
time is consumed by the readout stage. However, the
fluorescence detection itself is not the main culprit, as a
buffer stage with 15 repetitions times a detection time
T1,Eu/3 will take in the order of 5-10 ms, on par with
other single ion detection rates. Instead, the main time
consumption arises from the reinitialization of the buffer
step that has to be done between each repetition cycle.
If simple optical pumping via the long lived excited state
is used to reset the buffer state, then several life times
of Eu has to be used to reset it with good fidelity, which
is a few tens of ms per repetition. To circumvent this,
a quenching mechanism can be used whereby the long
lived excited state is excited further to a higher lying
state with short life times. For Eu, such states could be
the 5D2 or 5D3 levels, which both have life times in the
tens of µs range, much smaller than the detection time
and thus enough to eliminate the contribution from this
part.
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FIG. 5. (color online) Predicted fidelity of n-qubit GHZ states
with and without readout. The fidelity includes pulses for
tomography but assumes that all ions can interact with each
other, which is reasonable at least up to 5 qubits with 4 %
doping concentration.

V. SCALABILITY

The previous section detailed the specific case of a two-
qubit gate, where the errors were included in a care-
ful manner in the total density matrix describing the
system. This approach is difficult to extend to larger
qubit systems, as the size of the Hilbert space scales
exponentially with the number of qubits. In this sec-

tion, we will attempt to give some figures for the scaling
of larger qubit states by simpler considerations, based
on the values of the CNOT gate obtained in the previ-
ous section. We will focus on the expected fidelity of
an n-qubit Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state of
the form |Ψ⟩ = |0...0⟩ + |1...1⟩, which is a simple yet
useful type of entangled state. The expected fidelity of
this state can be fairly straightforwardly calculated by
realizing that it is created by n − 1 successive CNOT
gates. Moreover, this fidelity will be the same both for
the case of only nearest-neighbor interactions and for the
case where each ion can control each of the other ions.
This result is shown in Fig. 5, both with and without
readout. One limitation of the prediction is that while
the creation of the GHZ state allows situations where
only nearest neighbor interactions are possible, the read-
out step is calculated with the assumption that each ion
can control a buffer ion directly without additional swap
operations. As discussed earlier in Sec. II, this is ex-
pected to be a reasonable case for at least up to 5 qubits
for a doping concentration of 4 %.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a readout scheme for detecting
quantum states of single ions inside a crystal host. The
scheme is based on monitoring the fluorescence from a
short lived rare-earth ion using another long lived rare-
earth ion species as a buffer stage that can be repeatedly
cycled. Several buffer stages can in principle be concate-
nated to yield a very long effective detection time, such
that readout errors can be reduced 2 orders of magni-
tude. We then used this result together with known er-
ror sources to obtain expected fidelities for a CNOT gate
of 98.9 % and for larger GHZ states remaining above
97 % even for 10 qubits. The main limitation of our
calculations is presently that the expected increase in
performance for qubit rotations when switching from Pr
to Eu has not been experimentally verified as of yet.
Our results are important for enabling and showing that
rare-earth quantum computing is feasible in the single
instance regime.
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We analyze the Ce3+-Pr3+:Y2SiO5 emission spectra obtained under selective excitation of the two
Ce3+ sites in Y2SiO5 and we show clear evidence of direct energy transfer from Ce3+ to Pr3+. Energy
transfer microparameters were calculated from the experimental spectral overlap between the Ce3+

emission and the Pr3+ and Eu3+ absorptions from which, the transfer mechanisms Ce3+→Pr3+

are concluded to be more efficient than the transfer mechanisms Ce3+→Eu3+. The energy transfer
processes demonstrated here are potentially detrimental for an efficient qubit readout as they lead
to a quenching of the Ce3+ luminescence and can give rise to the unwanted change of the qubit
state. The quantum computing readout scheme is based on permanent electric dipole interactions
scaling as R−3, where R is the distance between the Ce3+ and the qubit ion. The non-radiative
energy transfer processes also depend on the ion-ion distances, however as R−6. A discussion about
the microscopic dopant distributions leading to an efficient single-ion readout quantum computing
scheme is here presented, taking into account the need to limit the energy transfer processes.

PACS numbers: 42.62.Fi,78.55.-m,78.40.-q,03.67.-a,32.10.Dk

I. INTRODUCTION

The investigations pursuing the use of rare-earth doped
crystals as hardware for quantum computers have led in
the last decade to a number of achievements such as the
possibility of qubit formation, control and the use of per-
manent electric dipole-dipole interactions for gate oper-
ations between qubits [1, 2]. The detection of the qubit
states is planned through a so-called readout ion sitting
close enough to a qubit ion so that its excited state is
shifted in energy when the qubit ion is promoted from
the ground state to the excited state [3]. This approach
is a single instance quantum computing implementation
where each qubit consist of a single ion [3, 4]. It is at-
tractive since, in contrast to earlier work [1, 2] based on
qubit ensembles, is scalable to many qubits which consti-
tutes a fundamental requirement in terms of real quan-
tum computation [5]. The long excited lifetimes times
required for qubit operations prevent however the qubit
ions themselves to carry out the readout role as it implies
the detection of a single emitter. A readout ion present-
ing a high emission rate is thus needed for this quantum
computing aproach [6]. Other approaches to build mul-
tiple qubit systems consist of rare-earth stoichiometric
crystals lightly doped with another rare-earth ion [7, 8].
In these materials, the different rare-earth ions surround-
ing the dopant ion are targeted as independent qubits
and the short distance between the qubit ions leads to a
strong electric dipole-dipole coupling between them.

A number of rare-earth ions and host crystals have
been so far studied for quantum information applica-
tions [9–11]. Y2SiO5 doped with Pr3+ and Eu3+ ions

are among the most prominent. This is due to the long
coherence times observed for the optical transitions at
606 nm (Pr3+:3H4→1D2) and 580 nm (Eu3+:7F0→5D0),
as well as the long lifetimes and coherence times of the
ground state hyperfine levels [12–14]. For instance, life-
times of 100 seconds in the case of Pr3+ [15] and more
than 20 days for Eu3+ [16] have been reported at zero
magnetic field for the ground hyperfine levels. On the
other hand, trivalent Cerium has been proposed to carry
out the readout function [3] as its 5d→4f optical tran-
sition possesses a unity fluorescence quantum yield, no
long-lived trapping states and excited state lifetime in
the nanosecond scale. These features assure an emis-
sion rate high enough to collect photons from a single
emitter. In addition, Ce3+ can be introduced into the
Y2SiO5 lattice as a codopant so that it can eventually
be found in vicinity of an interacting qubit ion. Further
evidence of permanent electric dipole-dipole interaction
between Ce3+ and Pr3+ ions has recently been reported
in Y2SiO5 [6] and the succesful detection of the fluores-
cence of a single Ce3+ ion [17] has also been achieved in
a YAG host. These results are very encouraging for the
practical execution of the single ion quantum computing
scheme.

A well-known phenomenon, often observed in rare-
earth doped crystals and which has not been considered
so far by the rare-earth based quantum computing ap-
proaches is the presence of energy transfer paths between
the readout ion and the qubit ion. The energy transfer
processes between trivalent rare-earth ions [18, 19] have
been actively investigated and exploited during the last
decades for the development of rare-earth based phos-
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phors [20, 21], scintillators [22], luminescent solar con-
verters [25], laser crystals [23] and in general, the study
and application of upconversion phenomena [24].
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FIG. 1: Ce3+-Pr3+/Eu3+ readout scheme. Solid colored ar-
rows represent the excitation pulses at approximately 370 nm,
606 nm and 580 nm for Ce3+, Pr3+ and Eu3+ respectively.
(a) Ce3+ emission should be detected when the qubit ion is
initially found in the state |1/2g〉. (b) No emission is expected
from the Ce3+ ion when the qubit is in the ground hyperfine
state |3/2g〉. The hyperfine splitting of the 7F0 and 5D0 Eu3+

singlets and the lowest stark level of the 3H4 and 1D1 Pr3+

multiplets are not scaled in energy to the spin-orbit electronic
levels as it is just several MHz (10−3 cm−1) in the case of Pr3+

and hundreds of MHz for Eu3+ (10−2 cm−1).

Experimental evidences of efficient energy transfer
mechanisms both from Ce3+ to Pr3+ and Ce3+ to Eu3+

have been shown in host materials such as Lu3Al5O12,

Y3Al5O12 [26, 27], YVO4 [28] or Y2Zr2O7 [29]. The ex-
istence of energy transfer from Ce3+ to Pr3+ has recently
been reported in Ce3+-Pr3+ codoped Y2SiO5 [30] and in
the Ce3+-Eu3+ case, it needs to be evaluated. The rea-
son is that such processes can partially quench the Ce3+

luminescence, complicating the detection of the readout
signal upcoming from a single Ce3+ emitter. At the same
time, the qubit ion is promoted to an excited state as a
consequence of the energy transfer and this would destroy
the qubit state under readout.

A detailed description of the proposed readout scheme
is displayed in Figure 1 for the readout-qubit pairs Ce3+-
Pr3+ and Ce3+-Eu3+. The scheme is essentially the same
independent of the qubit center. Pr3+ and the two Eu3+

isotopes, namely 151Eu and 153Eu, present 5/2 nuclear
spin and so, the same number of hyperfine levels. The
qubit is encoded in the hyperfine levels |1/2g〉 and |3/2g〉,
and the objective of the readout is to determine wether
the qubit is in state |1/2g〉 or |3/2g〉 after the computa-
tions are done. Thus, a first laser pulse resonant with the
qubit optical transition from the hyperfine level |3/2g〉
to one of the hyperfine levels in the excited state is sent.
The qubit ion does not interact with this pulse as it is
in the state |1/2g〉 (Fig. 1a). Readout pulses, resonant
with the Ce3+ 4f→5d zero-phonon transition are next
sent in resulting in the excitation of the Ce3+ ion and
subsequent radiative decay. In Fig. 1b, the qubit ion,
whose initial state is |3/2g〉, becomes excited after inter-
action with the first pulse. The permanent dipole mo-
ment of the excited state of the qubit ion, being different
from that of the ground state, changes the energy of the
Ce3+ excited state so that, if the energy shift |∆E| is
large enough (Fig. 1b), the new transition is no longer
resonant with the readout pulses and no excitation nor
luminescence can be detected from the readout ion in
this case. Therefore, the detection or absence of Ce3+

luminescence directly probes the qubit initial state.
In this paper, we estimate the efficiency of the energy

transfer processes for couples of Ce3+-Pr3+ and Ce3+-
Eu3+ ions within Y2SiO5 as a function of the distance
between the qubit and readout ions, and we discuss their
impact on the single-ion based readout quantum comput-
ing scheme.

II. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS

Several Czochralski grown Y2SiO5 singly doped Pr3+

and Eu3+ crystals with final dopant concentrations of
0.05 %at. and 0.1 %at., as well as a codoped 0.01
%at. Ce3+ and 0.03 at. % Pr3+ crystal were used in
the study. Y2SiO5 is a biaxial monoclinic crystal with
C2/c space group (number 15) and lattice parameters
equal to a=14.413 Å, b=6.7190 Å, c=10.4000 Å, α=90,
β=122.235 and γ=90 [31, 32]. The Y3+ ions occupy two
inequivalent crystallographic sites within Y2SiO5, distin-
guished by their oxygen coordination (7 for site referred
to as of type 1, and 6 for the site referred to as of type 2
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to as of type 1, and 6 for the site referred to as of type 2
[33]). The rare-earth dopants have been found to replace
the Y3+ ions in both sites, with site occupancies which
vary depending on the rare-earth ion considered. Thus,
in the case of large ions such as Pr3+ and Ce3+, most
dopants occupy the site 1 [34]. The site occupation be-
comes much more equilibrated in the case of Eu3+ since
this ion is similar in size to Y3+ [16].

FIG. 2: (a-b) Emission spectrum obtained under Ce1 excita-
tion at 370.83 nm. (c-d) Emission spectrum obtained under
Ce2 excitation at 325 nm. The spectra were separated in two
regions and normalized for the sake of clarity due to the in-
tensity contrast between the strong Ce3+ bands (a) and (c),
and the weak Pr3+ emissions (b) and (d).

Figure 2 displays the emission spectra recorded at
low temperature under two different laser excitation
wavelengths for the Ce3+-Pr3+ codoped Y2SiO5 sample.
Laser excitation at 325 nm selectively excites the Ce3+

ions in site 2 (Ce2) [35] while the 370.83 nm diode laser
excitation is centered on the zero-phonon absorption line
(ZPL) of Ce3+ ions in site 1 (Ce1) [6]. The excitation
of the Ce1 ZPL is actually the one aimed for the read-
out pulses (Fig. 1) since the transition must be narrow
to be shifted off resonance by the dipole-dipole interac-
tion. Broad emission bands are observed in the 370-500
nm (Fig. 2a) and 430-550 nm (Fig. 2c) spectral regions.
Those are attributed to the Ce3+ fluorescence in sites 1
and 2 respectively [35]. The band corresponding to Ce1
shows additional structure with a prominent peak at 400
nm and a second one around 425 nm, associated with the
transitions 5d→4f(2F5/2) and 5d→4f(2F7/2). Besides
the Ce3+ emissions, the appearence of a set of narrow
emission peaks is observed in the 600-700 nm spectral
region (Fig. 2b and d). These peaks actually correspond
to Pr3+ emissions from the 3P0 and 1D2 energy levels
and they are the result of an energy transfer from Ce3+

to Pr3+. The energy transfer mechanism is therefore tak-
ing place from both Ce3+ sites as the Pr3+ emission lines
are clearly observed when exciting at 370.83 nm (Fig.
2b) and 325 nm (Fig. 2d). A remarkably weak fluores-
cence signal was obtained for the Pr3+ emissions under
370.83 nm excitation. Nevertheless, a lower energy trans-
fer efficiency Ce1 to Pr3+ compared to the case Ce2 to
Pr3+ can not be derived from this result as the emission
spectra were recorded under different experimental con-
ditions for the two excitations. Thus, they can not be
directly compared. In the next section, we look at the
energy transfer efficiencies from Ce3+ to Pr3+ in Y2SiO5,
with an emphasis on the microscopic point of vue of the
mechanism, and we include in the study the investiga-
tion of the efficiency of the Ce3+→Eu3+ energy transfer
paths.

III. MICROSCOPIC ENERGY TRANSFER
INVESTIGATION

The energy transfer rate (AET ) for a resonant dipole-
dipole energy transfer mechanism between two interact-
ing ions [18, 36], usually denoted as donor and acceptor,
is given by:

AET =
C

R6
(1)

where R is the distance between the two ions involved
and C is

C =
3c

8π4n2

∫
σEm,D(λ)σAbs,A(λ)dλ (2)

the so-called transfer microparameter [37], which de-
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FIG. 3: (a) Ce3+-Pr3+ and (b) Ce3+-Eu3+ level schemes.
Dashed arrows represent possible energy transfer paths after
the excitation of Ce3+ into the 5d level. The Ce3+ levels are
represented by a configurational coordinate diagram [38] in
order to evidence the broadening of the 5d emission.

pends on the integrated spectral overlap between the
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donor emission cross-section and the acceptor absorption
cross-section, as well as the index of refraction of the
host n and vacuum light speed c. The demonstrated ex-
istence of energy transfer mechanisms from Ce3+ to Pr3+

in Y2SiO5 is not really surprising as the spectral region
covered by the Ce3+ 5d emissions (Ce1 and Ce2) over-
laps several Pr3+ absorption lines, in particular, the 3PJ
Pr3+ levels (Fig. 3a). The analysis of the Eu3+ energy
level scheme, on the other hand, also points the more
than likely existence of energy transfer paths from Ce3+

to Eu3+ as displayed in Fig. 3b. Establishing the effi-
ciency of the energy transfer processes depicted in Fig.
3 and their eventual interference within the proposed
single-instance quantum computing readout scheme ap-
pears necessary for the development of quantum infor-
mation hardware. Experimental methods often used to
investigate energy transfer efficiencies such as the study
of the dynamics of the ion acting as donor, provide a gen-
eral insight into the transfer efficiency for a given rare-
earth doped crystal, or in other words, they offer some
idea of the behaviour of the majority of the ions in the
crystal. These methods are however not really applicable
to our case as they are unable to estimate the efficiency
of the transfer mechanisms taking place between ions for
a particular distribution of dopants within the crystal.
The microscopic point of view of the transfer mechanisms
has to be taken into account when discussing their influ-
ence on the single-ion based quantum computing readout
scheme since this one is based on a single readout ion
surrounded by qubits. In addtion, the qubit ions have to
be close enough to the readout ion so that their dipolar
fields can interact (Fig. 1), the strength of interaction
depending on the distance as R−3 [6]. The inter-ionic in-
teraction distance is so a critical parameter which must
be considered carefully as it is also going to determine
the efficiency of the energy transfer processes (Eq. 1).

FIG. 4: Spectral overlap between the low temperature Ce3+

emissions (gray) and polarization averaged Pr3+ absorptions
(red) for the cases (a) Ce1-Pr1 and (b) Ce2-Pr1.

FIG. 5: Spectral overlap between the low temperature Ce3+

emissions (gray) and polarization averaged Eu3+ absorptions
(red) for the cases (a) Ce1-Eu1, (b) Ce2-Eu1, (c) Ce1-Eu2
and (d) Ce2-Eu2.

The study of the energy transfer rates and efficiencies
in Y2SiO5:Ce3+-Pr3+ and Y2SiO5:Ce3+-Eu3+ is here ac-
complished by the determination of transfer microparam-
eters (Eq. 2) for resonant Ce3+→Pr3+ and Ce3+→Eu3+

energy transfers. Low temperature Pr3+ and Eu3+

absorption spectra were recorded in Y2SiO5, polarized
along the principal axis of the dielectric vector, referred
to as b, D1 and D2. The absorption of the 3P0,1,2 and 1I6
levels are observed in the Pr3+ absorption spectra within
the 370-550 nm spectral region, and in the case of Eu3+,
the absorption lines corresponding to the 5D0,5D1,5D2,
5D3 were identified.

The analysis of the Eu3+ and Pr3+ polarized absorp-
tion spectra reveals, as expected, the presence of peaks
of both crystallographic sites which could be asssigned
from previous spectroscopic studies [39–41]. The polar-
ized absorption spectra for the Pr3+ ions in site 1 were
distinguished and separated from the site 2, not consid-
ered in the study. Pr2 is in principle not aimed to create
qubits due to its lower coherence times and low site occu-
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attributed to one site or the other. All the spectra were
afterwards calibrated to absorption cross-section values
as follows:

σφi =
αφi
Ni

(3)

where αφi and Ni are the absorption coefficient and the
denstity of dopants respectively, with i = 1, 2 referring
to the site and φ stating for the polarization orientation.
Ni were determined by taking into account the Y3+ den-
sity in the host, the dopant concentration in the sample
(0.05% and 0.1% for the Pr3+ and Eu3+ samples respec-
tively), and the sites occupancies which were set to 4:1
for site 1 in Pr3+ and 1:1 in Eu3+. Polarization averaged
absorption spectra were finally calculated for the Pr3+

ions in site 1 (Pr1) and each one of the Eu3+ sites (Eu1
and Eu2). The Ce3+ emission spectra were calibrated in
cross-section by using the Fluchtbauer-Ladenburg spec-
troscopic method [42]. Unlike the Eu3+ and Pr3+ ab-
sorptions, no significant differences are observed for the
three polarized Ce3+ emissions in Y2SiO5 [30]. Thus, the
emission spectra here presented were recorded under un-
polarized light and arbitrary propagation direction. The
cross-section calibrated polarization averaged absorption
and emission spectra are displayed in Fig.4 and Fig.5.
Spectral overlap is observed in all the cases investigated
enabling resonant energy transfer paths. Transfer mi-
croparameters were afterwards derived from Eq. 2. The
results are shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Calculated energy transfer microparameters (C)
and critical distances.

Donor-Acceptor C (Å6 s−1) Distance (Å)
Ce2-Pr1 10.0×1011 6.1
Ce1-Pr1 8.2×1011 8.3
Ce1-Eu2 5.9×1011 5.4
Ce1-Eu1 5.8×1011 5.3
Ce2-Eu2 5.6×1011 5.2
Ce2-Eu1 0.9×1011 4.1

IV. CONSEQUENCES FOR THE SINGLE-ION
READOUT SQUEME

As shown in Table I, higher values were found for the
two Ce3+-Pr3+ energy transfer microparameters calcu-
lated. This is mainly due to the fact that Pr3+ presents
larger absorption cross-section values than Eu3+, which
leads to stronger spectral overlaps and higher transfer
rates. Critical energy transfer distances were also esti-
mated, defined as the distance between donor and accep-
tor for which the energy transfer rate is identical to the
radiative decay rate of the donor. The critical distances
found are larger than the distance separating two dopants

at nearest-neighbor positions within an yttrium orthosil-
icate crystal (∼3.8 Å for two ions in site 1). Thus, the
Ce3+ emission rate will be reduced more than 50% for
pairs of nearest-neighbors Ce3+ and Pr3+ or Eu3+ ions
as a result of the energy transfer. A strong quenching of
the readout ion fluorescence, symbolized by the critical
distance, is not the only inconvenience which should be
taken into account. Ideally, in order to avoid unwanted
changes in the qubit state like its promotion to an excited
state, the probability of energy transfer should be negli-
gible during a full readout cycle. It has been estimated
that the readout transition needs to be cycled a minimum
of 2000 times to achieve enough photons emitted allow-
ing to determine the qubit initial state [43]. This means
that one has to find pairs of readout ions and qubit ions
separated by distances so that the energy transfer proba-
bility is lower than 5×10−4. The evolution of the energy
transfer probability as a function of the inter-ionic dis-
tances was calculated from the ratio between the energy
transfer rate, AET , given by Eq. 1, and the Ce3+ total
desexcitation rate (Atot)

Atot = τ−1
rad +AET (4)

in which τrad is set to 39 ns for Ce1 and 59 ns for Ce2
[35]. The results are displayed in Fig.6:

FIG. 6: Solid lines: Evolution of the energy transfer probabil-
ity as a function of the inter-ionic distances for the different
cases investigated (left axis). Dashed lines: Distance depen-
dent evolution of the energy shift induced in the readout ion
by a Pr3+ qubit ion (black) and Eu3+ qubit ion (red) (right
axis).

In the Ce3+-Pr3+ case, inter-ionic distances around 30
Å are needed to free the readout mechanism from energy
transfer. This limit goes down to 20 Å for Ce3+-Eu3+

due to the intrinsic lower efficiency of the energy trans-
fer mechanisms in this codoping. The necessity to avoid
distributions of dopants were the ions are sitting at dis-
tances shorter than 30 Å may seem very problematic
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since, as it has been previously stated, the reaout ion
needs to interact with the qubit ion so that its excited
state can be shifted (Fig. 1b). Shifts of several tens of
MHz are however considered sufficient as the Ce3+ ho-
mogeneous line has been measured to 4 MHz [6]. The
evolution of the energy shift as a function of the distance
can be estimated as:

∆E =
1

4πε0

(ε(0) + 2)2

9ε(0)

∆µqubit∆µCe
R3

(5)

with ∆µCe and ∆µqubit the difference between the elec-
tric dipole moment in the ground and excited state for
Ce3+ and the qubit ion respectively, where the second
factor is a local field correction. As displayed in Fig.
6, energy shifts of the order of tens of MHz can be in
principle achieved for ions which are up to 100 Å away
from each other. Thus, even avoiding pairs of readout
and qubit ions separated by less than 30 Å for Pr3+

as qubit ion, and 20 Å for Eu3+, any couple separated
by distances between 30 and 100 Å could be eligible to
carry out the readout mechanism successfully. A reduc-
tion of the doping concentration and consequent increase
of the average distance between the ions is a straight for-
ward way to limit the efficiency of the energy transfer
processes. However, facing the eventual need of using
relatively high doping concentrations in order to boost
the qubit-qubit dipole-dipole coupling, the possibility of
finding microscopic distributions of dopants fulfilling the
distance criteria is small but not negligible. For instance,
with a doping concentration of 2%at., the probability of
finding a readout ion separated by more than 2 nm from
the closest qubit ion is about 0.04 in Y2SiO5 (4% of the
cases). It is important to note however that the detec-
tion of fluorescence arising from a single Ce3+ ion in such
crystal would already indicate that this ion doesn’t un-
dergo a strong quenching by energy transfer. Thus, the
single-ion detection required for the readout mechanism
provides in addition a method to identify the microscopic
dopant distributions free of energy transfer. This result,
on the other hand, points at the difficulty of increas-
ing the doping concentration beyond a certain amount.
The use of stoichiometric crystals for quantum comput-
ing aims, and also, crystal hosts which tend to form pairs
of dopants or any kind of clusters can be also problem-
atic. The particular host and doping ions should however
be discussed in order to state further conclusions.

The energy transfer model used here, based on elec-
tric dipole-dipole interactions, is generally considered to
provide a good description of the energy transfer mecha-
nisms [44, 45]. At the short distances range (less than 7-8
Å), the results are expected to be less accurate due to the
contribution to the energy transfer rate of higher order
multipolar interactions like dipole-quadrupole (scaling as
R−8) and quadrupole-quadrupole (scaling as R−10) [45].
Exchange and superexchange mechanisms [46], on the
other hand, can also appear between ions sitting very

close to each other, leading to remarkably higher energy
transfer rates than that expected from the dipole-dipole
model. The distance region discussed for the readout
mechanism (up to 10 nm) is however large enough to ob-
tain meaningful results from a dipole-dipole description.

V. CONCLUSION

Resonant energy transfer paths have been demon-
strated from Ce3+ to Eu3+ and Ce3+ to Pr3+ for the
different crystallographic sites occupied by the dopants
within yttrium orthosilicate. The evolution of the energy
transfer probability with the distance between the ions
considered indicates the need to avoid distances shorter
than 3 nm in the case Ce3+-Pr3+, and 2 nm for Ce3+-
Eu3+ in order to succesfully use Ce3+ as a probe to read-
out the Eu3+ and Pr3+ qubit states.
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